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Biflboar
USSR's Copyright
Interest Elates World

WASHINGTON -As of May 27, 1973, the Soviet Union will for the
first time in its long history officially join the world of international
copyright protection.
In a letter sent Feb. 27 to the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organizations (UNESCO), Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko expressed the Soviet intention to become a member of the
Universal Copyright Convention, whose adherents extend the same protection to foreign members, as to their own nationals.
The U.S. State Department and the U.S. Copyright Office are
hurriedly working up a study of the basics of Soviet copyright law, and
will put out a background analysis on those aspects of the domestic
Soviet copyright regulation which can be definitely ascertained. It is

¡Continued on page 14)

NARM DRAWS
RETAILERS

LOS ANGELES -Over 1,300
registrants attended the Nation Association or Recording
Merchandisers convention here
last week. The-largest segment
of retail attendance, including
independent dealer s, chain
chiefs and racked department
heads, highlighted the meetings.

S.C. Duplicator

Contests Tenn.

'Piracy' Law
NASHVILLE-Custom Recording Co., a South Carolina corpora-

tion which manufactures

8 -track

tapes, has filed a class action suit
in federal court here attacking the
1971 Tennessee Piracy Act as un-

Sees

'O' Modes

In Coexistence
By CLAUDE

HALL

LOS ANGELES -Matrix and
discrete will both make it in the
marketplace, believes Yoshiro Kitano, president of the Victor Company of Japan, Ltd., Tokyo. He
did not expect bath types of matrix
to survive in the hardware field,
but he felt there was room -perhaps even need
both matrix
and discrete quadrasonic systems
for the public, though he felt the
1VC quadrasonic CD-4 system

-for

was the best.

Polygram and EMI Records
"and some more big ones" are now
testing discrete records, he said.
EMI, via its own label and Capitol Records in the U.S., has several
matrix SQ albums on the market
at present. Kitano pointed out Ct
JVC was not currently negotistu
with either Polygram or EMI, but
there would be "quite a good number of labels" committing to the
JVC discrete record system in the
next few weeks.
"Several are sitting on the fence,"
he said. RCA Records already has
product on the market in the U.S.
to the JVC system, CD -4, which
(Continued on page 43)

Over IlliciTapes
By

RICHARD ROBSON

Staff Member, Music Week

LONDON-Seven record companies claimed in the High Court
last week that certain cassettes featuring top British and American acts
and being said by a London -based
chain of motor accessory shops
were pirated tapes. The chain,
Marble Arch Motor Supplies.
which has several outlets in the
London area, gave an undertaking
not to sell the tapes until an action
pending against the firm is heard.

action has been brought
WEA, the Robert Stigwood
Organization, Decca, EMI, RCA,
CBS and A&M which all own
copyrights involved. It is the latest
case to be coordinated by the
British Phonographic Industry and
is part of BPI s ever -increasing
efforts to stamp out piracy and
bootlegging in this country.
The record companies are claiming damages for infringement of
¡Continued on page 48)

The
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JVC's Kitano

7 Firms Sue

constitutional.
The suit was filed jointly originally with Joe White, co -owner of
a Nashville truck stop operation
where tapes wem confiscated. However, White withdrew from the suit,
claiming he had never authorized
lawyers to file in his name.
Defendants in the suit are Tennessee Gov. Winfield Dunn and
law enforcement officials, including the State Attorney General,
the Davidson County Sheriff, the
State Commissioner of Safety, the
District Attorney, and agent William B. Vest of the Tennessee
Bureau of Criminal Identification,
who made the arrest and seizure

by

TOP LP'S PAGES 58, 60

TV or video cartridge usage on
the grounds that it is too early to

a reasonable fee scale. This
has resulted in cable broadcasters
and cartridge manufacturers gen-

set

erally utilizing film music without
any payment, unless the movie
production company also owns all
copyrights, he charged. "It km not
been economical so far to go to
court for collection against one of
these mers," Silvers said.
license Fee Set
Warner Bros. Music will now
license all possible film music mage
rights for an additional one -quarter
of the original synchronization fee.
A music publishing synchronization
(Continued on page 442

publishing industry.
situation
roadlock to further
development of publishing revenues and is holding back the filos
and television business."
According to Silvers, it has become standard practice for publishers to refuse to license cable

Returns Cost Industry Millions
By JOHN SIPP EL
LOS ANGELES -The physical processing of a
return from retail account to rackjobber to manufacturer can cost from 27 to 45 cents per unit of one
LP or five singles, Hendrick Smith of Fry Consultants
told a general meeting of the National Association of
Recording Merchandisers here Tuesday (27). Between
1968 and 1972, the average rack return was 23
percent.
Smith, whose firm studied four typical rackjobben
along with sample retailers and manufacturers during

an exhaustive

two-month study financed by NARM,

said that the cost of returns to the rackjobber could
equal yearly the equivalent of half of his net profit.
His study showed a typical rackjobber doing $3 million net; $4 million gross; with a $600,000 gross
margin and a net profit of 5150,000. The average
rackjobber studied spent $69,000 yearly handling returns or Ill percent of its operating cost.
Smith's return cost per unit breakdown by industry
classification showed retailer, 2 to 5 cents; rackjobber,
20 to 30 cents, and manufacturer, 5 to 10 cents. Smith
probed into the returns paperwork, indicating five to
six documents exchanged between retailer and rackjobber, plus seven documents exchanged between rackjobber and vendor, who might be either a distributor

or manufacturer.
Returns Costly

A typical retail account, with a 35 percent return
average, would have to do $177,000 gross sales to
do $50,000 net, while a similar account, with a 15
percent average return, would have to do only
$59,000 to rack up the same net, he pointed out.
Five returned units, he said, kill the profit from two
sold.

To indicate the various types of product typically
returned, he said the average $1 million in returns
to racks studied showed the following breakdown,

Plans are being

The group of programmera and
(Continued on sage 381
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LOS ANGELES -Warner Bros.
Music claims to be the first major
publisher to have expanded its
standard synchronization license
contract to cover pay or cable
television, home video cartridges
and all technical uses now known
or known in the future.
Ed Silvers, president of the company, said, "We have made an important first step for the entire

firmed up for the first -ever jukebox programming conference with
indications that overly-long recordings and defective pressings will
be hotly debated topics. The con.
ference, to be patterned after Billboard's highly successful radio programming events and sponsored by
Billboard, is set for Sat., Sun., May
19 -20 at the Hotels Ambassador
here.
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By NAT FREEDLAND

Jukes' Music
Meet May 19

-

Newsweekly

WB Music First
To Set CATV and
T V C Royalties

at the truck stop.
Vest confiscated 16 tapes from
the truck stop Feb. 15 on grounds
they were bootlegged or pirated.
(Continued on page 6)

CHICAGO

The International
Music-Record-Tape

Single 45's
Budget LP's

Regular LP's
Tapes

$146,000
$ 57,000
$522,000
$275,000

Time Lag Expense
"PAUL DAVIS is a pop.oriented single composer and a breath
al air so fresh it almost hits you as unreal. If you overlook
him it's your loss." (Cashbox)
(Advertisement,

Eight weeks are lost in the time cycle between a
dealer returning goods to the rack and the rackSmith
jobber
retailer,
five
days; rackjobbers
time lag mas follows:
ollows:
(Continued on page 13)
tAdvertnemerdi

SYLVERS SMASH NEW GROUP
THE SYLVERS, consisting of two
sisters and four brothers, are taking
the music industry by storm. They
are currently riding the crest of their
second straight Top Ten ORB sin.
gle: "Wish That J Could Talk To
and are moving up strongly
ott all single and album charts.

Y.:"

They range in age from 14 to 21;
however, The Sylvers have already
been performing for more than ten
years. They have played with such
stars as Al Crean, Sammy Davis, Jr.,
Andy Williams, etc., and played to
sold -out audiences front Las Vegas
to the Los Angeles "Forum:'

They have been featured regularly
Bin Cosby Show and have
signed for appearances on Dick
Clark's new show and will shortly be
on
wide tour.
Records is especially
proud of the reaction to The Sylvers
and their initial recordings.
on the

Gqry
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Music

As Featured In The Forthcoming

Album "LOVE MUSIC"

PRODUCTION AND SOU\D

Bell

BY

BONES HOWE
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BELL RECORDS
A Division of Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.
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General News

Advertising Media's Value
Appraised by Workshop
-Despite

LOS ANGELES
a
statement that direct mail advertising was becoming more of a
force, particularly in the discount
stores and should be an area considered by record /tape people, most
speakers at the Advertising Workshop of the National Association of
Recording Merchandisers from the
panel and the floor, considered it
too expensive for the retailer to
rue.
Said

Russ Solomon of Tower
Records: "Direct mail is ridiculously expensive for retailers. It
is effective if you reach the right
market, bra, if it has a shotgun
effect, then it is just too much
money." Solomon cited a case
where he had paid $4,000 to reach
a total of 125,000 people on advertising classical product. He
reckoned to have sold around
$4,000 worth of classical albums.
"But that isn't $4,000 profit,"
he commented, adding that the
promotion had also enhanced
Tower's "classical image."
On the topic of "creative adver-

tising' Bruce Lundvall, director of
marketing, CBS, stated: "A great
deal has to be done to upgrade
the situation. We still, as an industry, have a long way to go."
Creativity Lack
Lundvall termed record company advertising "mediocre at
best." He stated the reasons for
this was that each album was
treated as a separate campaign,
unlike advertising in other areas.
There was neither the time nor the
budget to devote to really creative
advertising.
Radio advertising was only occasionally creative and was often
"quite boring" and bogged down
with formula. The spots concept
had not changed over the years
at all. On the retail level, Lund call scored advertising as being dull
and unimaginative.
A question from the floor asked
whether record manufacturers
couldn't create entire radio shows.
Panelist Gene Settler of RCA said:
"There is not a pop station in the

(Confined on

pace 13)

More Defective Records
Plaguing U.K. Markets
By PAUL PHILLIPS
Staff Member, Music Week

LONDON -The British market

being plagued by an increase in
defective records. Evidence as to
the reasons points heavily to poor
playing equipment and its inadequacy to deal with technical improvements of the modern record.
is

Much depends on the length of
record and just how high a
frequency response a producer requires from it. Studios have warned
for some time ow that the disk
cannot necessarily deal with the
same high or low frequencies as
professional tape and although
disk cutters naturally use all their
skill to obtain as true a disk reproduction as possible from the
tape they have, it is often the case
that old or badly adjusted playing
equipment is unable to handle the
record.
This results in distortion or
a

common

complaints
among the dealers' letters received
by Music Week which led to the
paper's recent investigation among
retailers.
Malcolm Davies at Apple studios
explained: "I think we've reached
the limit on the levels we're able
to get on albums. But singles are
cut at six db more because they
are wanted for jukeboxes and discotheques. We normally cut singles
at a depth of six -thousandths of
an inch and albums at 21/2-31/2
thousandths."
Smaller Groove
The problem for disk cutters is
that the longer the record the
smaller the groove and at the kind
of levels being cut today more and
more equipment is being made redundant.
Nevertheless, despite complaints

jumping,

from the public and from retailers,
Pye joint deputy managing director
Walter Woyda commented: "I feel
the whole problem has been vastly
overstated. The volume of records

sold increases all the time -Pye's
turnover is currently four times up
on this time last year -and it is
only reasonable to suppose that the
incidence of faulty records will
increase proportionally."
He went on to say that as far
as the Strawba'"Part of the Union"
-mentioned as being faulty by
several retailers -was concerned. it
was debatable as to whether the
pressing or consumers' equipment
was at fault.

Quality Control
"In defense of Pye, we have a
quality control department that
scrutinizes product carefully and I
(Continued on pose 481

Cleveland 'Q' Fest Success UATries Samplers to Perk Jazz & MOR
NAT FREEDLAND
Spurs Pittsburgh Campaign
ANGELESBy

-

PITTSBURGH
The monthlong
manufacturer- distributor -retailer 4- channel promotion in
Cleveland (Billboard, Feb. 3) was
so successful that it turns into a
"road show," opening here under
the same auspices March 15.
Shelly Tirk, Midwest Dist., and
Harvey Korman, Piks Dist., both
independent distributors in Cleve-

Phonogram Inc.
Bolsters Soul,

Promo Staff
CHICAGO- Phonogram.

Inc. is
in the midst of expanding its marketing and promotion staff in
terms of new responsibilities, co-

ordination of qualifications and
strategic location of personnel, according to Lou Simon, senior vice
president and marketing director.
and Stan Bly, national promotion
director. The trend toward more
and stronger national and local
promo personnel was exemplified
by recent ABC and Ball reconstructing. (Billboard, March 3).
Simon said the expansion reflects
two very strong years the label has
enjoyed and is a projection of expected growth. He also pointed out
that the 21 Phonogram staff force
coupled with 12 distributor housemen represent a "coordination of
energies and philosophies."
The regional marketing staff was
boosted to five and given new
responsibilities of maintaining continuity with accounts regardless of
where the accounts operations
extended (Billboard, Feb. l0). Four
new local and regional promotion men were added and the r &b
promotion staff was expanded and
restructured, Bly said.
James R. Brooks, based in Detroit; Dan Donovan, based in St.
Louis; Chuck Edwards, working
out of Los Angeles. and Chick
Stella, locally based, are new promotion appointments. In r &b.
Henry Crump, and James Brooks
are recent additions. Crump will
base in Atlanta and split the south
with Leo "Jocko" Carter, who now
headquarters out of Little Rock
(Carter (formerly handled all
southern states). Brooks is based
in Detroit and covers the east.
Bly pointed out that Crump was
formerly music director of WIMP,
Tampa, and that Donovan is a
former deejay.

land, who also cover here for their
labels, report that the 4 -week quad rasonic fest in northern Ohio
moved 6,000 LP's and 3,000 tapes
for the participating approximately
35 retailers. WDBN -FM, Cleveland supported the program. Two
large print ads were purchased cooperatively in a local paper.
Three manufacturers, Project 3,
Quad Spectrum and Ovation, will
also support the Pittsburgh program. Thirty -seven accounts, including National Record Mart, 12
stores;
Kaufmann's department
stores,
5;
Home's department
stores, 4; Gimbels, 6; Wander, 6;
and about five independent retailers have agreed to carry the 4channel inventory and point -ofpurchase material created for the
program. Radio spots and print
ads are being ordered.

United Artists
LOS
Records this week shipped 5,000
copies each of an MOR sampler
and a classic jazz sampler to major
accounts and college radio stations.
The albums are designed for instare play and FM broadcast.
"UA wants to sharpen its image
in the easy listening market." said
Martin R. Cerf, the label's creative
services director. "United Artists
With Strings Attached" includes
soft rock and pop cuts by steady
sellers such as Shirley Basset',
Bobby Goldsboro, Robert Thomas
Velline (Bobby Vee), Dory Previn,
Don McLean, Tommy Garrett's
50 Guitars, Francis Lai, Ferrante
and Teicher plus James Bond
soundtracks.
Majar retail outlets will be serv-

by UDC, UA's distributing
arm, with sufficient free copies of
the MOR sampler to serve as an
iced

Rule U.S. Court Must Decide
$4 Bil Renewal Right Suit

-

LOS ANGELES
What may
well be the biggest music lawsuit
ever filed, has been thrown out of
Superior Court here. Judge Charles
A. Vogel ruled that a $4 billion
class action against Capitol Songs
by "Moonlight in Vermont" composer John Blackburn was a copyright matter and could only be
decided in federal court.
Blackburn was seeking to overturn the renewal rights clause of
standard songwriters contract, alleging that n * songwriters are
"coerced" via . their unequal bargaining positions into accepting a
contract form which gives publishers perpetual rights to a song.
More established writers can get
contracts assigning publishing rights
only for the 28 years of an initial

copyright, the suit claimed.
"Moonlight in Vermont" was
written by Blackburn 28 years ago
and thus could revert
holly to
the composer if he won whis case.
The lawsuit was filed here last
Oct. 16 by Blackburn for himself
and "all other defendants similarly
situated" naming as defendants
"Capitol Songs and all other music
publishers."
Attorney Irwin O. Spiegel represented defendant Michael H. Gold an Inc., which had purchased
Capitol Songs some years ago.
The suit claimed that music ublishers have collected $2 billion
on "unconscionable and unfair' renewal rights in the past and would
take in another $2 billion in the

futre.

K -Tel Sleeves Promote

Catalog Disk Product
-K

LOS ANGELES
-Tel International Inc. has started a "Whitman Sampler" type of promotion
to boost current and recent LP's
from which it uses singles to make
compendium LP's.
Starting with its current "Believe
In Music" TV and radio advertised
package, the black and white innersleeve contains a reduced color corrected cover
nd the entire
contents and labels credit of each

LI'. from which it carries a single.
President -founder Phil Kiev. said
that the initial sleeve printing was
over 1 million pieces. Nineteen
LP's are carried on the first sleeve.
K -Tel tested the sleeve sampler
idea on a short run on a fall, 1972.
contemporary
singles
package.
Kieves said the illustrated sleeve
will be used always where product
is still available in stores and racks.

effective countertop giveaway item

for customers.

"The Douglas Collection Radio
Show" includes narration about the
music of the jazz greats originally
recorded some 15 years ago by
Alan Douglas. Cerf is aiming for
wide college airplay of the entire
album as a special program. Art.
ists on the sampler include: Billie
Holiday, John Coltrane, Duke Ellington, Herbie Mann, Charles
Mingus, King Pleasure, Art Blakey
and the Jazz Messengers.
UA plans to continue issuing annotated samplers regularly as a device to exploit specialized

portions

of its catalog. Low -priced or free
sampler albums have in the past
been a common sales tool, particularly for jazz labels. However, in
recent years, with records reaching
peak sales despite increased production costs, the practice has

fallen into anise:
The strongest contemporary use
of samplers has been made by
Warner Bros., who have put Si to
$3 LP new artist collections into a
key role in their print advertising
approach. Sold entirely by direct
mail, 14 Warner samplers during
the past three years have averaged
80.000 unit sales apiece.

ABC /Dunhill Lands
Don Robey's 5 Labels
LOS ANGELES ABC /Dunhill
has acquired Duke /Peacock Records from Don Robey, ownerfounder of the labels (Billboard
Feb. 24). Also included in the acquisition were three subsidiary labels: Back Beat, Sure Shot and
Song Bird.
The purchase includes the romplate catalogs off all labels which
specializes in r&b, blues and gas pa. The exact amount of masters
to be used by the firm is not
known yet. Robey, his assistant
Evelyn Johnson, and their staff
are currently revamping the roster
in their Houston headquarters.
The ABC /Dunhill logos will appear on the LP covers of new
product, but the label cover will
feature logos of the acquired labels. These logos may be somewhat different than their present

Robey into the rAb field. The
three subsidiary labels were incorporated over the years.
ABC is now working on reservicing and
distributing the
Duke /Peacock catalogs. There is
no official comment on whether
promotional
the Duke /Peacock
staff and other employees will remain the same. Robey will continue in an "executive capacity" from
Houston. following meetings with
ABC president Jay Lasker.
The acquisition follows closely
ABC's moves into the country
field through the opening of a
Nashville office and acquisition of
Cartwheel Records its move into
r &b through the opening of an
Atlanta office and the acquisition
of several top acts and its reactivation of the Bluesway label.

form.

Col's Brewer
Heart Victim

The five labels acquired include
a large number of top names in
the rAb, gospel and blues field.
Among these artists are Bobby
Blue Bland, Johnny Ace, Ted Taylor. the Lamp Sisters. Buddy
Lamp, Paulette Parker, The Malibus, Buddy Ace. C. and C. Boys,
James Gavis, El Toros, Ernie K.
Doe, Junior Parker, and Verna
Rae Clay.
Other artists include Bobby Wilhums, the Five Blind Boys, the
Dixie Hummingbirds, the Sensational Nightingales. the Gospel:arcs, the Mighty Clouds of Joy,
Victoria Hawkins. the Pilgrim lubilec Singers, the Cotton Brothers,
Inez Andrews, Carl Carlton- O.V.
WrighL Roy Head, Joe Hinton,
and Willie Mac Thornton.
Robey founded Peacock Records
in 1949, concentrating on gospel
groups. In 1951 he purchased Duke
Records from a disk jockey named
David Maths. This move brought

NASHVILLE- George

Brewer.

director of national
promotion, Columbia Records.
died Thursday (I) here. Death was
due to a heart condition. He died
at Vanderbilt University Hospital.
He is survived by his w i f e,
Kathy, and two children, Rebecca
and Jude Justin. Before joining
Columbia. he was in radio for 10
30, assistant

years and

had also operated his

own promotion firm after leaving
radio. His family has asked friends
to make a donation to the United
Heart Fund in his name.

More Late News
See Page 62
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General News

Order Extended on
Suit by Harrison
-A

NEW YORK
temporary restraining order handed down in
Supreme Court here Feb. 22
against the American Broadcasting
Co., WPIX, Inc., a number of tape
firms, an economic consulting firm
and too John Does, in a suit of
alleged illegal pirating and advertising of Beatles' recordings, (Billboard, Mar. 3) has been extended
to Tuesday (6), by Supreme Court
Judge Nathaniel Heiman.
Heiman decided to extend the
order to March 26, following testimany from both parties at the
hearing for a preliminary injunction against the defendants.
The suit, brought by ex -Beale
George Harrison, Apple Records,
Inc., and Capitol Records, Inc.,
was based on an affidavit from
Allen Klein, president of Abkco
Industries. It seeks a permanent
injunction against the defendants.
Two of the defendants, the
American Broadcasting Co., and
WPIX, Inc., have voluntarily withdrawn the offending ado from both
their television and radio networks. (Billboard, March 3.)
The alleged illegally duplicated
product is a four -album package
titled, "The Story of the Beatles,"

Chi NARAS
Fetes Local
CHICAGO -The local chapter
of the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences (NARAS)
is on a bigger than ever push to
highlight the Midwest's rule in the
industry and presented Curtom
artist Curtis Mayfield with no less
than five awards at its annual
Grammy Salute dinner. One commemorated the sale of over a
million units of "Superfly."
Mayfield, along with the Impressions, then tied up the long
but well- received over three hour
show with "Amen," one of his all time hits with the group. The Impressions also received an award.
Other awards were presented to
Burr Tillstrom, children's TV show
producer, jazz artists Gene Ammons and Stan Getz, Bonnie Koloc, jazz impresario Joe Segal. muscore writer Micki Grant
("Don't Bother Me I Can't Cope "),

sical

Delmark Records president Bob
Koester, Styx (presented by Gal-

lery magazine) and Paul Roewadc,
president of the local chapter for
the past two years.
Attendance was slightly off, said
current president Robin McBride,
who estimated it at over 350.
Highlighting the show, produced
by Jim Atlas of Paragon Studios,
was the performance by the "Can't
Cope" cast. Miss Koloc and Michael Johnson provided folk offerings and Bob Mayes of the
"Can't Cope" show performed
along with Getz and Ammons.
WLS -AM morning deejay Charlie
Van Dyke hosted.

Laboe Revamps

Studio Product

which contains 60 Beatles' recordings, which, according to the action, has been advertised in such
magazines as Motor Trend, Penthouse, Oui, Car & Driver and
Signatures; as well as on the radio
and TV stations controlled by ABC
and WPIX.

The plaintiffs are asking the
court for final injunctive relief
against defendants from using the
Beatles' name or likenesses on radio and TV commercials broadcast
in New York and other states, and
in advertisements in magazines
having wide circulation in New
York and other states.
Harrison is also asking the court
for $15 million in punitive damages for improper use of his name,
portrait, picture and /or likeness
for purposes of advertising and
trade.

Composers, AuLOS ANGELES -The American Society
thors and Publishers (ASCAP) distributed $44,400,000 to its over
21,000 members in 1972, finance committee chairman Arthur
Schwartz told a packed membership meeting here Wednesday (28).
Payout represented the residue left after operating expenses of
$14,460,000 were deducted from a total collection domestically
of $60,194,000. The 1972 income from domestic licenses was
$59,056,000; $836,000 from interest on investments and dues of
$302,0(X).
An additional $1,260,000 was placed in escrow for June,
1973, distribution from ABC -TV's payment for 1970 -71. An additional $120,000 was received from NBC Radio, which will be
distributed sometime in the future, along with $150,000 interest.
ASCAP's growth in developing new writers and publishers was
manifest in the financial statement. Advances of $3,121,000 were
made to members in 1972. The society "wrote off" $307,000 in
advances made previously to members.
Foreign societies' collections were $9,223,000, up 50 percent
over six years ago, according to Schwartz.

Savannah Judge Transfers
Knight Suit to NY Court
8y BUB KIRSCH

-A

SAVANNAH, Ga.
motion
by the local mayor and aldermen
to dismiss a preliminary injunction for

a

trademark infringement

action against the city and its Convention Center filed by Terry
Knight and GFR Enterprises was
granted Feb. 28 by Chief Judge
Alexander A. Lawrence in the
United States District Court here.
Action will be transferred to New
York within 30 days.
Judge Lawrence said, "The mayor and aldermen of Savannah
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WB 'Beefs' Staff

COUNTRY

LOS ANGELES Warner Bros.
Records is beefing up its promotion
line -up with seven pro football
stars who will be tackling tough
radio programmers during the next
three months' seasonal layoff. First
to sign for the Warner team is
Cednck Hardman, San Francisco
49ers music- loving defensive end.

I1.11(FROX PROORAMMINR sill

Golden Ear Label,
GSF Distrib Tie

NEW YORK -Golden Ear Records. a newly formed Chicagobased label, has signed an exclusive distribution agreement with

GSF Records.
Jimmy Van Leer, Golden president, said that the first product to
be released under the agreement
will be the single "Let There Be
Love" by the Enchanters. Under
the new arrangement, Golden will
also work out of GSF's New York

off ices.

and the Allison Automatic Mixing
System, which is programmed like
a computer to perform mixing.
The studio will also use the
Allison Kepex, which is for special
effects and noise reduction. Allison Research, formerly the main
user of the studio, demonstrated
some of the equipment there last
week. The firm had been using
the studio as a demonstration area
in the past.

$44.4 MIL. DISTRIBUTED
IN '72; ADVANCES HIGH
of

ci occtcAI

-

LOS ANGELES -Art Laboe,
president of Original Sound Records, has revamped his studio in
line with his plan to record contemporary product.
Among the new equipment in
the Hollywood studios s: a 20input 16- output "Quad 8" console;
several new Ampex recorders from
16-track to monaural; DMT chambers; the Allison Game Brain
which is audio limiting equipment;
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shall deposit with the clerk of the
court the net available proceeds
from the concert on Feb. 24."
(Grand Funk Railroad concert).
The judge further ordered that
the proceeds shall remain in the
clerk's account subject to further
order of the court and that "motion by the mayor and aldermen to
dismiss the complaint against it is
granted by reason of failure of the
to
amended
under 5USC
sections 114 and 1125 for which
relief can be granted and in light
of pleadings and testimony of
Michael Finocchiaro, director of
the Savannah Civic Center."
It was further ordered that the
action "be transferred pursuant to
28USC section 1404(s) from the
U.S. District Court for the southern district of Georgia, Savannah
division to the southern district
of New York, effective 30 days
from this date.
"The clerk is directed to transfer all records and papers in this
action together with a deposit of
funds to the clerk of New York
where civil action number 72 Civ..
2026 entitled Mark Farrier, plaintiff, et al vs. Terry Knight, defendant, et al vs. John L. Eastman. additional defendant counter
claims as now pending. He shall
also transmit this order."
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Col Studios Policy
NEW YORK -Columbia Records has opened its recording studios for use by out -of -house producers. The studios, located in
Nashville. Chicago, New York.
and San Francisco, will have a reduction in rates to reflect the new
policy, designed to make the studios more accessible to a wider
variety of musical projects.

4

Executive Turntable
Andrew Meyer has been named A &M Records publicity director. Former publicity director Bob Garcia has been appointed d'rector of artist relations for the label. Meyer will continue to run
A&M's college department as part of his new publicity post.

HELMAN

ABNER

FIRTH

Tom Noonan, last with Polydor Records as director of marketing, has returned to Motown Records as executive assistant to president E.G. Abner II. Noonan's background includes director of research for Billboard, national promotion director for Columbia
Records and vice president and general manager of Metromedia
Records.... Howard Ladd, formerly vice president of Sanyo Electric, Inc., consumer division, has been named executive vice president at the firm.... Herb Hetman has been named division vice
president, public affairs, at RCA Records. He had been director of
public affairs. a position to which he was appointed in 1971. Heiman, who had joined the label in 1955 as administrator. album
publicity, oversees all press and information activity for RCA.
Ray Malinda has been named Playboy Records' regional promotion manager for New Orleans and the Southeast market. For
the past four years, he was with All -South Distributing.... Jan
Leary has been appointed press officer for Bell Records (U.K.).
Prior to joining the label, she held similar positions at Kinney
Records and A &M Records.... Ron Cotterell has been named fair
trade coordinator for James B. Lansing Sound, Inc. In the new po-

sition, Cotterell will be responsible for educating JBL's franchised
dealers as to the firm's fair trade policy, as well as federal and state
fair trade laws. His office will also shop JBL dealers for violations
of policy.... At Capitol Records, Bob Buziak has been named an
a &r producer, based in Los Angeles. 14e was formerly San Francisco regional FM promotion manager. Chan Daniels is now director, a &r operations. He was formerly director, a &r marketing....
(Continued on page
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Schory's Ovation Backs
Sansui Matrix QS 100%
CHICAGO -There's

such

a

hunger in the marketplace for
quadrasonic records that Ovation
Records is selling "four or five
times what we might normally
sell," said Ovation president Dick
Schory. "And I believe this is
strictly because all of our product
is in 4- channel."
When he says "all product," he
means even singles. Although the
label on the singles says stereo,
they're really Sansui matrix quadrasonic. And Schory is a firm advocate of the Sansui matrix system.
He had a QRX 65004channel unit
in his suite during the annual convendon of the National Association
of Recording Merchandisers in Los
Angeles last week and demonstrated his product to distributors
and rackjobbers in quadrasonic. He
has been involved in quadrasonic
even as early as 1961 in experiments with audio engineer Jim

Cunningham on specially -built 4channel tape machines; Schory and
Cunningham unveiled their 4-channel recordings to RCA Records in
May 1965. Schory started Ovation
in March 1959. His early product
was in the matrix Electro Voice
system; he switched in early 1972
to Sensui's QS matrix system. Today, Ovation has 31 albums in
matrix disks. matrix stereo 8 cartridges, discrete Q-8 cartridges, and
discrete 4- channel open reel tapes.
He claimed that the Sansui system allows him to put anything
within a 360 -degree radius and "it
will reproduce on the disk." He
said that he doesn't pan any discrete disk system, but he fell the
need for discrete wasn't there.
"Anything I need to do, I can do
with Sansui and with a lot less
pressing problems and lower costs."
He felt that the discrete album
was not practical for mass produo-

don and that the vast majority of
product on the market within the
foreseeable future would not be
discrete. He was strongly put out
that the WEA group had announced commitment to a discrete
system, but felt that labels already
into matrix, such as himself, would
not "roll over and play dead
and neither will CBS Records with
their SQ matrix system."
"My allegiance," he said, "is to
y company and distributors
to rovide a product they can sell
today
and tomorrow. There's
lots of hardware out there and
most of it's some form of matrix.
My major concern, as a manufacturer, is who is going to be able to
play the record. And it's nonsense
to feel that everybody is going to
go discrete just because of the
WEA commitment to discrete." He
said he was currently working with
eight hardware manufacturers as a
consultant
"and they are going
with the regular matrix system like
Sansei.
.

.

.

.

...

...

Chess /Janus,

Schroeder Pact

-

NEW YORK
Chess /Janus
Records has signed an exclusive
long -term agreement with producer John Schroeder for the release and distribution of his product on Janus, according to Marvin
Schlachter. president of Chess/
'anus.
The first two singles to be released under the arrangement are
"Wash My Mem mes" by Chance
and "Happy Birthday Sweet Sixteen" by Gulliver. The LP "The
Message' by Cymande has already been released,
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Presenting "The Singer':
Liza Minnelli's incredible follow-up
to her most successful album.
Now, her encore to `Liza With a`Z "'

features"You're SoVain plus "Oh,Babe,
What Would You Say?" "Baby Don't Get
Hooked on Me;' "I'd LoveYou to Want Me;'
"Dancing in the Moonlight :'
"I Believe in Music" LizaMinnelli
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and more of
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inger
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I Believe
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"The Singer:'
Liza Minnelli's command performance.
On Columbia Records and Tapes
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Do Radio Spots
NEW YORK -Four pop groups,
the Friends of Distinction, the

Stylistics, Sha Na Na and the
Main Ingredient, have been selected to produce a series of nine
radio commercials for the Schlitz
beer 1973 advertising campaign.
The commercials will revolve
around the theme "Once Around
Life," which updates last year's
theme, "When You're Out of
Schmitz."
The new musical campaign is

Sutherland

Sam

4 Pop Groups to

being created by Herman Edel Associates for the Leo Burnett ad
agency on behalf of Schlitz Breweries. The arrangements will utilize a variety of musical concepts
developed by several different arrangers including Horace Ott, Bill
Eaton, AI Gorgon and by Dick
Behrke, who wrote the script.
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in the grooves.

Hear it for yourself. Next time
around, listen to a solo vocal off
a matrix album in monaural.
I am not sure whether or not
you were aware of this, but it certainly is a factor in the material
we play.
Peter V. Taylor
Vice president &
general manager

Dear Sir:

REGIONAL OFFICES
150 N. Wacker Dr. Area Code 31$ CE 6Á81B

feregn countries

quisition of additional table model
and portable FM sets -mostly
monaural.
For home consumption, matrix
disks are fine for 4- or 2- channel
reproduction. FM stations, however, have monaural listeners to consider-most of our listeners fall
in this category-and they are deprived of all the information put
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is

the fact that most of the systems
are incompatible in monaural. We
have EV, SQ. QS matrix disks
here, and as soon as you combine
in monaural, there is cancellation.
Everyone isn't just sitting around
between four speakers (or even
Iwo) enraptured by the depth and
dimension. FM's growth in recent
years has been done through ac-

KFOG -FM
Calif.

Willman, Mgr. (N.Y.)
PROMOTION DIRECTOR: Jeff Bates (L.A.)
PROa0CEI0N MANAGER: JM,n F. Halloran (LA.)
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PRODUCTION COORDINATORS Ward Mechlin, Val Ketches (Crory)
PRODUCTION COORDINATOR: Garry Harris (N.Y.)
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as 4- channel 9uadrasone
concerned, discrete Is the only
way to go.
What most of those pushing ma-
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Mono Fallout
Dear Sir,
As far
is

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS

CHICS e0. IIII. 60606,

LOS ANGELES -The nation's
economy will experience a period
of surging affluence, and the record -tape industry should reap its
benefits. So said Dr. Pierre Rinfret,
economic advisor to three U.S.
presidents. in an address before
the National Association of Record
Merchandisers.
Affluence creates "swing dollars," Rinfret said, and it 1s this
excess income which is most likely
to be spent on entertainment and
leisure time. If anyone in the
record -tape industry fails to cash
in on this economic spiral, he can
only blame himself, Rinfret said.
Rinfret, in an address that was
spiced with humor and behind.the-

Letters To The Editor

7l

NEW YORK,

Economist Predicts
Boom Soles Period

10

You wens right on target recently in Vox lox when you posed
the question "wonder if any of
you guys with poor record service
ever thought about writing letters
back to record companies reporting
the progress of the records you are
playing, request action, etc.
Record distribution is certainly
a twaway street You get back
what effort you pm in. I've found
that out in the past 12 years
here at WSPR -AM.
Nasty letters, and I admit, regretfully, I've written a few, get you
nowhere.
If you want good record service
you've got to work at it
and
give the distributors and manufacturers as much feedback on reaction as possible. Some stations
don't even bother to notify the
distributor that they're "on" a
record.
Get smart, young men .
and the records will come your

...

.

.

way.

Budd Clain
Program Director
WSPR -AM
Springfield, Mass.

Dealer's Ire Provoked
Gentlemen:
Your front page article (Feb. 3)
re the proposed volume mail rate
reduction is an eye -opener. Those
of us still in the record business
at the independent retail level
should register our protests with

6

our Congressman and Senators a
once. I am writing to mine, enclos
ing copies of the article and re
questing their help in seeing tha
this does not come to pass. I am
also once again requesting that th
"junk mail" rate be abolished and
all mail required to go first clan.
(Periodicals excepted), or parce
post.
Once more, we find big govern
ment taking the side of big busi
ness. I quote the fourth paragraph

"The proposal for discounts
will be offset by the higher single
.

piece

rates... :

If you

have space to prim this
letter, in case others may care to
join me in protest, I would appreciate it. And, would you please
approve the copying of this article
for the benefit of further publicizing it.
Sincerely yours,
Joe Van Sickle, owner
The Music Shop
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
(Ed. Note: You have our permission to copy the story.)

Pacesetter Thank You
Dear Sir:
The recognition by Billboard was
most flattering. However, all I did
was push the idea.

Elmer Alley of WSM came up
with the concept-and Bud Wendell of the Opry handled the
chores.

You gentlemen were too kind,
but it's deeply appreciated.
All the best for the New Year.
Regards,
Irving Waugh
President
WSM
Nashville
Setting Straight

scenes White House anecdotes,
gave his audience three basic
guidelines to business success:
(I) Recognize that your destiny
is in the hands of the government,
and establish a government contact
to better understand and anticipate
changing legislation, and so that
government to understand the
needs of your industry;
(2) Each
businessman should
establish a close relationship with
a banker and keep his credit lines
open;
(3) Each individual should establish goals, both for his company
and for himself, to know where he
and his firm will want to be five
years hence.

Rinfret is "bullish on America."
He said he is convinced that the
Nixon administration is out to
accomplish two major objectives;
to maintain world peace ( "at all
cost, even if we have to buy it).
and to check inflation. He said that
inflation has been growing in the
U.S., but when compared to its
growth elsewhere in the world, this
country is still enjoying a for more
stable economy.

S.C. Duplicator

Contests Tenn.

'Piracy' Law
Continued from Page

J

White was dismissed from the
suit in an amended complaint filed
in behalf of Custom, by attorney
David J. Candish. White said he
recently purchased the truck stop,
and the tapes were part of the inventory. Nine of the tapes were
labeled "Smash Hits" and seven
were labeled "Country and Western." They sold for 55.95 each.
White, and his wife, the coowner, said they "wanted no part
of the suit. We're not filing any
complaint. We think it's the law."
Comoro alleges that the law
does not provide a show cause
hearing prior to seizure; any requirement o fdelnling the reason
for the seizure; any standards of
proof; any provision for a hearing
after the seizure; any appeal of the
seizure; any defense on the question of knowledge or intent to prevent forfeiture: any protection for
due process rights; safeguards on
the presumption of guilt.
Custom not only wants the law
to be declared unconstitutional,
but it wants the tapes back and
damages of $50 per tape. It asks
that a three -judge court be convened and enforcement of the law
be enjoined.

Dear Sir:

Although Elton John is partnered in the newly set -up Rocket
Records, he will not personally
record for the label. Jahn will
continue to record for Dick James
Music in London with product to
be distributed in the U.S. by MCA
Records as usual.

DePaul U. Sets
Entry Date
NEW YORK- DePaul University has announced that applications for the second annual Chicago Award in wind or brass are
due no later than May 11. The
award, established by the group
Chicago (Columbia), consists of
one years full tuition at the university, for studies in a wind or
brass instrument.
The contest is open to anyone
between the ages 16 and 26 years
of age who has completed high
school before Sept. I. 1972. With
auditions to be held June 9, all
entrants must perform a standard
solo work, furnishing their own
accompaniment.

BIG PUSH

FOR LYNN

LOS ANGELES -MCA Rec.
ords is honoring Loretta Lynn
with a Country Music Month
in
ch
and has
launched
ched a s P ec al Pricing program on all 20
hog albums
and taped ie tae catalog.
ms
including [he duet a
with Conway Twisty. Rick Fria vice
president
y saidg hot the
company.
w
that
ofinclude
promotion
ptii
mobun would
hem radio orne buys
all
of the s wmajor country MOR
music stations as well as key MO,
bone, posters, the
and
forerai television appearances
tepeas one
for Miss Lynn, noted as ana
of lof
country artists
modern AS
times.
ho
Nias Lynn was honored also
last week by the National ercoeutise of Recording Merchandisers in a breakfast performance. Her latest
just released, is "Entertainer of
the Year."
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Three minutes
and seven seconds
of fresh Pie.
From their

upcoming album,
"EAT IT."

ON A&M RECORDS
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Financial News

Off the Ticker

moving?
let

INTEGRITY ENTERTAIN-

know
5 weeks in advance before
changing your address.
To expedite service
place magazine address
Please

us

MENT CORP. (The Wherehouse),
Torrance, Calif., reported sales and
comings for the period ended Dec.
Net income was $134,428 on
sales of $3,480.244, or nine cents
31.

compared to income of
$94,426 on sales of $2,455,576, or
six cents a share, a year ago. According to Lee Hartstone, president, the company has completed
its consolidation phase and "is
seeking additional locations." The
retail chain is opening a new location in April.
a share,

label here and print
your new address below.

*

* *

SOUNDESIGN CORP., Jersey
City, N.J., has canceled its plans
for a 300,000 share public offering
because of market conditions. The
company had planned to sell
200,000 shares to augment working
capital, with certain stockholder
to offer the other 100,000 shares.
Soundesign anticipates its present
working capital and additional
banking accommodations will be
sufficient to finance the company's
operations.

Place your

old

moiling label

*

here.

*

*

MORSE ELECTRO PRODUCTS CORP., Brooklyn, N.Y., re-

ported record sales and carvings
for the three- and nine -month periods ended Dec. 31. Morse sales
for the nine months were $121,936,000, income was $4,423,000
and per share at $1.52, compared
to sales of $80,067,000, income of
$2,692,000 and $1.08 per share a
year ago.

*

*

*

MINNESOTA MINING &
MANUFACTURING CO., St.

nome

Paul, Minn., will begin constmction on an industrial tape plant in
Knoxville, Iowa. Construction on
the
400,000 -square-foot facility
will begin in April, with the plant
being operational in late 1974.

address

city

stet.

*

4394

alp

* *

SUPERSCOPE INC., Sun Valley, Calif, is building a manufacturing and warehouse facility on
30 acres of land in Northridge,
Calif. The plant will cost about
$5 million. The company reported
record sales and profits for 1972.
The Sony and Marantz product
lines showed major gains, according to the company, which also
predicted new highs for 1973. A
company spokesman said that Sony
products' share of Superscope's annual volume will dip below 50 per-

Billboard, Subscriber
Service, 2160 Patterson Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

Mail for

ADVERTISING IN
BUSINESSPAPERB
MEANS BUSINESS

AMPEX CORP., Redwood City.
Calif., and CARTRIDGE TELEVISION INC., San Jose, Calif.,
which Cartridge Television acquire
a non- exclusive license under car
tain Ampex video recording pat
en18. Under the terms of the settle
ment, all related litigation will b
dismissed in federal district court
in both San Francisco and Chicago
Cartridge Television had filed a
declaratory judgment action to
establish that certain Ampex patents weren't applicable. Ampex
countered with a patent infringement suit against suppliers and
customers of Cartridge Television.

* *

*
LL

Y D'S

ELECTRONICS
INC., Compton, Calif., has begun
marketing
audio
products
in
O

Europe through s European subsidiary. Lloyd's expects sales of
$2 million to $3 mdlion this year
in West Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium and the Netherlands through a joint venture with
a West German distributing company, Intertronics GmbH.

*

*

*

ROBERT STIGWOOD GROUP

LTD. reported sales of $3,062,500
for the year ended Sept. 30 compared to $1,326,800 for the same
period a year ago. Record production and artist management accounted for $419,120 and music
250. of the total, while music publishing brought in 28 percent, or
$855,050. A year ago, record production and artist management accounted for $419,120 and music
publishing $696,880.

Audio Fidelity,
Qhiaroscuro Deal
YORK -Audio Fidelity
Records will distribute Qhiaroscuro
NEW

Records. The jazz label has already
in release 11 albums with a promise of one a month for the following six months through Audio
Fidelity. Artists on the label include Teddy Wilson, Earl ( Facha)
Hines and Mary Lou Williams.
In addition, Audio Fidelity will
distribute Harlequin Records, classical label. Hank O'Neil is president of both companies.
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NASHVILLE-Woodland Sound
Studio here, involving itself with
prerecorded television sound, has
brought the studio situation in this
city into full -service operation.
Heretofore the only thing lacking even in the major studios
has been this involvement with
television and movie sound. Although the trend toward prerecorded sound has been well combfished in such major recording
areas as Los Angeles and New
York, it was slow in being felt
here.
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Soul

Market Quotations

credit.

"The television production people are keenly aware of the importance of the sound quality on
musical productions and we realize
we have to compete with New
York and Hollywood," said Glen
Snoddy, president of Woodland.
Snoddy noted that his studio
recently prerecorded 13 half -hour
music shows with the Spring Street
Singers of the Baptist Radio and
Television Commission. "This went
so well that they renewed the sedes and we are now booked to do
26 more shows," Snoddy added.
The musical director for those
shows, Buryl Red, said it gave
them "complete control over the
sound, and allowed us to treat it
the same as we would do with
a record date.'
As if to give this emphasis, Red
said they would release an album

of

the
shows.

The

music

tracks

Tennessee

from the

Ernie

Ford

Christmas special, produced by
Century Productions here,
was prerecorded at Woodland and
received wide acclaim. Hank Levine was music director for this
NBC one -hour production.
Woodland also prerecorded the
sound for the NBC "Country Hit
Parade," a one -hour special scheduled for airing late in February.
Still another network show is
scheduled to be prerecorded there
this month.
Recently the studio installed
closed- circuit video and can post score both to television and motion
pictures, either 35mm or 16mm.
21st

'60's British
Acts to U.S.
NEW YORK -Five British rock
acts who met with success in the
post Beatles em of the mid -sixties
will reunite for a six -week country
lour entitled "The British Are
Coming."
Acts booked for the tour are
Herman's Hermits featuring Peter
Noose. and the Searchers. Gerry
and the Pacemakers.
Billy 1.
Kramer & the Dakotas and Wayne
Fontana & the Mindbenders. The
tour will begin June 26 in Saratoga.
N.Y. and conclude in California
the first week in August. Ron Del-

will produce.
MARCH 10, 19731.. BILLBOARD
sener

MUSIC FOR ALL SEASONS
if what you were hoping for was an early thaw, Atlantic and Atco have been bringing warmer climes
year after year, using March to foreshadow first buds (of spring) and first swelters (of summer). This year
we can do no less, so if the winter solstice has done nothing so far to warm your ears, or the frostbitten tundra

...but

inbetween, try these: Early Spring from Atlantic.
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Records and Tapes

General News

McLean & King Top Artists

-

LOS ANGELES
The 1973
Best Selling Awards of the Na.

tional Association of Recording
Merchandisers went to Carole

CHART ERROR
LOS ANGELES -Due to a
typographical error on the Top
LP's & Tapes chart (Billboard.
March 3), Hurricane Smith's
Capitol LP. which should have
been No. 63, was lilted at No.
83. The Partridge Family, listed
at No. 63, should have been
No. 83.

Gold
Awards
Elton John, MCA recording art
ist. has achieved

RIRA gold

car

tification for his current hit single.
'Crocodile Rock." Reports furthe
indicate the single is rapidly approaching the two million mark.
Bobby Womack has his first
R1AA gold record with his "Harry
Hippie" single for United Artists.
Barbra Streisand's "Live at
the Forum" Columbia album has
been certified gold by the RTAA
and now becomes the twelfth Strei.

sand album to be so honored.

King's "Tapestry" album and Don
McLean's "American Pie' single.
Carole King netted best selling female artist and Neil Diamond best
seller male.
McLean also took new male artist honors with Carly Simon as
but selling new female talent.
Moody Blues won as but selling
group and America as top new
group. Soul awards wens to Al
Green and Roberta Flack. Country
honors were won by Charley Pride
and Donna Fargo.
The NARM President Creative
Award went in memorial to lady

Garland.
The other NARM Best Selling
Award Winners were: Superfly,"
soundtrack; Church & Chong's
"Big Bambu," comedy album; Burt
Bacharach, orchestra; "S e s a m e
Street," children's album; Peter
Nero's 'Summer of '42," instrumental album; "Burning Love" by
Elvis Presley, beat economy album.
Classical album award was tied by
Switched -On Bach" and Leonard
Bernstein's "Mass."

-

Independent
distribution is hanging by a thread,
pricing problems are threatening
to put record companies out of
business, returns "will bury us in
a mire of garbage, and piracy is
making a travesty out of the creative end of our business," Larry
Uttal, president of Bell Records.
said in his keynote speech here
Monday (26) before the National
Association of Recording Merchandisers.
For the future, he saw the day
when a big broadcast transmitter
on the moon- reachable only by
the major record labels because the
expensive trip up there to deliver
records -was hampering the smaller
record labels. This would bring
about a necessity to concentrate
more on regional and satellite radio operations, he said. He also
talked of music trends such as
Chinese Rock, songwriters working
with computers, the advent of the
five -inch disk and later the Golf
Ball (a small cube that played
music and which you could have
recorded at a machine like a jukebox with the music of your choice).
and the ability to order instantaneously music you heard on the radio. Uttal also mentioned the advent, one day, of "feelies."
Indie DisL Need
But, getting back to current reality, he said he was "absolutely
convinced that it is extremely vital
to support independent distribu-

-A

customer
LOS ANGELES
buying records or tapes at the
suggested list price considers that
he has been "gouged" according
to John Cohen, president of Disc
Records. "We then get called a
rip -off industry." he said.
This is because the value of
records -tapes has become "so degraded" and it is a result of

Lion" and the need to "stimulate
the growth and concept of independent distribution." He also
called on independent distributors
to not become complacent and
too dependent upon the record

manufacturers

"to get out

there and fight for yourselves."
He said that many distributors, by
asking for promotion men and
salesmen from the labels, were giving up their independence.
In regards to pricing. Uttal felt
that for too long the record industry has been "giving the public our
product as a loss -leader. It's about
time we realized that the public
will pay for exceptional product."
He pointed out that certain movies
demand as high as five dollars now
and that the public will pay higher
for exceptional product. "We must
raise our prices."
Unless merchandisers and manufacturers could beat privacy, he
said, "we won't have a business
anymore." He called upon the industry to fight piracy at an even
greater pace.
As for returns, they are "probably one of the most difficut ills
that our business most cure. Realms are going to put us out of
business if we are not careful."
But they are not the fault of the

manufacturers, distributors,
the
racks or the consumer. "We are all
responsible for creating this situation." He called on everyone to
take inventories. "When you've got
too much product, let us know. Let
us transfer it out of your areas into
other areas." He called on manufacturers to be more careful about
where they placed records. "Put
hem where experience tells you
hey can be sold. Learn how to
buy and sell. Stop hyping and allocating."

NARM HONOR
TO ATL. TRIO
The National Association of
Recording Merchandisers gave
a
special Presidential Award
for Executives to Atlantic's top
management team; Ahmet Erlegun, Nesuhi Ertugun and
Jerry Wexler. The NARM
award was in recognition of
Atlantic's many contributions
to the record industry during
the label's 25 years of existence.

12

LOS ANGELES -Co- chairman
Seymour Greenspan, Summit Dist..
Chicago, set the tenor for the inde ndent distributor rap session,
calling the current status "Embattled," and a packed house of
his cohorts and their manufacturers
answered his battle call.
Manufacturers want better prostation. Jerry Moss, A &M; Russ
Regan, 20th Century; Bud Howell,
Excello-Nashboro; and Mary
Schlachter, Chess Janus, co-chairman, all made the request. Pete
Stocke, Taylor Electric, Milwaukee/
Chicago, asked that bath entities
work more cooperatively. Gene
Silverman, Music Trends, Detroit.
suggested that manufacturers stop
raiding local promotion men to
work as regional and national men
to bulwark local promotion. Stocke
asked what percentage of responsibility for promotion belongs to
each segment. Schlachter suggested
a closer exchange, with manufacturee setting promo goals.
Harry Aposteluris, Alpha, New

York, suggested each distributor do

the best possible job to fight cecroachment. He foresaw larger distributor areas. He urged an "ace
in the hole," running a one-stop
or rack on the side. He pointed
out that the majors were drawing
heavily from independent diatribes
for executive personnel, indicating
the strength of his segment. He
predicted that many indie labels,
who went to the branch majors
"because of money," would return
when their pacts ran out to indie
distributors. Dick Schory, Ovation
president, called the creativity of
independents 'the life blood of this
industry" He asked all independents to work together to hold pacts.

Steinberg Suggestion
Irwin Steinberg. Mercury presi.
dent, suggested that indie distributors take "A &M, which is today a
$40 million company, and make it
a $100,000,000 company," pointing
out the resultant dividend therein.
Jim Schwartz, Schwartz Bros..
Washington, pointed out that with
the loss of lines to branch., many

Cohen Blasts Price Cuts & Loss Leaders

Uttal Urges Industry Self -Help
LOS ANGELES

Independents Map Strategy

"practically giving them away -all
for little or no profit," he added.
Cohen termed it a disease of
epidemic proportions. an illogical

suicidal phenomenon. The menufocturer is the only one who
knows what he is doing -meanwhile the racks and the retailer
have become manipulated by the
customer."
Cohen commented that there
toilers should be given an equivalent of the Medal of Freedom by
President Nixon. "We are the only
ones fighting the inflationary spiral
and winning. We are the only ones
who are going down in price."
The conflict between menufacMeer and retailer was called madmss by Cohen. In no other industry did the manufacturer put
his price up while the retailer put
his down.
Cutouts Boost Profit
Cohen told the meeting that
had it not been for cutouts showing
a good mark up, many retailers
would have .shown no profit at

all last year. "But how long will
it last?" he asked.
"1 don't think anybody made
any money on the 'Tommy' album this year." Talking of the
Bangladesh syndrome-"when the
precedent was set" -Cohen added:
"The loss leader concept is no
bad thing but soon everything will
become a loss leader. Compared
to the book industry which hua a
printed list pece and sticks to it,
we have a phony suggested list

price."

the recording industry
standing on the threshold of the
video disk and the opportunities it
offers, perhaps it was time to talk
about Fair Trade Practices, he
added.
Cohen stated that he "and a few
colleagues" had raised prices on
some product. "It had no effect
on buying but much on the

With

profit,"

he commented.
Cohen was speaking on behalf
of retailers on the NARM "Part ners In Progress" panel.

New Marketing Concepts
Excite Retail Business
By

MIKE HENNESSEY

LOS ANGELES -By specializing in new rock $5.98 album releases at 52.98

for the first week

of sale, the 78 record stores in
the Budget Tapes and Records
chain have secured an important
niche in the youth market and last
year achieved a sales turnover of
$7

million.
Talking about his franchising

operation as a panelist in the National Association of Recording
Merchandisers workshop session,
Creative Approaches To Music Merchandising- Cleve Howard, president- founder, said the franchising
system enabled young music lovers,
aged between 20 and 25, to get
into the record business for a
minimum investment of 512.000.
The stores were, as a rule, in
locations of around 600 sq. ft.,
carried between 700 and 500 titles
and turned over their stock a
minimum of 20 times a year. One
store was actually turning over 45
times a year. Howard said the
stores operated on a 20 percent
margin and he took 5 percent of
the gross. He admitted the stores
did not make money selling new
albums at $2.99. but the policy
brought in the customers and after
the first week of release the retail
price was raised to $3.99.
Howard said he had locations
costing as low as $75 a month to
rent; the most expensive was 5400
a
month but that particular store
was turning over $33.000 monthly.
He had no great difficulty with
returns which averaged under 9
percent.
The main problem. Howard told
the meeting, was trying to get his

NARM Elects
Stocke Pres.
LOS ANGELES -Peter Starke,
Electric Co., Milwaukee
and Chicago, was elected president

Taylor

National

Association of
R e c ord Merchandisers. David
Lieberman- Lieberman Enterprises.
Minneapolis. was named vice president. Jack Silverman. ABC Record & Tape Sales, Des Moines, is
NARM's new secretary. lay Jacobs,
Knox Records. Knoxville. Tenn..
is its new treasurer.
Dan Heilcher. J.L. Marsh Co..
Minneapolis, w
re -elected
to
NARM's board for a second threeyear term. Others elected to the
board include Jacobs, the newly
elected treasurer- and George Son van, Alta Distributing Co.. Phoenix
the

(Billboard, March 3).
Moss urged distributors to get
"more into the music." He urged
distributors to act as talent scouts
for talent in their areas. He asked
for "more feedback on records."
fm Heilicher, Heilicher Bros..
Minneapolis, blasted multiple phone
calls from a manufacturer on the
same record. He asked for more
careful mailings, "because today
we are clogging the postal system."
Faster authorization and processing
of returns are essential to provide
a
distributor with quicker cash
flow. "so we don't have to lake

our friendly banker to lunch." He
asked support when a distributor
opened a record shop "in Pittsburg. Kan., where there was no
record store." He asked Schlachter
how he got Chess /Janus back into
the running so quickly. Schlachter
said he cut down expenses, culled
manpower carefully and "cleaned
up our distributors."

12 Teenagers

Given NARM
Scholarships
LOS ANGELES- Twelve $4,000
college scholarships were awarded
at last week's NARM convention
here. The awards come from
member companies and individual
industry members.
Applicants are judged on a combination of achievement and financial need. Recipients are children of regular and associate member committees.
Scholarship
their awards and
d,echotaar
year are: Nell Berne.
Anna Gacaano Memorial. Capitol; cd.
Beat
Morrie Prim MM
RCA: N r, rn Bittard+. Lee Myln. Co-

hrmbic: seven Bardaient. Leonard GnldABC. NMC Corp.; Cecilia Records. Cs. Jacks: Robert Freedman. RCA
Jack Grossman: Gary Ginsberg.
Goddard LI be
Columbia; Arcs Rem
C
dcrvm,Scott
McKenzie.
cl{ Records.
RCA; arol Boland. ARM: Sam Goody:
e

franchise holders, most of whom
are college graduates, businessoriented.
Howard was one of four panelists speaking on specialized merchandising techniques for music in
a session chaired by Sasch Rubinstein of the Stereotape division of
Magtec.
Mobile Retailer
lack Levy, head of Wheeler Dealer, Los Angeles (Billboard, Jan. 6),
talked about the technique of selling
records on school campuses from
trucks and reported that the penetration of his operation into swap
meet locations had resulted. in
some cases, in driving out boot (Conrfnued on page 43)

of

indies do not carry the impact and
"we are not being paid first anymore." lie urged better written ads
and spots and better service to ensure that the indie get the higher
price he sometimes must charge.
Distrib promo men must constantly
communicate with their labels, he
added. Ed Neilsen. Nylen Bros.,
Honolulu, said that even with the
loss of lines to branches, his operation was over last year. George
Hocutt, Rare Records, Glendale,
sought support for the "little manufacturer. the guy who does 3,000
LP's per month." Hocutt is cochairman of the National Association of Independent Record Distributors. formed two weeks ago
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Spark Special
'Present' Push
NEW

YORK -Spark

has launched a special

Records

promotion

campaign behind the single "My
Present," by Jon and Sondra Steele.
Al Kugler and Rina Cascane,
co- directors of promotion and publicity for Spark, stated that the
campaign will include a special
mailing to radio station program
and musical directors, as well as
'n- person visits by field promotion
teams and the artists.

SMALL HOLE
45's FAVORED
LOS ANGELES -The National Association of Recording
Merchandisers'
retailer -manufacturer session voted in favor
of the small -hole 45 single as
against the current large hole
single. California retail chain
owners Russ Solomon and Lee
Hartstone said that singles business today represents between
2 and 5 percent oft heir business.
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General News

NARM & RIAA In

Anti- Piracy Pledges
LOS ANGELES -Both the National Association of Recording
Merchandisers and the Record Industry Association of America will
continue to battle unlicensed duplicating and record piracy. RIAA
president Stan
and
NARM legal counsel Earl Kintner
backed up their promises with announcements of printed "do-ityourself" primers to enable individuals locally to take on the illicit
product makers.
Gortikov is sending his handbook to "every FBI office, U.S.
attorney and justice department
official in anti- piracy enforcement." Later, a revised edition will

Gortikov

more broadly distributed at
state and local levels. RIAA is
lobbying in Washington, he said,
to upgrade the penalties for illegal
manufacture of recorded product.
Gorticov stated that RIAA provided assistance in 117 raids in 14
states, which resulted in confiscating equipment and supplies valued
at $2,900,000; and the seizure of
over 5 million tapes and LP's.
be

He stressed the need for indus-

try members to send information
on the HARM printed forms regarding illegal manufacture. He
cited Chuck Blacksmith, Dick
Greenwald, Henry Hildebrand.
Dave Lieberman, Dave Press,
Ralph Raper, Sam Marmaduke,
Jim Schwartz and lack Silverman
for their aid. He noted the high
cost of prosecution, with the Su-

preme Court case of Goldstein vs.
California already expending nearly
while
"pirate"
action
$10y
0,
e another

0

'Pirate' Tutors
Gortikov said that "pirates"
have taught the industry that there
are many new types of outlets
which could sell product from gas
stations to swap meets. He also
pointed out that the "cheapest
possible makeshift package with
the crudest possible typography"
can sell product, which should
make the Industry realize its "current, expensive trend in complex
packages" is not all necessary.
Kintner blasted some manufacturers who still do not copyright
new material with the encircled P.
He also asked that individuals
contact their Congressional representatives to obtain more legislative support. Gortikov suggested
"taking your local police cldef to
lunch to explain anti- piracy procedures."

Alan Klein of ABKCO told the
meeting that he was fighting the
"TV pirates" (Billboard, March 3)
by issuing two 2-pocket Beetle anthologies at $9.98 in three weeks.
Representatives of the National
Association of Progressive Radio
Announcers urged that their stations be used to inform their listeners about the damage which illicit
product is causing to the industry
and artists,

Advertising Media's Value
Appraised by Workshop
Cotisaed from

page 3

country where we could afford to
do this. The cost is so ridiculous.

I'm not even sure the stations
would take the program." Settler
added that RCA did run various
programs on progressive music and

classical stations.
Bill Levy of Famous Music said
that he thought the entire program would be difficult with manufacturers that had many labels.
"1f we did one program for one
label, the others would be on our
back," he commented.
Solomon stated that the most
effective method of advertising was
radio. "The specific thing a retailer wants is store traffic," he
commented.

High TV Coat
Although he had produced some

television advertising, Solomon
stated that he was "very nervous"
about the production expense and
also being in competition with the
mail-order TV advertising. Several

retailers stressed the need for instore display. R.A. Harlan of ABC
Records and Tapes, a panel member, criticized the manufacturers'
departments, which produced instore display material, complaining
that they were "so far insulated
from the street."
Workshop leader Morris Baum stein of Wundemsan, Ricotta and
Kline, said that in the returns of a
small survey informally conducted
among NARM members 95 percent said that point of purchase
displays were a waste.
Bruce Lundvall countered that
material shipped out never got to
the account in question. "Very
little is used by the customer of
the rackjobber," he commented.
An RCA representative said that
it was not feasible to come up with
a universal display on a national
basis. Summing up, Baumstein said
that he thought there was a need
for "total customization effort" in
all areas.

RCA and Columbia Offering
Racks Custom Budget Lines
LOS ANGELES -RCA and Columbia are now offering rackjobbers "do-it -yourself' budget album series. First announcement of
the series, a move to counteract

torrid

Continued from page I
directors of labels set up a standard
for
product identification, wherein
five weeks and vendor, two weeks.
the label logo and album number
This one -sixth of a year means
always be in the same place on
great loss in actual dollars
every record and tape package to
in that these goods are unavailable
make for faster and more accurate
for sale during the return, be
product identification in sorting
pointed out.
and inventorying returns.
Smith urged rackjobbers to
He found that the most efficient
tighten up in the area of warehouse
warehouses used idle pickers for
handling of the retain, where
resorting and restocking. He exhis study showed 35.9 percent of
plained how difficult it was to
the jobbers' coat in handling recategorize product as defective and
turns. He pointed out too that
recommended elimination of deeach individual rackjobber studied
fective inspection.
followed a different procedure for
Smith lamented the literally milreturns and /or reeychng. His study
lions
of dollars lost in "consumer
showed that adept recycling of
confidence in our product; retail
returns is advantageous financially
sales space displacement by goods
over a current practice of returning
that do not move; lost sales and
the merchandise and re- ordering.
merchandising effort behind nonManufacturers must standardize
salable goods; the processing contheir Return Authorization (RA)
gestion and the credit reconstrucprocedures and guidelines in order
tion."
caused by returns.
to quicken the time lag, he said.
He also suggested that product
"We believe the top three imsorting and lusting might somehow
provement opportunities are: better
be done only once, instead of being
account merchandising; improved
duplicated at the rackjobber and
selectivity of new releases and
vendor level.
stronger
rackjobber
inventory
Smith also suggested that art
management," Smith stated.
MARCH 10, 1973, BILLBOARD

Hank Williams 2 -LP TV
package being offered by MGM
Records for $4.98 "and we cant
even buy it at that coat at the rack
level," someone said.
Someone pointed out that selling
via TV was a newer form of distribution and that record clubs
never stopped catalog from selling.
At this point, an executive from
Columbia Records stated his firm
had put out a do-it -yourself budget
package to be sold through racks
but the profit is marginal." Mort
Hoffman of RCA Records said
that RCA was also preparing a
was

a

budget series for rackets. In this
case, the racker must order the

Retailers Complain About
Radio /TV LP Competition
By

IAN DOVE

ANGELES -- Commenting
on what he termed "unfair competition" Leon C. Hartstone, president of the Ietergrity Entertainment Corp. here, told a mixed
LOS

meeting of retailers and manufacturers: "The record and tape clubs
have taken more dollars out of
the stores than they have put in
through increased product.
Also the clubs had "set a price
image in am industry that is certainly lower than the retailer price
image."
Hartstone, added: "If I was to
sell records at list prices, I'd be
out of business in three to five

months."
Hartstone also warned of a new
force competing with the retailer.
He said that he had heard advertised on the radio, while at the
National Association of Recording
Manufacturers Convention, a country music package for $3.98. "To
get the same number of hits as on
the album. a customer would have
to pay $70 in my store," he stated.
Hartstone termed this underpricing
and said that in some cases the
product was not even available to
the retailer. "This kind of selling
has taken customers out of my
store," he said.
He commented that, at an earlier
meeting solely confined to retailers,
attending NARM, there had been
unanimous agreement that the reniter was being harmed by pricing
and by the exclusivity factor, where
he product is not available to the
store. Hartstone said he rejected
he theory that the club buyer was
a

Rack Returns Cost Industry
Millions and Kills Profits

complaints from distribu-

tors and rackjobbers about the
various TV packages now being
sold by record companies, bypassing normal distribution channels, came during a rap luncheon
session between rackjobbers and
manufacturers Monday (26) at the
Century Plaza Hotel during the
annual convention of the National
Association of Record Merchandisers. Someone pointed out from
the floor that the barrage of TV
ads on records was "misleading
the public" regarding the worth
of music since these ads offered
more songs for a cheaper price

than anything on sale in the stores
even at discount. The specific complaint mentioned, though the complaint was against all such albums,

separate

consumer.

Billboard publisher Hal Cook
old the meeting that in a two
billion- dollar business. abort 5500

RACK INCOME:
$189,750,000
-Sl

89,750,LOS ANGELES
merchandise
000 in returned
could be coming back to manufacturers from rackjobbers an-

nually. This

figure is based
upon a conservative estimate of
the annual record /tape industry's volume at $1.25 billion
and statistics provided by Hendrick Smith at last week's National Association of Recording
Merchandisers' convention here
ISee separate story).
With racks doing an estimated 66 percent of the nation's
record /tape industry, racks
would account for $825 million
gross yearly. Smith, vice president of Fry Consultants, who
did a two-month study of four
representative rackjobbers and
sample retailers and manufacturers- showed racks averaging
23 percent returns over five
haTwenty-three percent
that S 5 million would be
$189.750.000.

acts.

million went to other forms of
marketing including the record
and tape clubs.
Cochairmen of the meeting Tony
Martell, president of Famous Music, said that, in spite of the increased club and television advertising activity, there had been "a
retail explosion."
Solomon's Statistim
The other cochairman, Russ
Solomon of Tower Records, California Retail chain, said that he
thought the real market was the
15 to 28 age group which he
thought would account for 80 to
90 percent of his business. "And
the fact is that they simply don't
have enough dough to buy records,
not as many as they want,' he said.
Solomon commented that retailers
and manufacturers were losing records, apparently content when an
album sold 250,000 and went gold.
Retailers had to go on milking a
hit recording and "what stops it
is the price. The other aspect is
multiple sale. We go to a lot of
trouble to get the customer into
the store and we don't want them
to go out with just one record. If
prices are too high, this will happen."
Solomon said the averages sale
per customer in his Los Angeles
stores ran to about two and one
half in the larger stores. In money
it was around $8 in Los Angeles
and $9 in San Francisco. "But with
these prices, if we scare these kids.
break that buying cycle then we
lose them and lose the record
business. Martell also stressed that
he would have thought manufacturers wanted more support for
new artists from the retailer parprodticularly on country and r
uct. "Retailers don't pay attention
until it becomes a hit is a com-

plaint I hear," he said.
Other topics discussed

at

the

meeting included the mail order
clubs formed by such artists as
Stan Kenton and George Shearing.
Rather than criticize the artists
concerned, a dealer commented:
'The fact that they had to do this
because of lack of attention from
manufacturers is a disgrace to
the record companies."
Selling Show Windows
Martell also objected to the
re"very prevalent practice of
tailer asking "5500 for a window."
said that the retailer should
be aware of the high cost of signing and promoting a new artist.
of putting the act on tour. They
should make their profit by selling
records not on the window, he
added.

in answer to a comment concerning the Universal Numbering
System, Cook stated that the idea
of "was breathing." He stated that
there was much interest in the
scheme from Europe now that the
Common Market there had become a reality. "There is a real
need
for universal numbering
there,'

album that he wants and more than
a dozen key established artists are
available in the series. The racker
can put his own price on the
albums. There are minimum orders
that must be met. Records are not
pressed until ordered. They feature
standard stock photo jackets. There
is no return privilege.
lack Cmigo of Columbia said
his label had 40 albums available
in its rack budget line -stuff not
reissued in other ways on the market- "We willing to sell to you for
90 cents. You can have your own
broadcast package."
Hoffman hashes Country
Hoffman, at this point, stated
that RCA's Custom Edition budget
series was a little lower. Then be
made a statement calling on the
raken to get more involved in
sales of country music. "If you're
looking for something to increase
sales volume with a low return
factor, it's country music." At
another point, he stated he felt
there was a lot the mass merchandiser could do to establish new

he said.

The luncheon rap session was
co- chaired by lack Silverman of
ABC Record and Tape Sales and
Bruce
on ll of Columbia Recd.
ords. Put
ut on the hot seat by Lund vnlL Craigo stated that the potentially best record markets In the
nation were Boston and San Francisco "but record are being given
away there. Discounters, he said,
were afraid to raise prices because
they're afraid their competition
won't raise prices.
Speaking of the functional discount of 6 percent offered by Columbia, he said the label had discovered in 1971 with a 10 percent
discount that a number of rackjobbers were splitting the discount
and shippingg product to large retailers. From the floor, David Lieberman of Lieberman Enterprises,
argued that 6 percent was not
enough.
Dick Kastner of Richard Kastner
Co., Ablington, Pa., said he had a
different concept of the record
business, in a discussion on returns.
fm going to continue to sell records in a lot of ways. Never returned one record in my life .
I figure out how to sell them."
Hoffman, one of the few representatives of a record label in the
audience, pointed out that 10 years
ago Columbia Records tried a
"bonus to sell" program "back an
the old days when there was a
return privilege." The program
failed because everybody took the
discount and didn't return any
the day
records
. then came
a Columbia salesman came by and
the distributor said if they wanted
an order they could take back a
warehouse full of records.
Price Hike Favored
The difference in prices of tapes
and records at the wholesale level
was also discussed. Bob Korn heiser of Atlantic Records stated
it was just a matter of economics
"if you know where we
manufacturers could get a blank
tape for 30 cents, we'd like to
know." Someone joked from the
audience: "Ask any bootlegger."
The general feeling of the sessions was that the suggested list
price on tapes and albums should
be raised. Hoffman added that
RCA could probably have sold
huge volumes of the new Elvis
Presley album at any price. Company salesmen felt it should have
a 56.98 list "but costs were such
we couldn't sell it lower" than
$7.98, he said. And the price hasn't
hurt sales; "we could have put
.

.

.

.

$9.98 on it."
Some people in the audience fell
that records shouldn't even have
a list price "since there's no such

thing as list price anyway." but
a manufacturer pointed out this
list price was necessary for royalty
payments, etc.
The general consensus was that
records should sell for higher
prices, regardless of the list price,
which is usually discounted anyway.
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Peter Stocke of Taylor Electric
Co., Milwaukee, was named president of the National Association
of Recording Merchandisers.

David Lieberman of Lieberman Enterprises in Minneapolis shakes
hands with Larry Uttal, president of Bell Records. Uttal delivered the
keynote address of the convention, which ran Feb. 25Mar. 1 at the
Century Plaza Hotel, Los Angeles.

Bombarding a speaker with questions were, from left: Leon Hartstone
of the Wherehouse, Sigmund Friedman of Record Club of America,
Cy Leslie of Pickwick International, Irwin Steinberg of Phonogram Inc.,
and Alan Bayley of the GRT Corp.

>

From left: Jerry Greenberg and Neshui
Ertegun of Atlantic Records and Jules
Malamud, executive director of NARM.

Allen Klein of Abkco tells how he will fight
bootleggers with competitively priced new
Beatles album.

Bruce Lundvall of Columbia Records and
Jack Silverman of ABC Record and Tape
Sales guide rackjobber rap luncheon session.

Pierre Rinfret of Rinfret Boston Associates, left, a financial advisor to the
president and Jules Malamud.
Dr.

On piracy, speaker Stanley Gar -

tikov of the Recording Industry
Association of America at left,
and co-chairman Charles Rottenberg of Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn.

Creative merchandising was discussed by a panel of music executives.
From left: Sasch Rubinstein of Stereotape, Aaron Goldmark of Hansen Publications, Cleve Howard of Budget Tapes and Records, Bill
Wardlow of the FIND operation, and Jack Levy of Wheeler Dealer.

Quadrasonic and the video cartridge got many viewpoints from, from
left: Bruce Weber of Audio Magnetics, Walter Dean of Columbia
Records, John Pudwell of RCA Records, and Jac Holzman of Elektra
Records. The approach was intellectual, though the viewpoints differed.

Copyright Interest Elates World
Continued from pace I
hoped that these will include the
complicated publishing, recording,
performance licensing and mechanical fees. (Details could be
available, as of Billboard's next
issue.)

As with all aspects of Soviet life,
it is generally known that the government bureaus in the U.S.S.R.
do the copyright rule -making and

SAVE $ $

$,

the fee -setting. and handle matters
and collection. Also,
countries within the
can and do vary their
dealing with copyrighted material and payments. A
general premise known to American book publishers who have had
close and very recent dealings with
Soviet publishers, is that a creative work is more likely to be
accorded better payment if it is

of protection
the different
Soviet Union
methods of
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of 1974.

The Soviets are known to have
been cool toward the Geneva anti piracy convention for the international protection of copyrighted
recordings, a treaty which still
nits ratifying by the U.S. Senate.
However, once in the copyright
swim with the rest of the world.
the U.S.S.R. might change its mind
as it did about joining UCC.
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substantial in length and is thought
to serve the country's best interest.
Could Aid Revision
The stunning unexpectedness of
the Soviet decision to join UCC
(with much credit going to the
Nixon trade negotiation) should
give more impetus to our own
stalled copyright revision. This is
particularly true since failure to
pass a bill before the end of 1974
in this country could leave our
recordings bare of copyright protection, both at home and abroad.
since the current temporary U.S.
nntipiracy law will expire at the
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Lieberman in
Rack Tribute

-

LOS ANGELES
Staring that
merchandisers still do 75 perof the entire record business
that the biggest rackjobber
more business than all of the
developing super retailers
combined, David Lieberman of
Lieberman Enterprises called upon
rackjobbers to "develop a degree
of music knowledgeabilrty" to meet
the changing times. Lieberman earlier told a National Association of
Recording Merchandisers that it
was the mass merchandiser who
triggered the dynamic growth of
the industry between 1954 and
1963 when sales overall rose from
$123 million to 5700 million. Now,
in 1972, sales were close to 52
billion and this happened because
records were transformed from
specialty items to mass consumer
items made possible because the
racks use supermarket merchandising techniques.
He said that mass merchandisers
have become experts in creative
displays and have responded to
consumer tastes by expanding catalog. "We've become more progressive and helped promote 8- track.
quadnsonic, and the video cartridge." He said that mass merchandisers have also helped fight
piracy.
mass
cent
and
does
new

John Cohen of Disc Records,
Cleveland, calls for better pricing
for records,

Russ Solomo of Tower Records,
left, and Tony Martell of Famous
Music Corp., guide a retailers
and manufacturers rap session.

All those instrumental versions,
but there's only one Andy.

Andy Williams
is the first to sind
"Last 1Ago in Paris"
It the biggest hit film of
the year. So it's only natural
that one of America's greatest
singers should record the first
version of Dore Previn's lyrics
to the theme.
People will be lining up
for Andy's theme from
"Last Tango in Paris:'
On Columbia Records it

www.americanradiohistory.com

Talent
WB to Record Sondheim
Party; Acts Aid Fund
NEW YORK

-

Warner Bros.
Records will record "Sondheim, a
Party Musical." the musical tribute to composer Stephen Sondheim

scheduled for
Shubert Theater. Artists performing will donate their royalties from
album sales to the National Hemophilia Foundation and the American Musical and Dramatic Academy.

Sunday (11) at the

of Burt
ova,
compositions from his various Broadway
shows, as well as songs "cut out"
prior to the Broadway openings.
will be performed by a large roster
of artists.
Angela Lansbury, now in rehearsal with the first London
company of "Gypsy," will fly here
from London to perform some of
the songs from her first Broadway musical, "Anyone Can Whistle."
Carol Lawrence, Larry Kert
and Chita Rivera will also appear,
offering selections from "West
Side Story." Other shows to be
explored by their former stars will
include "A Funny Thing Hape
W aWao
Under

InH

Dno

direction

the

r

l

"Follies," "Follies," "A
Little Night Music" and the tele-

vision special, "Evening Primrose."
Stars scheduled to appear will
include Larry Blyden, Susan
Browning, Len Carion, Dorothy
Collins, Marilyn Cooper, Steve
Elmore, Harvey Evans, Hermione
Gingold, Pamela Hall, Avind
Hamm, Ronald Holgate, Beth
Howland, Glynis Johns, Justin
Johnson, Mark Lambert, Mary
McCarty, Donna McKechnie, John
McMartin. Victoria Mallory, Ethel
Merman, Pamela Meyers, Zero
Mastel, Gene Nelson, Alice Play ten, Teri Ralston, Ethel Shutta,
Phil Silvers, Alexis Smith, Elaine
Stritch and Nancy Walker.

Unsurpassed in Quality
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800

100
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185
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will also include
In,

six -page

a specially bound portfolio
including

special photos and text detailing
Sondheim's career, as well as depicting the benefit performance
itself. The portfolio will be written by Craig Zaden and designed
by Neil Appelbaum, the show's
associate producers.

Presley Aids

Deaf Children

-

LAS VEGAS
The Southern
Nevada Society for the Aurally
Handicapped is richer by more
than $27,000 thanks to Elvis Presley and his manager Col. Tom
Parker.
That's the amount of contributions received by the Society
through the sale of Elvis souvenir
items during the past four weeks
in the main lobby of the Las Vegas
Hilton where the superstar was appearing.
Elvis and the Colonel first heard
about the dire need for special
classroom hearing equipment for
the 72 deaf children in the Las
Vegas area earlier this year.
To assist the Society with their
fund raising Elvis and the Colonel
donated over 21,000 Presley souvenir items with the understanding
that all proceeds derived from the
sale go 100 percent toward the purchase of the equipment. No monies
could he deducted for expenses,
salaries or other costs.
Members and friends of the Society manned the large booth.
donated by the Hilton, 18 hours a
day for 29 straight days.
"The response to our campaign
was fantastic." said Jerry Polis,
president of the society. "Through
the great popularity of Elvis, we
received donations from throughout
the United States and many foreign
countries as well. Because of the
generosity of Elvis and the Colonel,
we have accomplished in just four
weeks what would ordinarily have
taken over five years. Needless to
say, every parent of every deaf
child in Southern Nevada is extremely grateful."
The children, too, expressed
their gratitude to Elvis and the
Colonel with 72 personal letters
of thanks.
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Signings
Judy Collins has re- signed with
Elektra Records making this he
fourth signature on the dotted
line. The singer is starting her 13th
year with the label.
Julies
Wechter and the Bahn Marimba

TV REVIEW

Maple Music Junket
A Solid Trip on TV

.

Band have been signed to an exclusive long-term recording contract by Bell Records. Previously
with A &M, the group has sold
more than three million albums
and singles. First release for Bell
will be the love theme from the
motion picture "Deep Throat."
David Clayton -Thomas, recently
signed by RCA (Billboard. Feb.
24), is recording his debut album
for the label this month in Los

Angeles.... Danny Bonauce

of
ABC -TV's "The Partridge Family" has signed with the 3 Star
Organization for management....
Bluesman Muddy Waters has entered into a long -term personal
management agreement with The
Scott A. Cameron Organization.
Love, Keith Carradine and
Joshua have each signed with Buffalo Records, new Hollywood label with producer Paul Rothchild
as artistic director.
Dirty Martha, nine -member rock
band, has signed with Castle Records.
Sylvia Moy has been
(Continued on page 18)
.

Presley Chops,
4 Fans Hop
By

LAURA DENI

LAS VEGAS -Elvis Presley is
karate expert and to is his bass
guitarist, Jerry Scheff.
The two proved it Sunday night
before 1,750 persons watching their
midnight show at the Hilton when
they immobilized and knocked to
the stage floor four men who had
climbed on stage.
As the fight started the quartet went crashing to the floor,
sent there by Elvis and his guitarist with just a few, but effective,
chops and punches.
The four were then set upon by
hotel security guards who are routinely stationed in the wings at
the edge of the stage during all
performances. Arrested on drunk
charges, the four were identified
as Roberto Alexander McKenzie,
27, his brother Kenneth McKenzie Jr., Marcella Jose Elias and
Mario Manuel Martinez. All said
they were from Lima, Peru.
Roberto MacKenzie, who gave
his occupation as photographer,
also listed a Hollywood, Calif.
address. The men said they had
climbed on the stage to shake
Elvis' hand. Neither Elvis nor his
guitarist were injured and neither
said they would press charges.
Elvis' current Hilton engagement has constantly been plagued
by difficulty. Last week Elvis spent
the night in Sunrise Hospital with
a throat ailment. He left the hospital to do the next evening's dinner show, when his local physician
was called and Presley returned to
the hospital unable to perform the
midnight show.
a

"MAPLE MUSIC"
A 90.minute TV special
Nowadays it is difficult to find
anyone connected with the global
music industry who isn't at least
faintly aware of Canada's Maple
Music Junket.
In briefest terms, the Junket
was a mammoth industry promotion project funded by Canadian
record companies,
rights societies and the federal government. One hundred media representatives from 15 European countries were brought to Canada in
June of last year in an attempt to
draw attention to the talents of
Canadian musicians and composers.
Through a special arrangement
between Canada's public TV network. the CBC and Maple Music
Inc., a 90- minute color documentary was produced and directed by Athan Katsos. The film
serves both as a cinema smite his-

performing

torical

documentation of Maple
Music reaching maturity, and as
willing testimony to the actual raw
talent of these northern musicians.
"Maple Music" features the 21
acts which appeared in three specially arranged concerts (MOR,
country /folk, and rock) in Montreal and Toronto. The talent lineup
includes (in alphabetical order)
April Wine, Gary Buck. Bruce
Cockburn, Chilliwack, Crowbar,
Edward Bear,
Fergus.
Fludd,
Andre Gagnon, Christopher
Kearney, Moe Koffman, Lighthouse, Mashmakhan, the Mercey
Brothers, Frank Mills, Murray McLauchlan, Anne Murray, Perth
Country Conspiracy, the Poppy
Family, the Stampeders and Tapes-

-

try.
Since the very nature of the
Junket was a cooperative, industrywide concept, all artists appear at
some point in the film. But because the creative control was left
in the CBC's hands, some acts
received more spotlight attention
than others.
Anne Murray, for example, is
given more prominence than any
other act, with the possible exception of Lighthouse and Crowbar.
But all things considered, Miss
Murray warrants the concentration, and her film performance is
far superior to anything we've ever
seen from her on television. For
once, she is natural, just being herself.
The rapid movement of Junket
guests from one glittering affair
to another is captured effectively
in the film,
nd the use of specially penneda poetry (credit Bill
Howell), logo graphics and actors'
voices provides seldom jarring links
from act to act.
Interviews with prominent music
people such as CRTC chairman
Pierre Juneau, Maple Music Inc.
president Arnold Gosewich, PR
man Leslie Perrin, and various
European guests constitutes a fascinating insight into just how seriously the Junket was viewed by
the record industry.
Juneau slated that it was important that the Junket was regarded as just the first step in the

worldwide promotion of Maple
Music. The effort and momentum
must be maintained, he felt.
Through the "Maple Music"
film, the Canadian industry hopes
to do just that. It now plans to
distribute copies of the film to
various British and European TV
stations and networks as a promotion gesture. It is also urging the
CBC to sell "Maple Music" in the
U.S. market. The aim is to expose
as many people as possible to
Canadian talent.
Almost certainly, "Maple Music"
will do much to dispel the notion
that the Guess Who and Gordon
Lightfoot are the extent of northern -based pop talent. With its skillful editing explanatory narrative
and close -up focus on Canadian
contemporary culture, "Maple Music" will serve as an i nvaluable
promotion vehicle in the months
ahead.

It

outstanding visual
presentation of the newest entry
into the international music -making
scene. a country which is now outranked in global success only by
the U.S. and Britain.
is

an

RITCHIE YORKE

Haggard Busts
2 House Records
NEW YORK -Merle Haggard,
Capitol Records artist, broke house
records in Springfield, Mo., and
Tulsa, Okla., on two successive
evenings.
Haggard appearances at the
Shrine Mosque Auditorium in
Springfield, Mo., on Feb. 23, and
al Tulsa's Coliseum on Feb. 24,
set new home records for each

hall.
The following Monday evening,
Feb. 26, found Haggard breaking
the Monday night house record at
Houston's Astrodome. The Astro-

dome performance was also
marked by an announcement of
Haggard's reception of the CMA
Male Vocalist of the Year Award,
along with an award to Ha guard's
band, The Strangers, for country
Band of the Year.

Phlo & Eddie in
Alice Cooper Tour
NEW YORK -The Phlorescent
Leech & Eddie, also known as Phlo
& Eddie (Howard Kaylan and
Mark Volmaa), have joined "The
Alice Cooper Show," scheduled to
play before audiences in 56 cities
during March, April, May and
Julie.
Phlo & Eddie will release a
single entitled "Afterglow," in advance of their next Reprise album,
due for March release to coincide
with the touring activities.
"The Alice Cooper Show" opens
in Rochester, N.Y., on Monday (S).

McLaughlin &
WB Music Deal

-

NEW YORK
Warner Bros.
Music will co- publish and administer copyrights of guitarist John
McLaughlin. Under the publishing
arrangement concluded by Warner
Bros. president Ed Silvers and McLaughlin's personal manager Nat
Weiss. Warner Bros. will be copublisher with Chinmoy Music.
McLaughlin, a member of the
Mahavishnu Orchestra, Columbia
Records recording group. composes most of the group's material
as compositions for other
:mwell
ists, including the song "Someone," recently recorded by James
Taylor.
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Ole Ern's
New Single
"Printers Alley Stars"

b/w "Baby"
(RayGriff)

Being introduced on
The Sonny & Cher Show
Wednesday, March 14th
CBS Television
www.americanradiohistory.com

Talent

WHO -WHERE -WHEN
AMERICA (Werner

Ia

a

DELL

A

Honolulu,

Bros.),

BRELLB

THE

March

(Atlantic):

AnwMta Club, Augusta, Ga., March 6;
The
Fountain
Bleat, Columbia, S.C.,
March 7; Paula's lounge, Wilmington,
N.C., March 8; Paul's Lounge Charlotte,

March 9; Ponderosa Club, Minn,
Fla., March 10; J.B. Club, West Palm
Basch, Fla., March 12; Sugar Shack.
Men and

i

N.C.,

Fant,neMarch

SC.

ManOir

(Mtio Seta Hall, DNroit. Mich.,
March 20; Exhibition Center,
Dayton,
Ohio, March al; McCamkk Plate, Chi go, March 23; Municipal Auditorium,
Nashville, Tenn., March 24.
NNE DELLS: Centennial Concert Hall, Winn.
Peg, March TB; Centennial Auditorium,
RE

Brandon

DAVE

March 21.
TRIO

NR(IEECN

(Atlantic):

Chicago.

March 24.
CNEECH B

(AAM): Shady Grove Mu.
Gaithersburg, Md.. March 23.24.

AN

MERRY CLAYTON (Ode): Scup., NONO1k, Va.,

March

Memphis,

Mid-South
March

d2trc

Gardens.

leer

dnnatl, March 24.

ALICE COOPER (blamer Bras.):
Charlotte
Collaeum, Charlotte, N.C., March 18; Coll.
March
Atlanta, Ga., March 2Í;
roli:e Coliseum,
ColumNa. S.C., March 24.

i

DAVIS
HELEN REDDY (Columbia/
Capitol): Music Hall, Cincinnati, March 18.
JIMMY DICKENS (tilled Artists): Owemvil.e,
MAC

l8.

Ohio, March

(Columbia): Detroit, Mich., March 9.
EVENLY
BROTHERS
(RCA):
Fox
Theatre.
Portland Peranaunt.
ESTAS

Spokane,

March

1.

FERRANTE A

R

Memorial HallHall,
e.

IRmM

Tavern
(MaicSI)P24Colonial
JOHN HAMMOND (tolumbia): Charleston, S.C.,
March 4; Egress, Vancouver, B.C.,
13.17.
ROSI

FIDDLER (P

(United Artists): Caves
Ind, March

Mai

Palihan

Dayton, Mata
1&22; Nations.
Symphony, Washington, BC.. March UM.
SIN DIMENSION
Auditorium
Norfolk, Va., March IB; Mid-South
2h

monk,

tPares,

rciaanh

Gardens, Ce
a2ti iini.
PINK Mis
PLOW (Haman:
Palace
Theatre,
Waterbury Conn., March I8; Park fen.
tral, Charlotte, N.C. March 2): C01/#41.4
Hampton.
Audi.

ntaW

rodent, Ì
, March
FRAER D D1ULT (Columbia): Chanting
Money, Champaign, III,
9.10;
Knight,
Marts
1

Stoned

Baron,

March

Mc

OR.

March

1

March

pCo

Washington,

D.C.

Main
-4;

Door,

Cellar

5.10.

AXIOM

EMEN

Conch

(OGG);

Ken

Me

Center, Washington, D.C. Marchh 18

yeddyp

founbio $frrot

KING (ABO:

E.E.

SOW

MEDICCIINE

.umb

)Church
Con

March

Grand

Rapids, shlteran,
Manch 24
RMFnT KLEIN (EUddah): Cellw door, Wash.
9
M rch
.

Grq

1

KUEfn

Sn

hria.

h

212 x.
lo6GIN5

a2c

(Soul). Con March 24; horced,

HE

Mare

Tucson,
l
RAFAEL

KUELIK (Polydor): Orchestra HAI
Chicago $771.0..Y, Chicago, March

I
,

March
Meswy
March
L
HousI
*10, Music Hall,
Houston, Texas, March 41
Clowns Hall,
Indianapolis, Ind., March 12.18; Fisher,
Mt roll Allah., March 19
I' 21.
PAT
(0.W Mn. Ka IVs cinema,
C

Canada,
IMGMAit

TINCITE,

HEL

Feb.

;

I.

h

.

1

fl. anon,

MADURA (Columbia): City comp,

22 -24.

Slo.

[POT March

Fla,

MOr
Orlando.

J

TOP QUALITY

lebrity

March

Ce-

March 10:

repents, Arlo.,

Theatre,

Golf

Latin Casino. Cherry Hill, N.J. Marts
11.18; Dane Cotnty CoaCow Madlwe,
Crown Theatre,

Chivan. Menh224.25(e
BUENCastaway,
ay,IINWAINMarch

Kenny's

6.101):

SERGIO
END'S A EMMEA2n '77 (ARM):
Seattle Arena, Seattle, Wash. March 19,

.,1iMa,`aic21 Auditorium,

IITHOBRAPH

Veteten

Memmoorilal

Aual-

March

22;

Ohio,

Columbus,

BLACK & WHITE 8x10s
1000 -435.00
500 -- 522.85

Whiting Auditorium,

Flint, Mich., March
Rife
Auditorium,
Fort

Scottish

23;

lad,

!AtWaYto

March 24.

II;

Theatre, ( San Francisco, March
Mudc Hall, Houston, Texas, March 22:
State fair Music Hall, Dallas, Texas, March
23; Armadillo, Austin, Texas, March 24.
MODERN TAU QUARTET A PNINFAS NEW.
ROME TRIO: Hall Note,
N.Y.C., March

COLOR PRINTS

1000 -4200.00
SENO FON SAMPLES ANO PRICES

931.

MUDDY WATERS (Chess): Carnegie Hall, N.Y..
March 4; Sir
rs Cove,

bll;

Man.; March

I

PIL

SPRINGFIELD. MO.

Teddr's. Milwaukro,
Milwaukee.

Marts IA
SAM NEELY (Canada:
Wisc.,

RES

Auditorium

Jubilee

Canada, March 20; Jubilee
Calgary, Canada, March 21:
ThTheat Spokane, March 22: Para.

Edmonton,
Fos
fox

ASEOS

Portland,

SAGE (forum.

RIDERS OF THE

felt
Providence, R.I., March 16
Forum, N.Y.C., March I8; Capitol Theatre,
March
ac
Thorne,
W SS.IL. 6.J.
CARMEL RUINE Carnegie Hall, N.Y., Minh
hie):

i

10.
RARE FARM (Rare Earth): Chris Auditorium.

Amarillo, Texas, March 11; Selland Arena,
Fresno, Calif., March 23.

Evergreen):

L(Monmouth/
unge T
Tuesday through

olumbia): Lion's Share.
Calif., March

ROWAN BROTHERS

The Uncommon Solid State Dimmer

For Stage And Studio Lighting Control

San

Beginning
fi,
Palo Alto, Calif.. March 5:
Calif.. March 7 -11.

ë

Los Angeles,

SANTANA (Columbia): Sports Area, Minna.
I9Merhd221;
seems,
Memphis, Ten
Hon Hall North, Miami, March 23: Sta.
dWm, Tampa, March 24.
HAREL SCOTT: Town Hell, N.Y., March 6.
EARL SCUGLI REVUE ICoIumMU: Dayton,
Ohio. March 24.
(DOG): Auditorium Theatre,
RITA Ego.
a.
March 4; Salle Loth. -7,
Stphee Citu, Quebec, Mach 6.7; CC.Y.
Stephens Auditorium, Anus, Iowa, March
Sc
Hill Auditorium, Ann Arbor, 06h.,
Ourthea,

March 17.

DAN

STEELY

re.

Baltimore. Md..

Shady

Grove

Music

)WMmerh Rms.):

Oaten
La.,
March 19: Detroit, Marcch 23-April 1.
LILT TOMLIN (Polydor): Shady Grove Music
Fair, Gaithersburg. Md., March 16.18.
D OC WATSON a
SON (United Artists), SWre
CLASSIC

SdueeM1eadalMulii,

'.11100 'new standards of excellence for accuracy, dependability.
versatility and appearance- ASTRAL dimmers are available in pone:
opacifia of 2, 3, 6 and 12 kw, All mount in a standard nineteen-inch
electronic rack without adapive hardware. Thé ASTRAL 2 requires
only I A inches of rack Space and drcighs only 7 Pounds For complete
engineering data, write for Bulletin 'AST-172.

By SAM

AiLLAGHER

Mash 22;

EVERYDAY PEOPLE (Chest): Frankie Quinn's
Greenwich Village Vei11N, March 23;
Lee Canaan's Periphery, Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Studio Track

20dá.
BOUT WOMACK

Down in Greenwich Village, the
Electric Lady has been undergoing
some changes that have freed engineer and general head honcho
Eddie Kramer for independent production.
Kramer 's new company, Remarkable Productions, is operating out
of the Lady where Kramer will
continue to handle the bulk of his
production duties. That move now
brings Lady veteran Dave Palmer
into the role of director of engineering.
Joyce Pruden, in outlining those
moves, has also revealed some tasty
sessions that bode well for the
coming months and hungry ears.
Tommy James was in, recording
his next Roulette single, "Boo Boo
Dorrcha Blue," whatever that
means. James produced and Ralph
Moss engineered.
Then, Rascals veterans Gene
Cornish and Dino Danelli producal a new Bulldog single there
for MCA, returning to the site
of that band's first album to work
once again with Dave Palmer.
Steve Tyrell brought Bell Records artist Mark James in, working
on a single, while fielding production on sessions with BJ. Thomas.
returning to the studio for work
on his first outing for Paramount
Records.
Harry Mann and Gerry Goffirl
both celebrated their birthdays
while working there, although statistics there remain classified;
Polydor's Mandrill recorded their
w album, "Composite Truth."
produced by Al Brown and engineered by Dave Palmer, and
Foghat (Bearsville), Cat Mother
( Polydor) and NRBQ (Buddah) also
made appearances.
Personal flash from the Lady:
One of Krameis most recent productions, that being the second
ARM outing by Peter Frampton.
Frampton's b a n d. Frampton's
Camel, still features Rick Wills on
bass and Midi Gallagher on keyboards, but John SIoma now inhabits the drummer's slot. Eddie
Kramer engineered, of course.

*

*

*

Uptown at New York's Record
Plant East, both studio sessions
and remote work have been keeping those folk running.

During the last six weeks, Record Plant's remote recording van
caught Randy Weston and Hubert
Laws at Carnegie Hall for Atlantic;
the Boston Pops at Boston's Symphony Hall; the World's Greatest
Jam Band at Carnegie Hall; the
pre. inauguration ball at JFK Cen-

ter in Washington. D.C. (jointly
recorded with Wally Helder for
Val Valentin and Jade- Hunt of
MGM); Edgar WIntyYS (Epic) eat Pittsburgh c o n c e r t; the
Mahavishnu Orchestra with John
McLaughlin (Columbia); Columbia
Records' Brace Springs/eon, during

his week at Max's Kansas City in

New York;

Stevie Wonder's
Carnegie Hall concert, produced
for Tamla; Stephen Stills and
Manassas (Atlantic); and, for ABC TV and Don Kirshner, an "In
Concert" television taping session
with Stephen Stills and Manassas,
Randy Newman (Warner Bros.).
Al Green (Hi), Eric Weissberg and
Steve Mandel

( "Dueling

Banjos,"

per Warnen' recent "Deliverance" soundtrack); Dr. Hook and
The Medicine Show (Columbia);
Kama Sutras Brewer and Shipley;
the Mahavishnu Orchestra, and
TaJ Mahal (Columbia).
Meanwhile, back at the studio,
recent sessions have included Sea train's sessions for Warner Bros.;
Randy Burns next Polydor project;
MGM's Richie Havens; and, for
Mainstream Records. Pete Yellin,
Charles McPherson, Jack Williams
and Buddy Terry.
as

*

*

*

Bye, Bye Blues: Asylum's David
Blue has, in recent years, revealed
something of a penchant for
slightly disconcerting songs. Blue
himself is now frankly viewing that
period as something of a downer,
but, if a recent phone conversation
with the artist, now in Los An-

any indication, there
should be some much more posigeles,

is

tive music forthcoming.
Blue avoided conventional studios to record with producer
Graham Null in his new home
studio. Which dom rat, by any
meats, suggest toy mikes and fiveinch reels. Nash has managed to
assemble a 24- track, quadraphonic
studio in his Bay Area home. and,
working with engineer Don Gucci
(Nash handled some engineering
duties as
ell), production on
Blue's next LP resulted in songs
that the artist feels will surprise
many listeners.
Blue and Nash helped spice
things up with the addition of a
few other strong players: Dare
Mason provided electric guitar.
John Barba la drummed and David
Lindley, former Kaleidoscope
stringman and more recently accompanist for Jackson Browne
during his tour, played mandolin
and slide guitar.
Blue no longer wants to bring
anybody down, and those sessions
surely sound like proof of heightened energy levels.

*

Flml Blow:

Devotees of the
Eagles may exult in the knowledge
that the Asylum band has been
at work on the second LP, now
nearing completion at Olympic
Studios in London.
Glyn Johns again produces, and
the work is described as conceptual.
Naturally. the American West,
with grins blazing, will be the
focus.

The

Hall, At enI.., Ga., March
(United

Artists):

Sad.

Center, Minneapolis, March 19; M.P. So.
Coliseum, Mernphis, Tenn.,
Convention
North, Miai, March 23:
IIridilum,
e, Fla., March 24.
NEIL SOONG (Reprise): Coliseum, Vancamer,
B.C., March 18; Wlnterlend. San Fran.
March 2022: Long Reach
LIano,
ang Beech, (alu ., Mmeh 24.

A"

(Ail entries for WHO- WHEREWHEN .should

Sutherland
York.)

SUTHERLAND

be

sent to Sam
New

sin Billboard,

INVITATION TO APHEX
APHEX is the next revolution in recorded sound. Starting
March 1st, a THIRTY -ONE -DAY OPEN HOUSE will be held

for the Profession. Bring your own familiar material on records or tapes; Aphex will make it come alive.

Signings
ffSKIRR,INeoALIGHTING
-oRarwIN
41.4374M STREET

LONGISLANOCITV,N.V. 11101

CONTROL
/212)937.1A.a

Continued from page 16
'grad to a multiple contract

by

0th Century Records and 20th
Century Music. Mies Moy joins
Oth in the capacity of singer,
writer-arranger, and record producer.
Jimmy Wisner has
igned singer Kelly Garrott to a
recording pact with his W adom
abet. First release is "Is This the
Way a Marriage?" as written and

Daily between 6 pm and 9 pm (or by appointment) at

the

Penthouse East Studio
165 W. 46th Street at Times Square, N.Y.C.

.

Call (212) 575 -8393

produced by Wiener.
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After all

done,it's what's in the grooves that counts.
Listen: you'll be a "Blaonta-believer" too!
is said and

"Long Way Down

"Bloontz"

...

to the top "

- SINGLE

#1074

album #3020

PubQ,ic,í,ty:
Fren> The Company That Thinks BIGGER Betouse h'e're BIGGER Than You Think.

STEREO DIMENSION RECORDS
A

Westinghouse Company

www.americanradiohistory.com

Talent

Lake Tahoe Is Cited
As Recording Mecca

Talent In Action
THE BELLS
Edgewater Hotel, Montreal
observers
Canada, with
the possible` exsepúke of AM
gsmtaken much notice of
have eve
Few m

The hells.

The reason

a
a

is

that although reed

1971

celke ..Stay Awhile" earned them
US. million
U.S.
Iles, it also gave ohm
ge of beísstg
a
hmalkw spa

People lust

Bells'

we
weren't
a
prepared

music

after

Seri tasty

Awhile."

take the

Bens has been ushered

neewa

ba°sa

tn. Gone

is

Cliff

Edwards, group. leader and musical director.
Singer Sackte Ratyyhhis still hare- but Ina
(longer
he hind se
ymbol -tow
Faye a fuuy -blown vocalist
d
vibes
Player.
Pos
Records
he opening m i"the
me ght. future" rb the Bells you
cue urge fight. Ail
ells.
you
re
ta crib Beut. They
e
aas a " Montreal critic
as a "credible ennoff

put

shaken

has

and

rg e

the new

woodd'a

strong blues

the

tue

h nhp

15'reelroádni mnmher aof

Davis

add, Wood

sou

ink

a

á
oai (aformar
man)

RonniedH
Hawkins' sideand drummer Skip Layton.
lfearh sing
with Jackie Ralph. There's even a rock
revival medley which drew heart applause.
RICHIE YORKE
t

TRAFFIC
FREE

M-

lotto

Santa Monies Civic, Los Angeles
emerged on

melt
e
scene
years ago touted
of the finest groups of the times.
andtheir recent appearance here did
nothing
diminish that reputation.
The band has expanded to
over

arli-

Orat

Heeled °Boys," he band apulo
hosvea than pmfeasineanem Is tan a
impartael

n

a

d

hard

k

"Ail
°area

tilt,

MaJot
rtyn

eketric

guitar

d

n

provided

sponsive ly diencetfultercNng
Free altered their standard

for

re-

fare

f

blues.
includingq
their
RIaM Now;
lotir
the all Island angst show.

nd
electric
form

set

feawring

BO B KIRSCH

puiser.

Rumor has In that an unhealthy nest
far
agent
sis conri iñl bas trsiheaedaIh Imht
ivilized cabaret singing. Perhaps.
Bm. If sncb Is the cote. dheo why should
era, u born when (hest songs were
written.
Bob'teen,
happily at the sired of
yV

Short?

The au
s

Is

rhetorical,
lor
for Short's

eaen
Atlantic rehis adl me

t

ae

been

enough. °r{His
cordings have broadened
m
because they make
attempt
e
to
§
instinctive
arrangements as
tat
sñn the
p

hxt

trio.
Short's

his

performance.
per(aó
onc e:

concert

e

a

Ìhe

f

while
y

clhle.
was still virtually flawless. Hb selections
hk,, dmwtr too
magi,
of h

tingf

hlom

Coward, Cat

Cmrep

Pour ` Stepen

helm and Randy Newman.
As for his voice, that

herdly

dauled

y

otic br drm
i

Theefee°olinS ihroughóui thhepastfarmasx.
had a relaxed workshop mmosphem. Ellis
d is now
has left Columbia Records
with the big band for BSAF.
of conTh}ding
e trio approach for this a1
temporary saes deserves to
kept alive
between his other activities.

h

NAT FREEDLAND

STEVE LAWRENCE L
EYDIE GORME
Caesars Palace. Las Vegas
The MGM sing husband -wife duo

this their
utmost heat
eieebib rum on she Carson (Palace agape.
Ekant marina adwynneea the aw
Peritymg Orchestra m
winning Nat
Nick Perfto guides teem in
hconductor
is effectively arranged
Rea overture.
'I Oct
Be
brines out Lawrence whose mice seems to keep getting
his
tease of
Fester. He b tender
"Happy" and "Atone Again, ra
"
During
cheats is spotnor lighted.
maantea,
emphasising
phmlrJo
superb w
pmntata and how they t m ke dhow
into
totally Veit
pout yE.

Its

s

been
sgkIis
h phrasing.
rsigeen
consti'y
extracts maximum effect from the verbal
sihminiwielyn

styles or his favorite

comppooseu

their

wgy

1

the

Life"

for ier
sameson °t""IE Am
Woman," then a contrast in feelings with
"Mn Funny Valentine" and rr He
Walked Into My Lite." The lovely lady
Gonnhest

has shed awfew pounds and looked slum

hie

pp

fiu úegt gown.

Steveü
Jai
his wife
"Stheir
for their famous bantering of Insfte,
which always seern }rah: Eydle's step tent
or Perito and the nrcnesna
pang the t sder "Have
Told
interrupting
bou Lately" with Ìhe Magbmalda Hamburger Chain theme, sung by Pendo and
1

s[mm-enatm-i

t

p`

bias emceedwthe freeground of larz experimentalists like
Weather Report. Ellis now plays drums
when he is not soloing on trumpet. Each
set started off with a totally tri molded
non-prepared
urn
riinngnEms'' ntrcironledeadisionioñ
for the trumpet. in the
dpulpment
ic. the trio maned two earl Ellis
Mats plus
a
offbeat voicing e1 an

t

by

rod

with his big band since
September, Don Ellis has decide
stay home (or a while and get in some
writing and experimental Iselltg.
On thy

whir

BOBBY SHORT
Alice Tully Hall, New York

Ñ

JOHN MARTYN

nca

"OnyaThoundlHeadrnTrto taw mea
lentil
still including "Evening Blue"
of "law Spark

MOR

as the new Bells' new single
ple of weeks.
The
Th
the hand. which is Ikht
lemmaway
from "Stay Awhile." The
itarist Charlie Clark.
a tncludes

s

trademark,mlargely through Win woo d'a
vocah, mpima and guitar and Wood's
rifains
strung

termed

for release
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LAKE TAHOE, Nev. -"Tahoe

is to be taken seriously." said Tony
Atchley, executive of the Sahara
Tahoe Hotel. His statement regarded the hotel's stress on a strong
of recording artists and mon singers recording live at
the hotel.
Isaac Hayes recorded an album

p

phasic

live at the Sahara Tahoe due for
March release. Negotiations are
currently under way for live albums to be recorded in the 1,800seat showroom by Johnny Cash
and Elvis Presley.
"We have complete recording
facilities." Atchley stressed. "The
only other room comparable to our
showroom is the Las Vegas Hilton.
We have an open sound booth that
equals the Hon's sound equipment." Gary Stillwell is the hotel's
sound man.
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"The Sahara Tahoe has been an
innovator of entertainment," Meltley said. "We have the only hotel
where Presley. Tom Jones and Engelbert Humperdinek play."
Atchley pointed out that while
many of Nevada's hotels have
closed their lounges "the Sahara
Tahoe's lounge is one of the few
in the state that is really doing

well."

"We have a really strong lineup
with never less than five groups.
The lounge pays for itself and we
spend a lot of money for enter.
taiement. We pay what it takes to
get the top people, either for the
mainroom or for the lounge,"
Atchley explained adding that the
"hotel also caters to the stars. In
many instances money isn't important to the entertainer, but a question of fringe benefits and the
courtesy shown by the hotel."
"Tahoe does have an off season
which is getting better all of the
lime. One day some it will be a full
said Atchley optimisticseason"
"During
ally.
the off season the
showroom is open on weekends.
Elvis Presley starts our summer
season May 4 when the showroom
is open seven nights a week. We 've
moved the season up because Elvis
will certainly do well. We also have
the Osmond Brothers over .Easter
week, it's very difficult to get them
to appear in a nightclub. My God.
they can make a hundred thousand
dollars a night on the fair circuit."
Atchley, Torn Craven, hotel manager and entertainment director Pat
France are all in their thirties.
"This hotel is run by a group of
young men. We aren't afraid to
take chances and experiment. We
might make a mistake now and
then, but we only make the mistake once," emphasized Atchley.

BASF presents the new
first lady of song...
ETHEL ENNIS
On Her NewAlbum! With Words

And Music By Gladys Shelley.
Clown Town

Believe In Love
Over The Phone I Got The Message
I Wonder Who My Daddy Is
Sing Me A Tune
The Show's On Me Tonight
Does It Hurt To Love
He Will Call Again
I Can't Talk To A Wall
Call Me Young
I

OsrsrEnns

Division c BASF Wyandotte Corporation

Crosby Dr., Bedford MA 01730,tel.(617) 271 -4000
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TONY ASHTON
(Ashton, Gardner & Dyke)

ALBERT LEE
(Heads, Hands and Feat)

ANDY BOWN

KLAUS VOORMAN
(Plastic Ono Band)

PETER FRAMPTON
(Founder of Humble Pie)

RORY GALLAGHER

WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN SOME OF TODAY'S
GREAT POP STARS
PUTA SESSION TOGETHER
IN LONDON
WITH
A ROCK'N ROLL LEGEND?

KENNY JONES
(Faces)

GARY WRIGHT

AND SOME SURPRISE STARS

Spooky Tooth)
(

THE RECORDING EVENT OF THE YEAR.

Introducing Jerry Lee Lewis'
dynamite, all star, historical,
rock'n roll,two- record album
"The Session:
FEATURING: Drinking Wine Spo -Dee O' Dee / Jukebox / No
Headstone On My Grave / Memphis / Whole Lot Of Shakin'
Goin' On / What'd Say / Johnny B. Goode / 60- Minute Man /
Tutti Frutti / Pledging My Love / And Other Great Songs
I

Mercury SAM-2-803

MOM

Musicassette MCT4 -2 -803

8 -Track

MCT8.2 -803

products al oflonogram. Inc., 35 e. Wacker drive, chlcedo. In.
mrm.nr memurr record produci..., Inc.
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Radio -TV programming
INTERVIEW:

Forte of Drake -Gaining
Keeping Programming Control
EDITOR'S NOTE: Only a handful of people have made such an
impact on programming as has Ron
Jacobs when he programmed KHI-

AM

in Los Angeles in teamwork
with Bill Drake, then a program.
ming consultant to the RICO General chain and now vice president
with the operation. Today, Jacobs
programs KGB -AM -FM in San Diego. This interview, the latest installment in a series, was conducted
by radio -TV editor Claude Hall in
San Diego,

HALL: You told me once that
Bill Drake had the idea for 'The
History of Rock and Roll" documentary but that you did most of
the work.
JACOBS: We were sitting in
Nickodel's whom a lot of ideas
would surface after a few Maltyboos, which is Drake's synonym
for a good, stiff belt...and Drake
said something like: "We should
do a history of rock and roll." And
that was about the extent of what
he said. And I went off and
chewed on it and got with Pete
Johnson who was then the music
critic of the Los Angeles Times-

I think the last time there was an
intelligent music critic on a daily
newspaper.. et least in Los Angeles. Pete was terrific. He immediately grasped the concept on what
the show could mean. It was exciting, at the time. mean, no one
had ever heard Fats Domino talking and then, bam, right into, you
know, "Blueberry Hill." It was the
first time anyone had used that
technique. The program was stub1

by and shoddy and I have regrets
that it has become as big, in retro-

it has. It went over...and
larger
got a
response, intellectually,
than anything we'd done at KHIAM. Drake brought the idea up, I
filed it away.
.talked to Pete
about it and we started giving it
a structure. We were producing
that thing for 12 hours a day for
what seemed like an eternity. Actually, we worked on it from October 1968 to February 1969 and
in the last stretch there, it was recording every day for as much a
12 hours a day, six and seven day
week for two months with Pete
writing the scripts and coming up
with them five minutes before w
were actually ready to do them
Mouzis. the engineer; Robert W
specs as

.

FCC WARNS STATIONS
ON 'LONG' COMMERCIAL
By MILDRED

Morgan. the emcee; Pete Johnson
and the girl who later became his
wife, Ellen -those are the key people that worked on that program.
Drake came by once with Gene
Chenault and listen to an hour
demo that we'd made once we had
the first 12 hours done. Drake
had a party at his house and had
a lot of his friends over to listen
to it once it was on the air. Uh
..that's about what he had to do

with it creatively. I think he liked
it, too.
HALL: What would you say is
Bill Drake's forte? His attributes?
JACOBS: There are a lot of people who have theories that I don't
necessarily agree with.
.there's
one guy who keeps telling me
that he thinks Drake is the greatest multiple choice guy going.
that Drake can sit back and listen to three different guys with
ideas and invariably go with the
.

guy who has the best idea. I feel
that Drake has a tremendous capacity for perceiving people with
talent and hiring men with ability.
He hired me. He hired Morgan.
He hired Don Steele. Uh.. Drake's
contributions to radio have been:
One, that he eliminated a lot of
the adolescent crap that by 1965
had not only crept into but almost
over -ridden the Top 40 genre.
But there were two major things
that he did.. one, to establish that

programming or a programmer
could have autonomy and would
not be influenced by what the sales
department could expediently make
available to advertisers...that the
programming department could
operate without the influence of
the sales department or the meddling of the management in programming in a way that would be
ultimately detrimental to the station. The second most important
thing that Drake did was, given
that autonomy, net up a situation
where the commercial load per
hour, very important on a Top 40
station, would be limited, regardless of the ratings success of the
(Continued on page 241

HALL

WASHINGTON -The Federal Communications Commission
has warned broadcasters that when a program ventent is in effect

one long commercial for the sponsor or producer of the material,
the station most log the whole show as commercial time. An example given was the record producer who sponsors a 15- minute
segment of brief excerpts from the producer's recordings. Listeners
are invited to identify the music, and composer and title are given
at the end of each excerpt.

In this and similar cases, where a whole program touts the
product of the sponsor (whether it be recordings, real estate, etc.)
the formal commercial announcements logged by the station are
not enough. The station must log the whole program as commercial
time. In the past, the FCC points out, this type of violation brought
only warnings or small fines, but future sanctions will be tougher.
The current case in point is a recent notice of a $4,000 fine
incurred by Taft Broadcasting for a program on WDAF -TV of
Kansas City, Mo., called "Let's Get Growing." The show was put
out by an organization of garden product and lawn mower dealers,
and paid for partly by their own association membership, partly by
manufacturers and distributors of the recommended products. The
commission considered the program entirely commercial, but the
station had failed to log any commercial time at all for the segment, in violation of FCC rules. WDAF -TV has 30 days in which
to challenge the fine.

CHICAGO -When Sonny Taylor joined WGRI -AM nearly a

year ago as program director, he
was "appalled" by the state of
black radio in Chicago. Taylor,
who came from WWRL -AM in
New York, found Chicago behind

...

0

BROADCASTING

PUBLIC
SERVICE

Music from Billboard's Hot 100.

hour

tape every week.

ANNE DUSTON

the times and not responsive to
what was happening in other parts
of the country. "Stations here were
using constant rhyme, off -the -wall
expressions, and talking through
music. The deejay was considered
more important than the music.
Under Taylor's guidance, WORT AM in the last 10 months has
been climbing in the ratings, and
changing the picture of black programming in Chicago, he claimed.

According to Taylor, WORT AM became the first black station
in the city to adopt white methods
of programming. For example, it
became the first black station to
be formatesi. Deeiays now are held

strictly to the "secret format" developed by Taylor.
Adopting the philosophy, "You
never get hurt playing a hit," the
station plays 22 to 35 hit soul rec-

PROGRAM

l/2

teddy bear contest centered around Barbara Fairchild's Columbia
single "I Wish I Was a Teddy Bear." Setting up the promotion was
Stan Byrd, local Columbia Records promotion manager. From left:
Jonathan E. Fricke, operations manager of the station; Byrd, and
Collier. Down front is contest winner, Dwayne Collins with teddy bear
holding a Fairchild LP.
a

By

music radio program
emphasis is on the individual
and his relationship to God. But mostly, it's the
music. What J. Richard Lee (has) done is change the
setting and the script while retaining the message."

New

TO PROMOTE THE ADDITION OF air personality Chris Collier to the
KBUY -AM lineup in Fort Worth, the country music station launched

Didn't Fill Taylor's Standards

"might be mistaken, at first, for any other popular -

C

VISITING SOUL STATION KGFJ -AM in Los Angeles are the Spinners
and two Atlantic promotion men. From left: Atlantic promotion man
Tommy Phillips; Henry Fambrough; Lucky Pierre, music director of
the radio station; Billy Henderson, Bobby Smith, Persan Jackson; and
Atlantic promotion man John Fisher.

JRL talks love, peace, joy, Jesus Christ.

Sample tape: J. Richard Lee, 5670 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, Ca. 90036. or call (213) 939 -3147.
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ords or album cuts a week, repeating every 11/2 to 2 hours. Song
lists are made up by consulting
trade charts, Gavin and Hamilton
reports, what other markets are
playing, requests, and retail sales.
Promotion records are analyzed by
how they are selling, but two records with the same sound will not
he played within the same week.
Taylor is the sole arbiter of the
music played.

kets, but white pop music is beginning to sell in black retail markets, according to Taylor. One
effect of this trend is that Taylor
will play white pop artists who are
selling in the black storm. "This
also helps us to hold the crossover audience from the stations on
either side of us on the dial, WLSAM and WCFL -AM. Conversely,
those two stations are playing more
and more black music."
Taylor noted that the role of
black stations in presenting soul

music is still primary. "The black
station plays it first, and can prersonal
sent soul music in a more
identification."
way, with stronger
Another musical black identification source that has been neglected here, Taylor felt is in the
oldies market "We feel that oldies
strengthen the black image, and
we have a golden oldies program
every weekend." Taylor said.

'Community Plua'
The sale of WGRT -AM recently
to the Johnson Publishing Co.,
publishers of Ebony and other
magazines, will make a difference
in black concept of broadcasting,
Taylor said. The most immediate
result will be felt in public service
programming, he said. "Community involvement is what makes a
'No Breaks'
station relevant to its audience,
No particular effort is made to
and we are going to improve in
break records, since the format is
this a
" WORT -AM now has
for hit records only.
five minute spots scattered
Not only is soul music becomthroughout its regular programing more accepted in white mar{Continued on page 24)
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LIVE THE
GOOD LIFE.

Only American has table for4 dining on
both our DC -10' and 747 LuxuryLiners.
It's not every day that you fly.
So why not make the most of it.
On an American Airlines LuxuryLiner,
you can reserve a table for 4 in First

Play bridge.
And if you don't play, enjoy after dinner liqueurs and champagne.
Next time you're going somewhere,
let your Travel Agent introduce you to
the good life. On an American Airlines

Class.
Wine and dine with friends. Hold a
business meeting.

LuxuryLiner.
For First Class passengers, there
isn't a more comfortable way to fly.

American Airlines LuxuryLiners.
'Most have

I.

soon all will have

"The Good Lite"

I.
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Radio-TV programming

Keeping Programming Control
nault's KYNO -AM. They had up
to 60 percent of the audience. So.
they were really ripe. They'd never been challenged before that I
know of. And they were not particularly good at that time, though
they may have been sufficient for
Fresno in 1962.
HALL: Were you program diKMAK -AM?
JACOBS: No, 1 was vice president in charge of programming.
My program directors were Tom
Rounds in Honolulu, Bill Watson
in San Bernardino, and Jim Price
in Fresno. And I was involved
in the exotic, worldly gig of commuting every week between Fresno
and San Bernardino. It's possible
to drive thousands of miles in

Continued from page 22
station. So when KHJ -AM began
to get the ratings, rather than as
in the past when a station would
get good ratings and then put on
so many spots that they'd wiped
out the ratings in a matter of
months because they'd be carrying
18 minutes of commercials easily
just from the used car lots, well,
the second most important thing
that Drake did was set it up so that
the commercial load would not increase, but that the proper thing
would be done, which is the rate
card, would increase. First year and -a -half at

KHJ -AM. it seemed

that every time you turned around
there was a new rate card coming
out. But we never went over our
spot load limits, which was 13 minutes and 40 seconds per hour.

California and never even see Los
Angeles. I had to drive the most

HALL: What about Gene Chenault? Not much is ever heard
about him.

JACOBS: Gene Chenault and
an effective team
because they're not redundant.
Chenault takes care of the things
that Drake has no interest in or
wasn't particularly qualified to do
at the time. Chenault is a very astute and established business man.
14e ain't where he is by virtue of
being lucky. He's a very shrewd
individual. The whole thing is
very ironic, because Chenault and
Drake encountered each other in
Fresno, Calif., in 1963 after we'd

Bill Drake are

there ass.

and kicked

Chenault had
KYNO -AM and the station that
we went in with got to be No. 1
in the good old days of those
and
Hoopers.
in 90 days.
Drake, to me, was just the fourth
program director that Chenault
had brought in to stem this runaway that we had going there.
When we went into Fresno, we
took over as fast as we had in
San Bernardino, Calif. In 1963,
we put two stations on the air..
one in March and one in May..
and both got to be No. l in three
months. KMEN -AM in San Bernardino used to be KITO -AM.
That was the March station. Bill
Watson was the program director.
HALL: What were you doing?
mean, did you come in and take
over as program director or did
you work for Watson?
JACOBS: No, no. I had been
program director of the Honolulu
station. After we were successful
there, the owners decided to expand to the mainland. Before I
got busted, 1 was their fair- haired
boy.
.vice president in charge
of programming. ..1 had a small
stock interest in the group. ..and
they assigned me to go to the mainland and assemble staff and put on
the air these stations they bought
So, when the license was approved.
we went to San Bernardino and
did the whole thing. We did billboards and newspaper ads in 1962
-all the stuff that KROQ -AM in
Los Angeles screwed up in last
year. Then we did the some thing
with KMAK -AM in Fresno, but
ree called the station K -make and
we were K- making the hits and
the jocks were called K -makers
Unopposed to that time was Che
.

.

boring, desolate route that exists.
And I really got serious about
Fresno, when w went un the air
there, because I e did the morning
show. Morgan started off doing
noon -3 p.m.; he'd come from Monterey. Price was the program director. And we went after KYNOAM. And we had them in a couple of months.
.so Chenault
started bringing in people and I
think the fourth program director
he brought in was Drake. That's
when the fun began.
.

HALL: Now, them

was a prothere
has
sort of
motion up
that
become legend. A treasure hunt.
JACOBS: Well, there was more
than one treasure hunt. The stories
have gotten all confused, you know,
so I don't know which particular
one you're talking about.
HALL: The one where they
didn't find the treasure.

JACOBS: There was never one

that I was involved with where
they didn't find the treasure. I read
this interview where someone said
that was the case and that's crap.
There was one where they didn't
find the treasure when we thought
they were going to find it.
to almost give them the answer and we had to get the thing
found before the next morning because the highway patrol w
about to take us all away.. .there
were. about 8,000 people in this
field about the size of a supermarket in the middle of the night when
the temperature was 20 degrees
and people were out searching for
the magic key or whatever the
hell it was.
using bulldozers,
which is a little bit hazardous.
right? The goddamned thing was
out there, where Frank Terry and
I had put it a couple of months before in the middle of the night, a
foot below ground, and nobody
could find the goddamned thing.
After a while, you run out of clues
.how can you make rhymes
anymore, you know? "Here it is
and here it's not. Now goddammit,
this is the spot!" We kept coming
up with clues and we had all of
these people in the field and they
began to think we were putting
them on. KYNO -AM was going
crazy because they thought we'd
screwed up. you know? Finally,
someone found the thing. There
was just that period there for a
while where it didn't look like it
was going to be found that, I think,
probably started the rumor that
we had a contest where the treasure was never found.
.

.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Next week.
Ran Jacobs gets Into nilly gritty
details on the KGB -AM -FM "format" and refuses to call in o format.

.

1

WNEW-FM MUSIC DIRECTOR Dennis Elsas chats with King Harvest
members about their pending move to the U.S. The British group is
released in the U.S. on Perception Records. From left: Doc Robinson
of King Harvest; Elsas; Ronnie Altbach of King Harvest; and Jeannie
Britten, promotion director of the New York -based record company.
The group current single and album is "Dancing in the Moonlight."
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WSLR -AM, Akron; WTIX -AM,
New Orleans, KFRE -AM, Fresno;
WPRO -AM, Providence; and Buzz
Bennett is in motion with WJASAM, Pittsburgh.
Jonathan
Greene, WTMJ -AM in Milwaukee.
is now doing the 3 -6:30 p.m. show
on the MOR station and says he's
turned down many offers for other
jobs "because they wanted a six day week." Wants me to encourage
my listeners (listeners, Jonathan ?)
to fight for a five -day work week.
Heck, Jonathan, I'm still fighting
for a six -day work week. .. Ken
Mynaty program director of WTTIAM, Dalton, Ga., says he's having
fun shooting down that "old myth
that sales and programming can't
complement each other. We're
even awakened our competition to
the point that Dalton is getting
some decent radio for the first time
in history- We could use better
record service, especially from the
bigger companies; RCA comes to
mind readily. Our music policy is
conservative; however, it we feel
a
record has merit musically or
socially we will step out on a limb
with it. For the most part, we
stick pretty close to the upper
ranks of the Hot 100 Chart. Our
lineup goes: Ben Cagle 6 -10 a.m.,
myself until 2 p.m.; Jim Plebte,
brother of Johnny Pinkie, 2 -6 p.m..
and weekends Lamar McClure."
Ken, with a "conservative" music
policy in a market that size, Pm
not sure the record labels will feel
you warrant record service. It's
stations like WLOF -AM in Orlan.

.
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CLAUDE HALL

Radio-TV Editor
do, Fla., and WBBQ -AM in AugusI've had the pleasure -and some ta, Ga., that really warrant super
limes the pain-of participating
because while
service and get
in more than a couple of parties
those stations are choosey, they
over the years. There was a time
also get excited about records and
that record companies used to toss
try to break them. I think there
a party at the slightest whim and
are some guidelines of conduct
once in New York public relawhich any station could und may tions executives had to confer
(Continued on page 39)
daily with each other in order to
keep parties from conflicting. Sometimes, there'd be two parties per
evening. And, of course, certain
parties slick in your mind
like
Pop
the time Jefferson Airplane tossed
a
party in San Francisco for
Joe London,
CINCINNATI
about 2,000, maybe more, people.
new program director at WMOHAnd there was the time William B.
AM and WHOH -FM at nearby
Williams had a birthday party at
Hamilton, Ohio, has shelved a
in
York
the Rainbow Grill
New
country music policy for the two
that was something else! And half
stations in favor of a pop music
of Broadway came to that one and
format geared to young adults.
the gifts to the WNEW -AM air
Wheeling the Top 40 to middle
personality included even a fold of the road stuff are deejays Bob
up motorscooter. But James Gab Berry, Gary Paul, Steve Butler,
beet, owner of KIOI -FM in San
Dave Scott, Dave Loftus and LonFrancisco, tossed a party to end
don. Bob Hoffman and Doug Morall parties the other night to celegan continue on news and Ray
brate the opening of his new stuMotley stays with sports.
dios. People flying in from Los
Angeles were transported by champagned helicopter from the airport to the Fisherman's Wharf
area, then to the station by cable
Continued from page 22
car. The studios resemble a Playboy club, sans, unfortunately, the
ming. One example is the "Combunnies. Anyhowever, there were
mission on Human Relations"
several hundred people at the parfor
and answer
ty, ranging from Harold Kassens of
an
received
hichthe
which
the Federal Communications Comaward.
mission and Howard Kesler, genAnother problem area in black
eral manager of KYA -AM in San
broadcasting under attack by TayFrancisco, to Jack Mesta, the nalor k "talking down to the auditional advertising representative,
ence. especially by sponsors." Tayand lack Seigel, general manager
lor has adopted the stance that
of the ABC -FM station in San
commercials must be intelligent
Francisco, was there and Iona of
and inspire confidence. "This proother guys knew. More than just
duces some friction with the sales
the party, though, was the imprespeople. but I will accept no rip;off
siveness of the studios. Gabbert
or deceptive type of advertising.
and station manager Mike Lincoln
We have an image to protect."
and program director Don Kelly
This attitude toward professionhad net up a quadrasonic unit in
alism carries over into what Taythe basement lobby and kept it golor expects from his deejays. "Chiing constantly. The studios themcago is a very competitive radio
selves are being set up even now
town, and you have to be profor discrete quadrasonic broadfessional in order to survive. In
casting even though the FCC hasn't
the last ten years, the level of proapproved any such broadcasting
fessionalism has increased in both
system yet. Some station. You're
black and white broadcasting. The
welcome to drop by and see it any
race is wide open."
time you're in the San Francisco
Line -up of personalities on the
area; Gabbert wants to show it
daytime station include: Mondayoff to everybody. In fact, visitors
Friday, 6 -10 a.m. Don SL John;
from off the street will soon be
10 -2 p.m. Richard Steele; 2 -signable to walk in and hear quadraoff, Mr. Vee. Saturday and Sunsonic discrete demonstrations right
day personalities are Ron Rodgers,
in the lobby.
and Daddy O'Dalley.

*

.

FERALLA

By
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CARLO

Vox Jox

BOB MITCHELL, PROGRAM director of WTIX-AM in New Orleans, and
Michael Green, until just recently the music director of the Top 40

station, receive plaques for helping break Joe Simon's "Misty Blue"
in the market. The disk is on Sound Stage 7 Records, distributed by
the Epic /Columbia custom labels division. From left: Bill Heard, regional promotion manager of the division; Green, now program director of a New Orleans FM station; Mitchell; and Sam Harrell, local
promotion manager of the labels division.
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TOM MURPHY, PROGRAM dires'
for of KOL -AM in Seattle, and
station manager Jack Reynolds
helped United Artists Records
launch a major campaign via bill-

boards to promote the Johnny
Rivers albums "LA. Reggae."
The signs were located on main
traffic areas around high schools
and colleges and shared 50/50
by KOL -AM and the record corn
pony, but tied In with tee shirt
and album giveaways on the sta
fion. From left: Steve Breen.
Seattle branch
manager for
U.D C., distribution arm of UA;
Murphy; Reynolds.
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Campus News
Stan Kenton Slates
Clinics on Campus
NEW YORK-Stan Kenton and
his Orchestra have scheduled three,
week -long clinics for music students and educators on college
campuses this summer.
Now in its eighth year, Kenton's
"Jazz Orchestra in Residence" program will be held on the campuses

of Drury College in Springfield.
Mo.; Towson State College in
Baltimore, and California State
College at Sacramento.
The Drury College clinic will be
held during the week of June 2429, while programs at Towson and
California State at Sacramento will
be held during the weeks of July
29- August 3 and Aug. 19 -24, respectively.
Curriculum for the seminars includes individual and group instruction in instruments (saxophones,
flutes, trumpets, trombones, flugelhorn- bass trombone. tuba, piano,
guitar, string and electric bass and
percussion); concepts of jazz music
styles (rhythm, phrasing, interpretation, articulation, improvisation
and lead playing): rehearsal techniques (time, balance, blend and
intonation); and jazz theory, beginning and advanced (harmony,
composition, arranging and orchestration).
Faculty will vary slightly with
each campus, but the 9- member
Kenton Orchestra will instruct at
each clinic. In addition, music educators and professional musicians
scheduled to participate in one or
more of the clinics will include Dr.
Herb Patnoe, director of bands.
De Anua College, Cupertino, Calif.;
Hank Levy, director of the Towson State College Jam Ensemble
and an authority on radical jazz
time signatures; Leon Breeden, director of Lab Banda at North
Texas
State
University;
Dan
Haerle of the University of Miami;
Ken Hanna. composer and arranger for the Kenton Orchestra; Robert Cumow, director of instrumental music at Case Western Reserve University; Dr. Tom Ferguson, director of bands and jazz
studies at Memphis State University; Phil Rizzo, authority on jazz
theory; Bill Fritz, director of the
Los Angeles Junior Neophonic
Orchestra; and Jay Saundera, instructor at North Texas Stale and
a Kenton alumnus. Special guest
artists will also be announced.

Friendly to
Key Fete
NEW YORK -Fred W. Friendly,
former president of CBS News,
will be the key speaker at the presentation of the Ninth Annual Armstrong Awards for the excellence
and originality in FM radio pro-

gramming.
Now a professor at Columbia
University's Journalism School,
Friendly will make his address at
the March 24 Armstrong Awards
luncheon dating the annual convention of the National Association
of FM Broadcasters in Washington,
D.C.
The awards program is named
after the late Edwin H. Armstrong,
inventor of FM broadcasting.
Sponsored by the Armstrong Mevial Research Foundation and
administered by Columbia's Engineering School, where Armstrong
was a teacher and researcher, the
awards offer more than $4,000 in
prize money for the best FM programs to the more than 2,800 eligible FM stations.
Before becoming CBS News
president, Friendly was closely associated with the late Edward R.
Morrow, with whom he co- edited
and co- produced such programs as
"See It Now," "Small World," and
"Hear It Now." Along with teaching duties at Columbia University,
Friendly is also associated with the
Ford Foundation as an advisor to
its president.
MARCH 10, 1973, BILLBOARD

The Kenton Orchestra has held
approximately 120 shorter clinics
on American campuses during the
past year. Each clinic closes with
a full concert by the band.

Enrollment

is

limited. Applica-

tions and information are now
available through Dr. Don Verne
Joseph.
Drury College; Hank
Levy, Towson State College; and
Herb Harrison, California State
at Sacramento.
Students are charged a fee of
$115 covering tuition, room and
board for the duration of the
clinic. Music educators pay $65.
Kenton's involvement with music education dates back to the establishment of the first clinics for
student musicians some 20 years
ago. At the same time, he made
the Kenton Orchestra's repertoire
available to secondary schools and
universities, The "Jazz Orchestra
in Residence" program evolved
from those earlier projects.
The seminars provide students
and educators with an opportunity
to study and play with professional jazz musicians in workshop sessions, to listen and discuss concepts in music and to have thew
own work heard and criticized
constructively by professionals.
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CINCINNATI
Student film
buyers at the NEC National Convention were encouraged to apply
"theatrical" techniques to their
non -theatrical screening situations
to help make campus film programs successful.
During the five film seminars
held during the Convention, student film buyers, film distributors
and archivists alternately addressed
a seminar room frequently filled
to overflowing.
After outlining the various needs
of a campus film audience, as well
as the possible goals

of an ongoing

film program, the seminars

examined the problems facing students in building a steady audience
through careful title selection and

effective promotion.
During the discussion of film
promotion on Monday (19) afternoon, delegates admitted that too
many film programs were tailored
to the tastes of film committees
rather than student audiences. That
charge, initially made by Seth Willenson of New Line Cinema, was
further supported by the experiences of several campuses where
student polls had differed sharply
from committees' choices. Musicals
and other big- budget studio productions had often been overlooked
by commuter campuses and by
urban campuses with nighttime
adult students.
Throughout the seminar, the
need to both poll student audiences
and to actively shape audience
tastes through creative promotion
was emphasized in terms of "theatrical" methods: effective, cretive coordination of various media
was suggested as a prerequisite of
a successful film program.
The value of 'flick sheets," or
periodic bulletins on upcoming fea-

tures, was also discussed.
Students noted that film budgets
continue to be limited by incorporation into general student activi-

ties funds, thus impeding larger
schedules. Pricing structures for
film series to assist in building up
film schedules, were also discussed,
as were necessary quality control
measures to insure print quality
and to maximize efficiency in op-

erating student film facilities.
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Crosstown Traffic
Despite a series of announcements in the body of Billboard. many correspondents may as yet be unaware of the New York office's move to new
gunners at i Astor Plaza, ISIS Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10036.
All playlists, questions. personal advertisements and any other pertinent punted matter should be directed to that address. since even the few
blocks separating the new digs from the old will slow down the transfer of

information.
Also note the new phone number. that being 1212) 764 -7345. That's
now a direct line, but our new Centres phone has its eccentricities, one of
which involves transferring callers to other Billboard lines when the line
called is busy. So. if you call and find yourself talking to the mail room or
Amusement Business, don't be alarmed.

*

*

*

PICKS AND PLAYS: SOUTH- Tennessee -WUTM -FM, U. of Tennessee at Martin, Larry Wood reporting: "You Are the Music," (LP), Trapeze, Threshold; "Cook With Honey." Judy Collins, Elektra: "Best of
Mountain," (LP), Mountain. Columbia.... WTGR. Memphis Slate U..
Memphis, Ron Olson & Tim Farr reporting: "Split Ends," (LP), The
Move, United Artists; "Old Hat." (LP). Uncle Dog. MCA; "A Euphonius
Wail," (LP), A Euphonius Wail, Kapp..... WETS, East Tennessee State
U., Johnson City, Jim Cline reporting "Rainbow Man." Looking Glass,
Epic: "Back Up Against the WalL" (LP), Atlanta Rhythm Section, Dacca:
"Tomorrow I'll Be Out of Town," Ten Years After, Columbia....
WRVU -FM, Vanderbilt U.. Nashville, Steve Bond reporting: "Asbury
Park. N. J "" (LP), Bruce Springsteen, Columbia: "True Stories & Other
Dreams," (LP), Judy Collins, Elektra: "Artificial Paradise," (LP), Guess
Who, RCA.... Alabama -WAPB, Livingston U.. Livingston. Chuck
McCabe reponie "Woman From Tokyo." Deep Purple, Wainer Bros.;
"Funky Serenity,"(LP), Ramsey Lewis, Columbia: "Strange Fruit," (LP),
Billie Holiday, Atlantic.... W VSU -FM. Samford U.. Birmingham: "Neither One of Us," Gladys Knight & The Pips, Motown: "Sing," Carpenters,
A &M: "Keep On Singing," Austin Roberts, Chelsea.... Louisiana
WLPI, Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston, Steve Mizel reporting:
"Split Ends," (LP), The Move, United Artists: "Stealers Wheel." (LP).
Stealers Wheel, A &M: "d /b /a Crow." (LP), David Wagner, Animal...
WLDC, Loyola U.. New Orleans, Tad Jones reporting: "San Antone,"
Doug Salim, Atlantic; "Full Moon," (LP), Full Moon, Douglas: "Somebody Else's Troubles,' (LP), Steve Goodman, Buddah.... North Carolina -W PAK, W KWC -FM, North Carolina State U., Raleigh. Lee Collins
reporting "Less Than the Song." (LP), Hoyt Axton, A&M: "d /b /a
Crow," (LP), David Wagner, Amaret; "Mindful," (LP), Maxayn, Capricorn.... WDAV, Davidson College. Davidson, Richard Cooper reporting: "Moving Waves," (LP), Focus, Sire; "Styx," (LP), Styx, RCA: "Tres
Fure," (LP), Tret Fure. MCA.... Virginia WMRA -FM, Madison College, Harrisonburg. Anthony Segmves reporting: "Greatest Hits," (LP).
Jackie Wilson, Brunswick: "Like A Seed," (LP), Kenny Rankin. Little
David: "Just Vandy,' (LP), Vandy, Eleventh Hour.... Georgia -WREKFM, Georgia Tech., Atlanta, Mike Caldwell reporting: "Juju Street
Songs," (LP), Gary Bartz NTU Troop, Prestige: "Louisiana Country
Blues," (LP), Herman E. Johnson. Arhoolie; "Catch A Fire," (LP), The
Wailers, Island.

-

-

*

*

*

*

*

*

CANADA -New Brunswick -CHRS, U. of New Brunswick. Fredericton, S. W. Twist reporting: "Garden Party." (LP), Rick Nelson,
Dacca; "Who Came First," (LP), Peter Townshend, Track: "Danny's
Song," Anne Murray, Capitol.... Ontario -Radio Western, U. of Western
Ontario. London, Ron Moore reporting: "Birds of Fire." (LP), Malta vishnu Orchestra, Columbia: "Rural Space," (LP), Brewer & Shipley,
Kama Sutra; "Tret Fare." (LP), Tret Fure, MCA.

EAST- Pennsylvanle -WSRN. Swarthmore College, Swarthmore,
Roy Perry reporting: "Great Lost Kinks Album." (LP), Kinks, Warner
Bros., "Split Ends." (LP). The Move, United Artists: "Under the Ragtime
Moon," (LP). lam Whitcomb, United Artists.... WELT. Carnegie -MelIon U., Pittsburgh. Brad Simon reporting: "Byzantium," (LP), Byzantium,

Warner Bros., " Barteaux." (LP), Batteaux, Columbia: "Stealers Wheel,"
(LP), Stealers Wheel, A &M.... WVBU. WVBU -FM, Bucknell U., Lewisburg, Steve Taffet reporting: "One Man Parade," James Taylor.
Warner Bros.; "H," Potliquor, Janus; "Blues For Baby and Me," (LP cut.
Don't Shoot Me. ...). Elton John, MCA.... WLVR. Lehigh U., Bethlehem, Bruce Toole reporting: "Best of Jimmy Witherspoon," (LP), Jimmy
Witherspoon, ABC /Bluesway; "If I Needed You," Doc & Merle Watson,
Poppy: "Less Than the Song." (LP), Hoyt Axton, A &M.... WDCV,
Dickinson College. Carlisle, Barry Kresch reporting: "Below the Salt,'
(LP), Steeleye Span, Chrysalis; "Henry the Human Fly," (LP), Richard
Thompson, Reprise; "Solid Air," (LP), John Marlyn, Island.... W KDU,
WKDU -FM, Drexel U.. Philadelphia, Jay Meyers reporlin$: '-I Just
Gotta Find Someone To Love Me,' Ghetto Children, Columbia; "Like I
Do," Pat McManus, 20th Century; "Sing," Carpenters, A&M.
_r pa,ih'.eó n _.nog

Country Music
Flame Lights Torch for
Pioneer Coast Promoter Dies;
Acts
in
North
Country
Widow May Continue His Agency
LOS

ANGELES-Marty Lan-

dau, who pioneered country music
from the Canadian border to San

Diego through lengthy tours starting to 1943, died at his home here
Friday (23). He was 74.
Right up to the day of his
death, he headed Artists Management Bureau, a booking and man agement office here. It's understood that his widow, Adeline, who

was

associated

closely

with him

for many years in his office, will

continue the business.
Landau was a salesman for Wincheater Rifle Co., working out of
Long Beach, when he promoted
his first one- nighter in 1943 in
that city, bringing in Bob Wills.
Landau continued to promote onenight dances along the Coast, opening the area's first major ballroom

Blackwoods in Delayed
Move to Skylite Label
NASHVILLE-In a move con
idered unusual because of its de
eyed nature, the Blackwood Broth
ers have ended a 20 -year associa
.

FAN FAIR GETS
EARLY START
NASHVILLE

-

More than

600 persons already have paid
for advance registration to Fan
Pair, the June convention here
designed for the consumer.

Jerry Strobel, public relations
director for the "Grand Ole
Opry," said this response has
come in despite earlier announcements that preregistration would not begin until
March 15.
The Second Annual Fan Fair
is anticipating several thousand
registrations.

lion with RCA and have signed a
five -year exclusive recording contract with Skylite Records.
Joel Gentry, who heads the Skylite
mid the contract go,
u was
as signed five el a
ago,
but
ck time the label allowed
to remain with
the
RCA because of a distribution
rangementh However, Ume next release by the famous Memphis fam-

cut April r
Tni Blackwood Brothers have.
on many ammy
rdsn
Dove
Grammy Awards and Dove
Awards of the Gospel Music As-

ily will

Skylite

Skylite also has made
a
rangement
own
with Eddie Miller. wellcomposer, for him tord.
write lsrics
lyrics te his all-time standard.
re"Release Mer" In give it a re-

s

thin,
Davos.
exchange for
this, the label has
des promised Miller

multiple recordings of

t

song.

This deal is being consummated at
this time.

and restaurant, Riverside Rancho,
locally in 1946. Soaring talent
prices produced a profit squeeze
which forced him to close the
nightclub in 1959.
Landau was well known to every
country and western star and side man in the business for he often

accompanied touring attractions
which he had booked. At the time
of his death, his agency was managing and touring acts such as
Many Robbins, Tex Williams
Eddie Dean and others. He is also
survived by his daughter, Mrs.
Marlyn London, w
of Jerry
London,
o
director, and two
grandchildren, Lisa and Todd.

More Jingle
Jangles: Butler
NASHVILLE-The
VILLE

Larly

an nsm c. his

r

Buor Productionso

ucin, currently
responsible
s
o for producing
Je such art
art-and
Johnny bette Cane Shom

aid, Mother
Caner, Tom
Rape and Dias
Dick Feller.
He

also has

director for the

merl

as

Cash, Oil co
cornmercials done by Cash, or
and her
nave al
considerable
agencies work for otaccon
agencies with their accounts.
Butler said his new firm would

produce

as

as

well

televi-

son and radio commercials.

ens. There also are now

two full -

time country house bands: Texas
Bill Strength and his group in the
front lounge, and the Chill Hilman
Country Show in the main room.
Part of the renewed interest in
the acts here can be attributed directly to radio. KTCR, the fulltime country daytime AM outlet
has done an effective job, and it is
being supplemented by an annight country show on KTCR -FM,
with Gregg Elsworth. Additional,
KSTP, a 50,000 wetter, AM, has
begun MI all -country show from
midnight to 6 a.m., directed spa
cifically at truck drivers and other
night people, hosted by Al Carlson,
This concentration of country in
a
strong midwest market has
sparked the action.

Nashville Scene

growing

comber of muech
musical 7l det and
commercials han has led to the
this one
of another such fiver
one by independent producer
Larry Butler.
Laity

It

MINNEAPOLIS
The Flame
Supper Club here, which deserted
country music name acts a year
ago, has resumed its original policy
of booking them.
Beginning in 1956, the club
brought in the top names in the
business on a weekly basis. Early
last year they gave up this policy
to use a local band, and to turn
the stage over once a week to
everything from female impersonatoes to "Las Vegas" type shows.
Now the club is reverting to
what it had success at for 16 years,
that of bringing in the names. The
first of the acts booked in this new
policy is George Hamilton IV,
who brought in large crowds. Others on the schedule are Red Sovine, Rex Allen and Jimmy Dick-

X. Come is a man who likes to
look ahead. He already has booked
he Masters Festival, including
Danny Davis and the Nashville
Brass, into more than 70 dates in
974. They already have their
hands full this year..
On the
object of Cosse, his wife, Martha
Carson, has stepped out of her
elf- imposed retirement to begin
making appearances again, and
hat's good news to her many
ans over the last couple of dec-

ten by the wife of Don Powell
PD at KFDI in Wichita.

Commander Cody & His Loot
Planet Airmen, now known as a
country group, are travelling country style. They've bought a big
bus in Nashville, complete with 12
fold -out beds, and working a heavy
schedule.... Dot's Donna Fargo
has received a gold record in Australia for her "Happiest Girl in the
Whole U.S.A."
J -M -T is delaying release of a new Doss Williams single because his most recent continues to hold strong.
"Shelter of Your Eyes" is doing
incredibly well despite the fact that
(Continued on page 30)

.

ades.

.

.

...

David Houston is fin-

ishing another Epic album, finding
ime for "Opry" appearances.
The new Jerk Ross single was writ.
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Don Cjibson's 'Records

are a work of art...
'His latest will be one
of the great hits of the year
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EXCLUSIVELY ON

HICKORY RECORDS
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CROUCH

&THE DC1PLES

"LI VE"AT CARNEGIE HALL
A SELLOUT
PERFORMANCE
TO OUTSELL
THEM ALL!

UPCOMING
CONCERTS:
MARCH
1- Cobrado Springs. Colorado
2-Colorado Springs, Colorado
3- Deriver, Colorado
4- Cobrado Springs, Colorado
5 -Fort Carson. Colorado
6-Colorado Northeastern Jr. Colege, Sterling, Colorado
7- University of Colorado, Boulder. Colorado
B- University of Northern Colorado. Greetpv, Colorado
10- Evangel Colege, Springfield, Missouri
11- Jackson. Mississippi'

12- Memphis, Tennessee
13 -St. Louis, Missouri
15 -Fort Hood, Texas
17- Dalas, Texas
20 -Los Angeles. California

/

ÁpRiL

5- Langley, British Columbia
6- Portland. Oregon
7- Seattle, West Virginia

8- Vancouver, British Columbia

9- Spokane, Washington

10- Goldendale, Washington
13- Ventura College, Ventura, California
14 -Castro Volley, California
17- Phoenix, Arizona
18- Phoenix, Arizona
19- Arizona State University, Phoenix, Arizona
20 -Civic Auditorium. Pasadena, California

22- Seattle, Washington
24- Anaheim. California

27 -Tabor College. Hillsboro, Kansas

28- Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
29- Tulsa, Oklahoma
30 -Trinity

College, Deerfield, Illinois

Dist. Exclusively By Word, Inc.

LP: LS -5602

Box 1790 Waco, Texas 76703
In Canada: Word Records
Box 6900 Vancouver 3, B.C.

5-5602
CASSETTE: LC -5602
STEREO 8:

www.americanradiohistory.com

MAY
1- Greenville College, Greenville, Illinois
3- Virginia Beoch, Virginia

4- Glenside,

PennsyNanla
5 -Asbury Colege. W tlmore, Kentucky
7- Brooklyn, New York
8-For Rockaway, New York
10- Houghton, New York
11- Islington, Toronto, Canada
12- Islington, Toronto, Canada
Id -Grand Rapids, Michigan
15- Lansing, Michigan
16- Toledo, Ohio

17- Cincinnati, Ohio
18- Cleveland. Ohio
19 -Akron, Ohio
20- Akron, Ohlo
21- Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
22- Oconomowoc, Wisconsin
23- Madison, Wisconsin
24 -Oak Creek. Wisconsin

25-Wilmer. Minnesota
27 -Fargo. North Dakota
28- Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada

Country Music

Country LPs

Dot's Donna & Roy Take 6 Awards
LOS ANGELES -Donna Far gds performance on her Dot hit.
"The Happiest Girl In The World,"
was awarded with four major
awards by the eighth annual Academy of Country and Western Music at the John Wayne Theater,
Knotts Berry Farm, Buena Park,

Monday (26).

The former North Carolinian re-

ceived "Female Vocalist of the
Year," "Single Record of the Year,"
"Album of the Year" and "Song of
the Year."
Dm's Roy Clark walked off
with dual bosom: "Entertainer of
the Year" and "TV Personality of
the Year."
Other awards made were: Male
Vocalist of the Year: Merle Kilgore; Top Vocal Group: Smiler
Bros.; Most Promising Male Vocalist: Johnny Rodriquez; Most Promising Female Vocalist: Tanya Tucker; Radio Personality of the Year:
Larry Scott, KLAC -AM, here; Ra-

dio Station of the Year: KLACAM; Country Night Club: The
Palomino Club, here, Non -Touring Band: Tony Booth; and Touring Band: The Strangers.
The Academy All-Star hand
awards went to: Larry Gamer.
bass; Jerry Wiggins, drums; Billy
Armstrong, fiddle; Al Bruno, lead
guitar; Floyd Cramer, piano; and
Buddy Emmons, steel guitar.
Lawrence Welk received Country Music Man of the Year, while
Gene Autry and Cliffie Stone received Pioneer awards. Publisher
Thurston Moore received the Jim
Reeves Memorial award.
Presenters before the capacity

included: Linda Morrow,
Bob Eubanks, Pat Wayne, Susan
Raye, Nudie, Molly Bee, Loretta
Lynn, Gunilla Hutton, Jerry Wallace, Freddy Hart, Mrs. Frances
Preston, Miss Fargo, Mack Davis.
Dennis Weaver, Tom T. Hall, Burl
Ives, Conway Twitty, Johnny Mer-

house

°

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY
Fa Wert Ending 3/10/73

car and Academy president Bill
Boyd. George Lindsey, Patsy Mon-

*

tana and Wayne Newton. Performers included: Newton Twisty, Doug
Kershaw the Midses and Miss
Lynn and Miss Fargo. Dick Clark
hosted. Billy Strange conducted
the Academy Band.
The souvenir program contained
single page tribute to Marty Landau, first to bring country music to
the coast. He died Friday (23).
(See separate story in this section.)
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Continued from page 26
it was released last October.
All of the storing for an educational television show produced in
Nashville has been done by Jud
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Phillips, who writes for the Glaser
Brothers' ASCAP company.
When David Rogers' bus broke
down Tex Ritter came to the rescue. He loaned David his bus and
driver to make a date in Clarksburg, W. Va. David is now recording for Atlantic.
Dan McKinnon notes that the
new single of "Brush Arbor Meeting may be the first time a group
has ever recorded a song explaining
the name of the group. Their new
album is now out, and Dan has
picked a winner.
Margaret
Smathers of the Stoney Mountain
Cloggers, hospitalized for surgery.
Margie Bowes is recovering
from surgery for a detached retina.
To make a point abundantly
clear, the new country talk show
"Skeedaddle" is in no way connected with "Hee Haw." It's a
Peter Marshall production. The
pilots have been shot, with Archie
Campbell hosting. . . The Public
Broadcasting System chose Tom
T. Hall as the subject of a special
done on the West Coast.
Cal Smith, fighting the flu, discloses that the Rev. Billy Graham
is going to build a sermon around
his hit song, 'The Lord Knows
I'm Drinking."
Concert Express is presenting the Porter Wagoner Show in its first major West
Coast tour. - , Jim Harley, formerly with Candy Records, has
joined Jim Reeves Enterprises. Bud
L ogan and Leo Jackson are now
representing the publishing firms
at Jim Reeves. Both were members of the original Blue Boys....
Wilma Burgess has signed with
Shannon Records, the label's first
female artist.... Randy Howard
of Utopian Records is being
booked by the Bob Neal Agency.
KLUR in Wichita Falls had
a Country Music Love In, which
may be a first. Jim Hill put togeth
er 18 hours of "positive" love songs,
all country. Good programming
idea.... Mac Wiseman came on
strong in a Canadian visit. He did
two network shows, and taped extensive open-end interviews.
Marvin Rainwater has signed a
contract with KAJAC Records of
Carlisle, la. He will be produced
by Little Richfe Johnson.... Bum
Martin will record an LP for Logger Records in L.A., produced by
Ray Lawrence,
Charley
Pride drew 10,000 to the Charlotte,
N.C. Coliseum, along with Billy
"Crash" Craddock, Ales Houston
& Elmer, and the Osborne BrothersA Saturday night visitor
at the "Opry" was Frank Lary,
onetime Detroit Tiper pitcher, who
is getting involved in the music industry through Scatty Turner...
The flu bug has laid low Tempel)
Glaser, Charlie Walker and Stonewall Jackson.
Today (5) is
the tenth anniversary of the plane
crash which took the lives of
Patsy Cline, Cowboy Copes and
Randy Hughes...
Billy Grammer, Jr., son of the "Opry" artist,
celebrated his 20th birthday with a
harmonica solo on the show. - .
Jean Shepard will be produced
both by Larry Butler and Kelso
Hesston at GA.
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THE JORDANAIRES and Jim Foglesong of Dot Records raise steins
following Tommy Overstreet's German version of "Heaven Is My
Woman's Love." Overstreet, third from right, was taught the lyrics in
German by Foglesong, third from left.
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Homecoming Set
For 'Jamboree'
WHEELING, W. Va. -The Second Annual Jamboree Homecoming Reunion will be held here
May 19, according to Glenn
Reeves, director of "Jamboree

.

.

.

The event will feature artists
of the past who either got their
start on the pioneer show, or are
still associated with it.
Among those scheduled to take
part are Doc and Chickie Williams,
Lee Moore, Crazy Elmer, Grandpa
Jones, Roy Scott, Hank Snow and
his Rainbow Ranch Boys, Shug
Fisher, and others still being contacted.
It will be a two -show special.
preceded by a Homecoming Reception and then a one -hour show
warmup. Then, at midnight. "Jamboree U.S.A." will broadcast a
feature called "Echoes of the Past."
featuring any former artist of the
show who wishes to perform. It
will continue from the stage of the
Capitol Music Hall.

L. SULLIVAN, right, Shue
Recording Artist and president of
his own corporation, will represent
Clyde Otis, center, and the Eden

JOHN

Music Corp. William B. "Shotgun"
Ellis, left, will represent both the
Sullivan and Eden catalogs.

Services for

McBride Held

JOHNNY CARVER, seated, signs
an ABC /Dunhill contract while
producer Ron Chancey, left, and
Don Gant, manager of the label's
Nashville branch, look on.

DALLAS -Funeral services were
held here last week for Claude
Edward McBride of Seagoville.
Tex., who died of a heart attack.
At the time of his death he was
manager of the Longhorn Ballroom.
McBride, 35, had been involved
in most areas of music. He was
the composer and publisher of
"Moffeat, Oklahoma," recorded by
Charlie Walker. He also was
credited with the discovery of such
artists as Curtis Lanch and Phil
Baugh, the guitarist.
McBride made his home in
Nashville in 1969 where he managed Metro Media Country. He
later moved to Laguna Beach.
Calif., and then back to Texas.
He owned Brookhurst Recording
Co., with offices here and in CalifomiaHe was a native of Lake Village.
Ark.
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new single:
'AINT ITAMAZING GRACIE"
b/w
"The Good Old Dags
(AreHereAgain)"
no.3563 on Capitol
CurrentAlbum
"IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND"

st 11136
also aval:able onTape

Personal Management: Jack McFadden . 1225 North Chester Av

,Bakersfield, California, (805 ti
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and colleges.
Rev. Jesse Jackson, one of
the nation's most prominent civil rights leaders, has signed an
agreement with the Black Audio
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BillboarA SPECIAL SURVEY lar Reei,

Soul Singles
h .nier-tNeln

BREAKOUTS:
Gladys Knight & The Pips,
"Neither One of Us"; Tommie
Young, "Do You Still Feel The
Same Way?"; Archie Bell and
The Drells, "Dancing To Your
Music"; Temptations, "Master piece"; Al Green, "Call Me";
Four Tops, "Ain't No Woman ';
Staple Singers, "Oh La De Da'
and Chi- Lites, "A Letter To My-

...

3/10/73

Mark IV

Mckury looks

debut album on
like a winner.

...

BEST SELLING

f sus

Tamla....

Life," on

Buddy Miles'
arship Fund
first solo album on Columbia
Alan
titled "Chapter VII."
Leeds handling promotion for
King Records in Pittsburgh,
Philly, New York, and Baltimore- Washington.
.
.
Chuck
Jackson who had several hit singles in the sixties reportedly has
signed with ABC Records...
Ronnie Dyson's "One Man
Band," one of the fastest mov-

their new label shortly. The
group previously recorded for
Warner Bros.... A testimonial
dinner in honor of Mrs. Ruth
Bowen, president of Queen

at the

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY

a

HOTLINE:
Labelr, currently working on
their new album, will announce

Hollywood
Bowl. Santa Monica Civic Audi-

June

sponsored by Arrtha Franklin,
Sammy Davis Jr. and Ray
Charles with all proceeds from
the event donated to the Foundation for Research and Education
in Sickle Cell disease and Miss
Black Teenage America Schol-

commentary program to be broadcast three
times weekly. The program will
be called "Jesse Jackson Al
Large," and will be broadcast
on many local black- oriented
stations from coast to coast.

Network for

ing singles on the charts continues to pick up more pop airplay day by day. Soul Sauce
predicts this will be a million
seller.... New Stevie Wonder:
"You Are The Sunshine of My

Booking Corp. will be held
March 14 at the New York Hilton Hotel. The dinner is being

torium and various high schools

Richard Pryor, star of Columbia's "Waltstax," is setting up a
production deal for his own
screen play, "Black Stranger,"
which he describes as a "voodoo
western?'
George Wein, founder and
producer of the Newport Jazz
Festival, has announced that for
the first time in its 20 -year history, the festival will have young,
undiscovered talent performing
side by side with veteran jazz
greats. Wein is also producing
the first Annual Newport Jazz
Festival -West to be held in the
Los Angeles area. The weeklong activities will take place
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Tope /Audio/Video
New BASF Thrust
Music, Hardware
By BOB

LOS ANGELES- Though most
widely known for blank tape,
BASF Systems is in the almost
unique position of manufacturing
product m hardware, LP and single
disks and prerecorded 8 -track and
cassette tapes, and the firm is ex-

panding the product and mounting
aggressive
merchandising campaigns in these areas.
BASF is also continuing the
strong marketing push behind its
blank tape product, and Tom
Dempsey, vice resident marketing
and sales, explained some of the
moves the firm will be making in
the near future as well as discussing the present lines.
Talking about the blank cassette line, Dempsey is a strong advocate of chromium dioxide. "We're
going with chrome as opposed to
cobalt all the way. both to audio
and videotape," Dempsey said. "We
feel it's the ultimate state of the
art today."
Dempsey feels that chrome sales
have been "surprisingly good con sidering the limited number of
th bias switches on the
units with
today."
But Dempsey almarket
so said a bias switch is not necessary to utilize a chromium dioxide
tape. "The argument about abrasives of chrome is not necessarily
true," Dempsey said. "It all depends on the formulation. As a
simple laymen's test, if a tape does
not reflect light, then it's abrasive.
If it does, then it's uniformly
coated and abrasiveness should be
no problem. None of our three
cassette units have bias switches
and we still recommend chrome
tape for them for optimum performance.
In the area of videotape, which
BASF is now manufacturing,
Dempsey feels that chrome and
ferris oxide coatings both have
their place. "We will go the way
the industry goes," he said. "At the
moment, we are media suppliers
d I would guess it will be about
five years before a strong consumer market in this area develops."
Talking about several other
areas in tape, Dempsey said the
firm's patented "special mechanics" has been a help to the company. The term refers to a system
in which two guide arms control
the wind of the tape on the spools.
"We feel this has helped solve one
of the major problems in tape,"

RCA Discrete
Seen by Labels

KIRSCH
Dempsey said, "which is to make
the tape flow smoothly inside the

casing:

Dempsey also talked about the
company's quality control program. "We use a station to station QC check." he said. "Tape is
checked during coating, slitting
and throughout the manufacturing
process. After all of the packaging
has been completed, we mn the
tape through tests such as humidity and other environmental tests.
These QC methods have been a
part of us for some time," Demp(Continued on page 37)

NEW FLA. SHOW

MORE PLAYERS

See Unlicensed

Tape Fading at

Big Auto Shows
CHICAGO- Companies offering

unlicensed prerecorded tapes are
pulling out of giant public events,
according to the only exhibitor
here at the giant auto show last
week who had such product. On
the hardware side, more cats were
shown with players than ever before, said Herb Levin, head of the
11 -store Stereo City chain, which
had a big display here.
(Continued on page 43)

Labor Fights Exemption
For Foreign Assembly
MILDRED HALL
many cases represent the difference
WASHINGTON -A tug of war
between successful competition by
is developing here over whether
domestically made products, and
the
multinational corporations,
the total loss of domestic producwhich assemble product In foreign
to
keep
tion. Without the savings. EIA
countries. will be allowed
says, 'most firms which now protheir present exemptions from full
duce or buy components in the
tariff duties under the terms of an
U.S. to supply their off -shore asadministration trade law being
resembly
facilities have indicated that
written up at the President's
they would be forced, instead, to
quest. Labor leaden are wooing
produce or buy the same product
the administration toward more
overseas."
protection for U.S. workers, inon
special
EIA quotes a 1970 Tariff Comcluding a crackdown
mission recommendation for retariff and tax allowances for firms
tention of the allowances, which
using foreign labor to assemble
product
noted that the repeal would probU.S.
ably have an "adverse effect on
The Electronic Industries Assothe U.S. balance of trade to the
ciation, speaking for the leading
tune of $150 to $200 million The
U.S. electronics manufacturers, has
Commission also said that the few
recently urged the President to rejobs that reverted to U.S. through
tain the present exemption in the
repeal of the tariff allowances on
administration's trade legislation.
the
off -shore assembling, would
The EIA argues that the compolikely
be offset by the loss of jobs
nents manufactured in this country
among workers now producing
but assembled abroad and returned
components for export, and those
here for final processing and sale,
who further process the imported
are a plus factor in the U.S. trade
products.
deficit.
Labor Opposition
EIA holds that the narrow 2 to
But
labor
takes the opposite
6 percent margin of savings made
which perview
of
the
allowance,
by the foreign assembling in tariff
mits
the
firm,
on
re-entry
of the
allowances (items 896.30 and
807.00 of U.S. Tariff Schedules) in
(Continued on page 37)
By

Earlier, Bigger
'74 Jan. CES;
1HE's Reaction
By EARL PAIGE

CHICAGO -The earlier Thur.-Sun. dates of the Winter Consumer Electronics Show (CES) here Jan. 10.13, 1974 at the
Conrad Hilton reflects the growing distinction between Winter CES
and the Independent Home Entertainment (IHE) show also in the
Hilton, according to Larry Karel, IHE producer. CES's Jack Wayman
put it differently by saying that the overlap into the giant housewares
event was not that important to CES, which will now be larger and
will create less hotel room jams. During telephone interviews, Way man also discussed Summer CES and Karel announced a new
regional show he is producing in Florida.
Wayman, staff vice president, Electronic Industries Association
(EIA) Consumer Electronics Group, sponsors of CES, said also
that there was committee discussion on moving Winter CES in '74,
possibly to New York. But he said the nexus existing vis -a -vis the
International Home Furnishing Market and the National Housewares
Exposition, which respectively bracket CES, IHE and the Navy Pier
show, makes Chicago the only practical site. The past and first
Winter CES drew 24,370 and over 100 exhibitors.
Karel said IHE '74 will be expanded by utilizing all of the lower
West Hall and for the first time the East Hall, that he has-almost
100 booths sold with a deposit and has set a mid -March, '73 dead -

(Continued an page 37)

Inland Dynatronics'Q' Car Player Push
By

ANNE HUSTON

SOUTH HACKENSACK, N.J.
-Inland Dynatronics is introducing 4-channel can stereos to its
line of car tape players this month,
according to national sales manager Frank Posano. " Quadrasonic
car players are the up and coming
thing for true stereo buffs," Fusare
said. Three matrix models being
introduced have a convertible feature, so they can be used either
as stereo or enhanced 4-channel
players.
One discrete model is being introduced to satisfy true 4- channel
enthusiasts, but Fusaro noted that

the price is less competitive than
the matrix models in the car sound
system market.
Matrix models include the 5.400,
listing at $49.95 and featuring indicator light, fine tuning and pushbutton selection; the S -4000, listing
at $59.95. with slide rule control,
automatic head cleaner and digital readout; and the S -4200, list ingat $79.95, and featuring 12V
positive /negative, and bass and
treble boost.
The discrete model QK 48, listing at $119.95. features stereo and
four channel light indicator.

NARM Told: 'Sell 'Q, ' Not Systems'
-

disk manufacturers move into the

Stress the
the
quadrasonic concept to
retailer
and the public, not a particular
system. This was the message conveyed by lac Holzman, president
of Elektra Records, and a member
of the Warner Communications
policy committee, John Pudwell,
director of the new products divi-

sien for RCA Records and Walter
Dean, executive vice president,
CBS Records at the NARM panel
on 4-channel and video here. Bruce
Weber, director of corporate affairs, Audio Magnetics Corp.
acted as moderator.
The panel also touched on the
question of dual inventories vs

Sansui Markets
New Receiver

Avenue Uses Sony VTR
To Sell Disks at NARM

LOS ANGELES

LOS ANGELES -RCA Records
here offered a demonstration of its
discrete Quadradisc to a number of
producers, engineers, a&r men and
artists from various labels in its
studios last week.
John Pudwell, director of the
firm's new products division also
NEW YORK -Sansui Electronfor
marketing
strategy
explained
ics Corp. has begun marketing its
that
retailers
the product. saying
model QRX -6500, a new 4- channel
should display quadrasonic promreceiver featuring Vario Matrix, a
inently, that RCA will have a one
technological extension of the
system
in
the
configurainventory
Sansui Q5 Regular Matrix system,
seven
tion and saying that another
reported in Billboard last week.
to ten releases will be added to the
The unit, according to Noburo
current 13 by the end of this quarKouchi, Sensors vice president
ter. By July, RCA hopes to have
can accommodate all present 4every other release in Quadradisc
channel operating modes. as well
form and all will be new product.
as conventional 2- channel stereophonic and monophonic sources.
Pudwell also pointed out that
label
could
have
marketed
its
The new concept provides unthe
believable front -to-back separation.
product a year earlier, but waited
for full compatibility with stereo.
to a degree never before possible
with matrix technology, claims
A Shibata stylus is ideal for disdisk.
he
said,
but
a
standard
Kouchi.
crete
stylus can also be used.
The Sansui executive said the
unit retains all the important feaExplanations of the CD -4 dis'crete system developed by JVG.
tures of the QR -6500, including
were offered as well as a brief hisits power output, sensitive FM /AM
reception. sound field rotation. and
tory of the quadrasonic medium.
Several samples of RCA product
unitized, easy -to-u. controls.
were played, including the new
Kouchi continued, "The QRXElvis Presley Quadradisc recorded
6500 combines an AM /FM stereo
(Cotufnued on page 36)
live in concert.
MARCH 10, 1973, BILLBOARD

LOS ANGELES -The first utili-

zation of a cartridge television
system to sell a record company's
wares to racks, marked the entry
of this new electronic medium into
the world of disk mass merchandising at last week's NARM con ve lien.
The system utilized was Sony's
inch U -Matte videotape machine
and the lone company reaching
into the new bag of electronic deices

fora means

NARM

of

o

Canada's
Records.
Avenue of America
The label, with offices here and
in Toronto, rented the player and
two color JVC TV sets from Univision Systems Corp-, a local video
supplier. With cartridge TV as the
medium. Avenue's message was
prepared by the company's advertising director Stan Kates and was
a five and one -half minute sales
presentation shout its product.
attendees was

quadrasonic field, the importance
of 4-channel as a true innovation.
the need to educate the retailer and
the viability of video systems as a
consumer item.
"At the moment it is not important that there are different
systems." Dean said. "The impor-

Earmarked to the message "three
P's for success; product. packaging,
promotion," the videotape presentation was heard on four sets of
headphones in the label's booth.
Since N ARM disallowed any
sound presentation by any of the
exhibitors. Gary Salter, Avenue's
general manager. choose to present his product through the medium which offered him both sight
and sound.
"1 figure the five and a half minute tape saved as a 40- minute
sales pitch." Salter said. "For our
kind of album product you have
to see what we are doing."
The presentation explained how
the publicly -held company sel.ts
best selling songs or musical themes
and has them re- created by its own

orchestra.
The tape zeroed in on four of
its recent th reeaecord sets.
(Continued an page 37)

tant thing is the presence of quad rasonic now and the fact that it is
probably the most important development in our industry since
stereo."
"Walter is right," Holzman added. "I recently visited five or six
record stores and I was dismayed
at the lack of knowledge concerning 4 -channel. NARM members
have to sell the concept, not a
system." Holzman also stressed the
importance of placing quadrasonic
material in a prominent display
spot, employing knowledgeable
salespeople. packaging the product
distinctively and letting the consumer know it's viable.

Inventories
Inventories in 4-channel was one
of the more controversial aspects
covered by the panel. RCA releases
its Quadradiscs in 4- channel only.
The WBA group plans on dual inventories for several years at least,
and Columbia also maintains a
dual inventory.
"Our main interest all along
has been to develop a one inventory system," Pudwell said. 'We
could have been on the market
a year earlier had it not been for
this concern. Our product is compatible with stereo and it's going
to build traffic." RCA currently
has 13 disks on the market and expects to release seven to ten more
during the first quarter. The goal
by July is to have every other release in Quadradit form.
Holzman said a "double inven(Cmninned an page 37)
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Hitachi 'Q' Compacts

TDK Develops 'Hi -Fi' Blank 8- Tracks
NEW YORK -TDK Electronics
Corp. has developed what it calls
a true high fidelity 8 -track tape car ridge. The unit utilizes TDK's Super Dynamic tape formulation, and
according to Shohei Tokuda. TDK's
general manager, will do for 8-
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SAXITONE TAPE SALES
1776 Columbia Rd., NW, Wash. D.C.

track format.
The cartridges are available in
40 and 80 minute lengths, and
carry list prices of 54.50 and $6.00.
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Zenith Audio Push
17 New Units Added
-

CHICAGO
Zenith has coman aggressive advertising
program for its audio products in
magazines. The list of media includes Time, Newsweek, Playboy,
Sports Illustrated- Esquire, New
Yorker, Atlantic, Harpers, Saturday Review and National Geographic.
Zenith underlined its new emphasis on audio products by introducing 17 new audio items for the
1973 line to distributor executives
menced
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tio provides from 3dB to as much
as 9dB greater output than other
8 -track tapes over the frequency
range from 8 kHz to I5 kHz,"
Tokuda said that the outstanding performance characteristics of
the new cartridge will be a boon
to audiophiles who use the 8-
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track blank cartridges, what it did
for the firm's line of cassettes.
Frequency response of the new
cartridge ranges from 20 to 23,000
Hz. The tape also has high saturation levels, broad dynamic range,
and great maximum output levels,
said Tokuda.
"The result," he added, "is real
life sound reproduction with minimum noise and harmonic distortion. The tape's signal -to -noise ra-

bteKtape productg?

It's a proven history of cost savings, time savings
and unrelenting reliability in cassette and cartridge production.
You must have heard it.
It's being repeated millions of times.
TAPE SPLICES

Pressure sensitive splices are individually precut to
precise accuracies and mounted on quick release
backing tabs. The labs keep splices clean and take
the work out of handling. Your production moves
along fast and accurately, every splice neat and
uniform.
0 /Splice -.precut 8-track cartridge splice.
The most widely used tape splice in the industry.
Pressure sensitive, 1 mil Mylar /toil laminate for cueing and sensing. Also available in
mil Mylar for
splicing only.
Splicette = precut cassette splice
Pressure sensitive, mil Mylar for lead splicing.
CASSETTE LINERS
Custom designed Webtek cassette liners supply
the right lubrication for smooth, uninterrupted tape
operation. Dissipates static charges at the same
time. Zone or solid graphite coated Mylar.
1

1

of Zenith Radio Corporation recently.
The new line introduces built -in

cartridge player into three
console models, and includes five
models of portable cassette player/
recorders. Also included are an
8 -track

ultramodern AM /FM /FM table
radio with separate stereo speakers
and input /output jacks for changer,
cassette or cartridge play /record
units; and two models each of
transistor radios, AM table radios
and AM clock radios.
The t o p of the cassette t ape
player /recorder models is the Centurion, Model E623Y. The portable
model features an AM /FM solid
state radio, remote control micro.
phone. AFC switch, and automatic
recording level. Piano key controls
for stop -eject, fast forward, play,
rewind and record. Automatically
shuts off at tape end. Included is a
blank tupe cartridge, at a suggested

retail of $89.95.
Other portable cassette recorder/
p o v e r s are the Rally, Model
E609Y with easy load door and
added pause control; the Tempest.
Model E608Y, also with remote
mike and six piano key functions;
the Impulse, Model 5607G, with
four function lever control, separate microphone, pushbutton eject
and record contrats; and the Minstrel, Model E605C, with automatic level control. The models
range in price from $29.95 to
$69.95.
A moderately priced console in
three cabinet styles introduced a
built in 8 -t rack cartridge player
into the units. The 20 -watt peak
power, dual channel system has
two 9 -inch oval woofers and two
311 -inch cone tweeters, and includes a 4 -speed record changer
with free floating tone arm, and
AM /FM /FM stereo radio. The
basic unit, with a suggested list of
$279.95, is offered in Early American styling (Bravura ET903M),
Mediterranean styling (M ensue.
ET904OE), and contemporary styling Wanton, ET902W). They are
also available without the tape
player at $229.95.
The ultramodern Avalon Model
E44IW is AM /FM /FM tuner -amplifier in a sleek, white molded
cabinet with high gloss finish, with
separate 61/2-in. cone speakers, also
in white cabinets. The unit, while
almost I4 -in. wide, is less than
5 -in. high. Slide controls for loudness, balance and tone; functions
include, AM, FM stereo, and auxiliary which could include four speed record changer, stereo cassette tape recorder /player. 8 -track
player- or 8 -track player /recorder.
Suggested retail is $99.95.
Other audio products include the
l

portable AM-FM
miniature radio, with suggested list
of $16.95; two solid state AM table
radios, the Crest, listing at $14.95
and the Empress. listing at $16.95:
two solid state AM clock radios.
the Minstrel listing at 817.95 and
the Academy, listing at $22.95,
10- transistor

Additional Information and samples can ee

NEW YORK -The Hitachi Sales
Corp. of America has added three
new 4-channel systems to its product line. The compacts feature, in
addition to the quadrasonic systems- 8 -track tape players, and
FM /AM /FM multiplex radio.
Tap -of -the new line is the SP2950 which combines a discrete 4/2
channel phonograph system with
an 11-track tape player, FM /AM/
FM multiplex radio.
The unit is supplied with four
Iwo-way air suspension speakers
and a built -in illuminated balance
display, targeting the best listening position.
Each speaker enclosure contains a 644" woofer and a twoinch tweeter. The FM front end
utilizes FE1' circuitry to squelch
interference. The unit carries a suggested list price of $349.95- An optional remote control 4- channel
balancer is available at $27.95

The SD -2311 features a four
speed BSR record changer with
ceramic cartridge and diamond/
sapphire stylus. Also included are
FM /AM /FM stereo radio and FM
stereo indicator light. The unit
which comes complete with air suspension speakers list for $169.95.
The new Hitachi line of cassette
recorders incorporate a number of
advanced features, which, according to Hitachi officials make them
easier to operate.
In the line is the TRQ -258 with
built -in condenser mike, push -button operation and auto alarm
stop, allowing the unit to turn off
itself at the end of the tape. List
price on this unit is $54.95.
Next is the TRQ-233 which is a
stereo unit with a double lock on
fast forward and rewind. It also
has an auto alarm stop, and lists
for $149.95.

list.

Dolby Expansion

Next in Hitachi's 4- channel line
is the model SDP -2830, featuring

matrix 4-channel speaker terminals, BSR automatic record
changer, FM /AM /FM multiplex
stereo radio, and an 8 -truck stereo
tapeplayer. The unit is tuned RF
and FET on FM, and carries a
suggested list price of $339.95.
The model SDT -3430 incorporates a BSR record changer and
FM /AM /FM multiplex stereo radio, along with matrix 4-channel
speaker terminals and two air suspension speakers. List price on
this unit is $389.95.
Next there is the model SP -2811,
which Hitachi officials call a basic
system that includes FM /AM /FM
multiplex stereo and 8 -track stereo
tape player, along with phono and
lape inputs and record outputs.
Suggested list on the unit is $169.95.
Also included in the new product
line is a compact stereo system
incorporating cassette recorder/
player unit. The model ST -3411
features a combination of FM/
AM /FM multiplex stereo radio
with cassette recorder-player. The
cassette unit has three digit tape
counters, two VU meters and automatic stop mechanism. It lists
for $199.95.
WRITE FOR
YOUR FREE
CATALOG!

NEW YORK -The national radio and television service of Belgium, RTB, has ordered 96 A-

reduction
Dolby LaboraThe order is the largest
tories.
yet received by Dolby from a
broadcasting organization.
RTB joins such broadcasting organizations as the BBC, European
Broadcasting Union, and broadcasting organizations in this country,
Australia, Canada, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the
USSR and Yugoslavia which use
the Dolby noise reduction process.
According to Dolby officials
there are about 10,000 professional Dolby A Type channels of
noise reduction in use in recording
studios, film studios, broadcasting
stations and communications links
around the world.
Use of the system, according
to Dolby claims, provides an unweighted 10 dB of improvement in
signal -to -noise ratio without effect
upon the original program material.
Dolby

esssors

the

ASK THE MAN WHO KNOWS
... what's

new in domestic and imported
cartridges
and how to identity what's
needed with Pfanstiehl's new cartridge catalog.

...

Pfrundield
FACTORY -TO-YOU SALES REPS.
KNOW all about cartridges and will
simplify your merchandising problem!

PFANSTIEHL

naau w

a.1` °" st .e o ATI

EXACT TIME LOADED
8 TRACK BLANKS
56 Different Lengths in Stock
First Line Cartridges and Tapes
Lifetime Guarantee
Accurate to
-5 Seconds per Program
Referenced for all Major In- Cartridge
Duplicating Machines
1,000 Pieces Combined
to 45 M -550; 46 to 84 M -700
100 Pieces Combined
to 45 M -70g; 46 to 84 M-850
C.O.D. Only
C.I.A. Discount

-0

-28
-28
-5%

Obtain. nom:

WEBTEK CORPORATION
4328 W. Pico Blvd.. Los Angeles. Califomia 90019
(213) 937 -3511

ADVERTISING IN

BUSINESSPAPER
MCAN BUINC

TAPE SERVICES, INC.
P.O. Box H, Pennsauken, N.J. 08110

Woad's largest menulacrurer of precut tape splices.

Phone 609-665-3323
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JVC 'Q' Emphasis on Discrete But Systems Play Matrix Too
By

-A new in of
quadrasonic equipment, working
with various hardware and software manufacturers on setting up
possible licensing agreements, trying to get the average retailer more
involved in 4-channel and promoting the quadrasonic concept rather
than one particular system are
keeping Bill Kist, vice president of
JVC's hi -fi division busy.
Now that Jac Holzman has made
the official announcement of
WFA's commitment to discrete,
LOS ANGELES

the importance of the retailer
enough. They are the ones who
can push the configuration to number one if they just demonstrate

BOB KIRSCH

the concept. As for the different
systems, look at cassette and
8 -track a few years back. The
firms that made some provision

for both are still going strong and
there is a place in the market for

both."

On some of the often mentioned

drawbacks of the discrete hard ware, Kist said, "You don't necessarily need a special cartridge.
(Continued on page 39)

UFA:

Kist will be even busier and will,
of course, be promoting discrete
more than other 4- channel systems.
Still, he feels it is the concept that
must be put across to the industry
and particularly the retailer and
consumer.
What is happening with JVC
and quadrasonic right now? "I've
been visiting a lot of manufacturers, both hardware and software
to discuss possible licensing agreements," Kist said. "So far the response has been very encouraging
and the key to us is to get the
proper distribution and not miss
the boat."
JVC is also expected to bow
several new quadrasonic units in
the very near future. "Our new
line is going to have three switch
positions," Kist pointed out. "There
will be Matrix One which will be
SQ matrix, Matrix Two which is
regular matrix and the third switch
will simply read discrete. Of course
these units are all compatible with
stereo and we feel we have universal systems. Once the pilot carrier picks up a quadrasonic signal,
it automatically switches over. The
user doesn't have to get up and do
it manually, which we feel is an
advantage." Kist had no comment
as of yet on the prices of these
units, but said they will be low
enough for the average consumer
to purchase.

Kist equaled what he called the
universal systems with cobalt -doped
tape as opposed to chromium dioxide tape. Again, no special unit
is necessary for cobalt tape and
the cassette playing such a tape
will respond automatically to it.
On oexistence, Kist said, "We
like the' idea of the combination
discrete and matrix systems. Obviously we feel discrete is the best
format but there is going to be coexistence for a long time. As for
as any kind of battle or hassle
between systems is concerned, we
are looking to take a low posture.
In the general marketplace, a controversy doesn't do anyone any
good.
"What we really want to do,"
Kist continued, "is to champion
the quadrasonic concept. First,
you're seeing a lot of 4- channel
equipment coming out at relatively
low price points. This is the opposite of most new technologies,
where it takes quite a long time
for the price to come down. Quad rasonic is fairly new yet the prices
are right for the average guy in
many cases, and it certainly helps
make the configuration a viable
product. This is the difference between quadrasonic and, say, color
TV when it first hit the market.
It took a long time for those prices
to drop.
"So, we think the market is going to open up very rapidly," Kist
continued, "particularly now that
RCA is releasing more software
and the WEA group is set to release product. Another point is, if
you promote 4- channel, it's easy
to sell. It's a great kind of system
to demonstrate, and it has to be
demonstrated to sell. It's like cassette hardware with noise reduction.
Quadrasonic is a feature the consumer can hear right away and is
impressed with right away."
Kist also sees more of an interest coming about in good sound
on the whole, including stereo, as
a result of 4- channel. What about
consumer worry over obsolescence?
"All units have detector jacks in
addition to audio inputs and outputs so this should keep the consumer from having a feeling of
buying a potentially obsolete product. Here is another good selling
point for the retailer. I can't stress
MARCH 10, 1973, BILtBOARD
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Craig's exclusive T- Control is probably the single most successful feature ever put on a portable cassette
recorder. With the 2623 going stronger than ever in 1972, Craig dealer sales of T- Control models recently
passed the 1.5 million mark. Now Craig also features ABC (Automatic Battery Charging) in every unit.
It's another great sales closer.
I
CRAIG CORPORATION 921 W. Artesia Blvd.
',Compton. California 90220
(213) 537 -1233
And -we've only just begun.

/'

run tc be with
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Rep Rap

Tape Happenings
AKAI America, Ltd., introduced

By EARL PAIGE & ANNE DUSTON
speaker kit, putting together all the
components, had counter display
cards made up, and proceeded to
place these in all the new car dealers showrooms in Detroit and surrounding communities; he said. "I
offered a service of installing, by
appointment, and eventually had a
crew of three men just installing
rear seat speaker kits in every
imaginable make of car." The business grew and evolved into Skippy
Hot Rod Shops (Iry is still called
"Skippy "). Flanders said he then
contacted an electronic parts assembler and put together a packaged car speaker kit with a switch
and grille. "This was probably the
first successful approach to do -ityourself car stereo merchandising,"
said Flanders, pointing out that
the do -it- yourself trend is just now
happening again.
Other lines Flanders reps are
Spuskomatic Corp., OnCuard Antenna Corp. of America and Afoo

Irving J. Flanders & Associates,
Ferndale, Mich., is expanding its
marketing base to include all of
western Michigan, said Iry Flanders, and will have a man in Grand
Rapids. Flanders said the expon
sion is based on his addition of
home stereo lines such as Dee Gee.
Flanders & Associates is typical
of the auto stereo rep firms that
have steadily diversified into home
equipment, now that Flanders represents Nucleonic and other home
equipment lines. But Flanders is
untypical in that he started in car
sound just after World War II
when he formed Unique Custom
Auto Radio. "I developed a rear

do you
need 8 -track lubricated
tape, cassette tape, C -O's
or loaded cassettes?
Get in touch

-

Electronics.
Jack McCaughey, president of
Jack McCaughey Co. with associates Bob O'Neill and Jay Storms,
has added Electro Brand Inc. products to his line of consumer elec-

with EMPIRE

MAGNETIC INDUSTRIES

tronics, which also includes Encore
Electronics, Inc.

the one stop for all
your duplication or blank
loading requirements at
LOWEST PRICES.

ADVERTISING IN
R US IN ESBPAPERS
MEANS BUSINESS

H. MANN
EMPIRE

MAGNETIC

INDUSTRIES

545 Allen Rd., Woodmere, N.Y. 11598
Phone: 516-470 -8558

Attention:
Recording Studios, Music Companies...
Buy Direct and Save from

Martin Audio

New York's Leading Authorized Distributor of
Professional Studio Equipment, VTR & HiFi Stereo Components
In

Stock:

Ampex, Scully,
Full stock Ampex & Scully replacement parts

SERVICE

INSTALLATIONS

LEASING

MARTIN AUDIO
320 West 46th St., N. Y. 10036 (212) 265 -6470

No.
No. 470A
CASSETTE FULL
SHIELD

8

8

CARTRIDGE
SPRING PAD

0

No. 57
FULL -FOAM
SHIELD

No. 410

-

TRAC

No. 20

SS1

CASSETTE
SPRING PAD

FLAT SHIELD

=

OVERLAND °ils NaM Pierce

No. 508

02

8 TRACK FOAM PAD

No.

CASSETTE PINS

No. 901
SPECIAL FOAM
SHIELD

No. 510
FLAT -FOAM SHIELD

PRODUCTS

No, y3s
CASSETTE HUBS

Robert

R. Owen, vice -president
and general manager of the Comp-

ton, California, company. The
CVC -150 weighs 514 pounds, and
retails for 53,495. The unit ss being marketed through AKAI VIR
master distributors, Owen said.
The camera most be sold with the
CVA -900 power supply and the
CCA -150 adaptor. It measures 344in. wide by 10-in. high by 11 -in.
James H. McManus
deep.
has been appointed sales supervisor for 3M /WoUeosak consumer
products in the north
tral re1961
gion. McManus joined 3Mn
as Wollensak field salesman in
New England area, and served
most recently as senior advertising
and sales promotion coordinator
at the company's headquarters in
St. Paul..
Color-coded tags
listing the features of the model
have been introduced by Koss
Corporation on all stereo and 4channel headphones. Retail price
and model number appear on the
back page overhang..
Committees to revise the specifications
of Interface voluntary minimum
standards for 8 -track and cassette
met during the ITA in Tucson,
Arizona. The "ad hoc" 8 -track
Hardware /Software Interface
Committee, chaired by Bill Huber,
Motorola Automotive Products,
and the "ad hoc" Audio Cassette
Hardware/Software Interface Committee chaired by Ed Hansen
North American Philips, were both
attended by technical and marketing experts, including Rex Isom,
Robert Flood, and Joseph White,
RCA; Dons Saccade, Olin Corp
Jim McEwan and Bob Olson, Lear
Jet Stereo; Lee Kovacs, Certron;
Larry Hockmeyer, Data Packaging;
Del Eliers, 3M Company; Orlando
Tarabor elll, PhilcoFord; Tom
OW, Pioneer Electronics of America; Terry Shimoda, Panasonic;
Ralph Haberstock and Don Bidreness, Avsco; George Sadler, Toyota Cassette; Mike Martin, Memo.
rex; Frank Metiers, BASF Systems;
and Keyvaa Mokhtarlan and Lary
Finley of the ITA. Completion of
the 8 -track specs is expected to be
.

.

.

.

.

.

tributed through industrial manufacturer's representatives.... The
Climatic Corporation of Jacksonville, Florida, has been appointed
wholesale distributor for Motorola
home entertainment products in
northern Florida and southern
Georgia, according to Robert C.
Warren director of marketing,
Motorola. Albert E. Taylor has
been appointed branch manager of
the Climatic-Jacksonville operations.... Broadcast Products, Inc.,
Rockville, Maryland, has been appointed distributor of the Dolby
noise reduction system according
to president James C. Woodworth.
The system is produced by Dolby
Laboratories, Inc., London and
New York.

internal communications, will tour
eight key market cities for publicity
appearances on radio and television shows..
AI ANenbof has
named
vice
-president, engibeen
neering, at Utah -American Corporation, Frank Pyle Jr., company
president announced. Althenhof
will be responsible for product development, plant engineering and
production methods, and the expansion of the Utah line of loud-

DO YOU NEED

8 TR SENSING TAPE

.

speakers and speaker

for automatic or hand splicing,
splicing tape for master making or cassettes, tape wipes,
splicing blocks, tube tape or
C -O's.

Call TAPEMAKER, the
ONE -STOP FOR ALL

systems....

Noise pollution in heavy industry
is being combatted by a new Koss
product, the Quiet Zone hearing
protectors, being offered in two
models, the K -1200 priced at
$19.95, and the K- 11810, listed for
89.95. Each is designed with inverse baffles to deflect noise
away from the ears. A safety products division has been established
to manufacture and market Quiet
Zone products, which will be dis-

ACCESSORY IN DUPLICATING OR LOADING.
LOWEST PRICES.
ART

BRAHMIN

P.S.

We have video splicing
tape and head cleaning

materials

Now Shipping from
NEW YORK, ATLANTA, NORTH CAROLINA
ONLY

$2.25
50 up $2.75
100 up $2.50

200 up $2.40
300 up $2.35
400 up $2.30
500 up $2.25

PNPne4oreN.reaa'i

No. 720
FLANGED GUIDE
ROLLERS

No. 020
CASSETTE
WINDOWS

SPECIAL DESIGNS ON REQUEST

Continued from pate 33

receiver with front panel matrix
switching, selecting between the
QS Regular Matrix and Phase
Matrix decoding, thus permitting
accurate decoding and playback of
any quadrasonic matrix record
made today.
The QRX -6500 has a decoder
with two synthesizer positions for
recreating 4- channel sound from
2- channel
recordings. Both the
synthesizer and the QS Regular
Matrix decoder have "hall" and
"Surround" positions for varying
the quadrasonic effect.
Kouchi also disclosed that the
new unit has facilities for handling
discrete 4- channel sources such as
open reel and cartridge tapes, a
complete set of controls. and accessory circuits for all modes and
functions.
He continued, "The synthesizer
can detect the nondirect ambient
information that already exists in
most 2-channel stereo recordings
and broadcasts. processing these
signals for rear channel presentation to produce a realistic 4channel effect.
"'This is enhanced by Sansuï s
exclusive phase -modulation technique which propagates the sound
throughout the listening space in
the same way the natural. live
sound field is developed."
The amplifier section of the new
unit features 280 watts of total
EHF music power. Normal level
frequency response is 20 to 30,000
Hz plus 1 dB distortion at rated
output is less than 0.5 percent
either intermodular or total harmonic. IHF sensitivity of the PET
FM tuner is 1.8 microvolts. The
unit carries a list price of 5699.95.

36

... TAPEMAKER

2255 Broadway, New York City
10024 -(212) 874.0800

Sansui Markets

J. B. Lansing, Altec, Neumann, AKG,
E -V, UREI, Kepex, DBX, McIntosh,
Dolby & Other Major Brands
SALES

new color video tape camera
that is compatible with any color
video tape system currently sold
on the U.S. market, according to
a

December. 1973; cassette specifi.
cations are expected to be completed in January, 1974.... The
total sales to dealers of portable
and table model phonographs, including compact and component
systems, for the month of January
was 373,165, according to statistics released by the Electronic Industries Association, Marketing
Services Department. Consoles accounted for an additional 85,984
sales. The figures represent consumer products produced and/or
sold in the United States regardless
of brand name or country of origin... The newly created post
of corporate communications at
Koss Corporation has been filled
by Jane McGovern. Miss McGovern, who will be responsible for
community relations programs and

#54

8 -Track

CARRYING CASE
Holds 24 8 -Track Tapes

Custom Case Mfg. Co., Inc.
Private label on
1,000 or more

52.25 ea.

6232 Bragg Blvd.
P.O. Boa 5625. Fayetteville, N.C. 28303
Phone: Area Code 919 -867.6111

CARTRIDGE INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
Full service supplier for your duplicating needs

Learjet 8 -Track Cartridges
With new foam pad or with spring pad

8 -Track

Lubricated Tape

Cassette Tape

Cartridge Sleeves
By -Buk Splicing Materials
Full Line of

And Associated Accessories
Head cleaners, etc.
CICartridge Industries Corporation
P.O. Box 186, Excelsior Springs, Missouri 64024
Phone 8161637 -2186
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4- Channel, Video Panel
Continued from page 33
tory is necessary for the time being. It takes the public time to get
to know a new system and it's
worth it to a dealer to let his public get acquainted a bit more slowly. We may have to charge a dollar
MOM for 4-channel, but this money
is necessary to help build a strong
marketing program. In any case,
the double inventory situation will
certainly be less than the one surrounding stereo and mono." Holzman expects 24 quadrasonic releases from the WBA group in
May and another 24 in the fall.
Some previous material will be
used, but Holzman stressed that
much of this was recorded with
quadrasonic in mind. RCA will
offer only new releases on Quadradisc. CBS will offer some of both.
Speaking from the floor, Dave
Rothfeld, vice president, divisionmerchandising manager for
al
Korvette's advocated a single inventory and added that he doesn't
feel the majority of people can
tell the difference between matrix
and discrete disks. Rothfeld said
he feared a display of the same
product in stereo and quadrasonic
would convey a feeling of built -in
obsolescence for stereo to the
consumer.
On the importance of 4- channel
at the present time and it's relevancy to NARM members, Holzman said, "It's here. it's necessary
and it's normal. The human ear
hears from 360 degrees. Also, the
configuration has unlimited artistic,
creative and musical possibilities.
It's viable and inevitable," Dean
and Pudwell agreed. "As for obsoleting stereo, this is not true.
This is a forward system." All
three panel members agreed that
now is the time for NARM mem-

bers to become involved
haven't already.
Video Future

Earlier, Bigger `74 Jan. CES
if

they

On video, Pudwell said he feels
disk and tape are complimentary
to each other. "One is for recording, the other is playback- only,"
he said.
Holzman said the "video disk
is already viable and NARM will
be involved just as it is in records,
with rental and sales in video
tape and disk. Those handling
hardware will also sell players,
probably in the $300 to $500
range and members should be
aware. I think 1975 will probably
see a consumer market for the
disk at a price under $10."
Dean commented that NARM
members "need not reserve space
in their stores now for video product, because there are a lot of

hurdles to overcome."
Pudwell said RCA will have a
video disk system at around $400,
with program material by 1975.
Holzman added. "The systems are
cheaper than TV which is important. What we need are programs
that motivate people, tides with
which they are familiar, and something which may possibly be used
to educate their children. As for
the record company role in video
programming, I think we will play
a vital role. WEA has a good marketing wing and access to a large
motion picture catalog. Record
firms have traditionally shown
sensitivity and ability to move with
the times.'
Pudwell said that "Anyone with
viable product is entitled to enter
the market, although we have no
marketing plans for the disk yet."
Dean said CBS is not planning
programming at this point.

New BASF Thrust

-Music, Hardware
Continued Pram pape 33
established r &b star, and Wolf moon.
say added, "because of the com"The line was only established
puter tape we manufacture for the
in
September,"
Dempsey added, "so
government. They require strinwe are pleased with the rest lts.
gent control."
We will continue to run ads for the
Rounding out the blank softlabel and we plan at least ten reware line, BASF also carries 8leases a month for the next few
track cartridges and reel -to-reel
months. The main point as far as
product, as well as accessories inwe are concerned is that we are
cluding head cleaners, empty reels,
not panicked about having a huge
an editing kit and library boxes.
hit. We certainly won't complain
if we get one, but what we are
In hardware, the firm offers
really looking for is solid matethree units: the 9100 portable casrial with solid artists, especially on
sette recorder; the 9200 cassette
the LP's. And we also feel we have
recorder with automatic eject; and
somewhat
of an advantage with
the 9300 combination cassette /rathe
BASF
name."
dio. Dempsey said that further
product can be expected for the
Dempsey summed up with a few
June Consumer Electronics Show.
comments about the tape business
in general. "We feel that chromium
BASF is also moving forward
dioxide has to pick up steam," he
in the disk business. "The record
said. "As more equipment with
line is doing surprisingly well for
bias switches becomes available,
such a relatively new batch of
people will realize that a chrome
product," Dempsey said. "We're
tape can provide optimum sound.
not really looking for the monster
We also feel. like many in the inhit LP at the moment. Rather, we
dustry, that blank tape and tape
will concentrate on building a solhardware have truly become mass
id, basic catalog. As of now, we
market items. We are into many
have more than 100 releases."
audiophile type outlets, such as
The line is handled by indethe Harvey Group and Sam Goody,
pendent distributors, and artists
but
these people must almost be
on the label include Sugarcane
characterized
as mass merchandisHarris, Ella Fitzgerald, Freddie
ers. They carry equipment and
Hubbard, Oscar Peterson and
prerecorded software and we feel
Count Basic. The line is divided
this is extremely important.
into several categories. MPS product is a pop and jazz category,
"There can no longer be any
Harmonia Mundi features classical
argument,' he continued, "that the
pieces performed on antique inpublic is aware of tape as a mestruments and recorded in Europe,
dium rather than a gimmick. MagCornet includes national music
neUe tape is becoming the paper
from various nations and BASF
of the '70's. It's a memory storage
features the firm's own library of
medium and it's quicker, better
ethnic and pop music. Product is
and has faster access time than
also available in 8 -track and cas.
paper. We will certainly continue
sette format. "Our prerecorded casto promote tape heavily and to
nettes
are
chromium dioxide
help retailers through display macoated," Dempsey added, "which
serials and any other way we can."
should give some indication of how
BASF has also published a book,
strongly we feel about that con"Tape Question
Answers,"
figuration." BASF has also introwhich covers all aspects of record duced two singles recendy on the
ing as well as how to maintain a
Fungus label, by Irma Thomas, an
tape library.
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Tape

Continued from pone 33
line for previous exhibitors to sign
up. He said he is delighted Winter
CES will again be in the Conrad
Hilton and added: "It's going to be
very interesting to see what happens with CES gone and IHE with
two days yet to go. Our exhibitors
can work more easily with buyers
without the CES distraction. I
think too, that the earlier CES

Labor Exemption
Continued from page 33
product assembled off-shore. to

pay duty only on the value added
to the product by the foreign assembly. Labor leaders, now honeymooning with the republican administration for its removal of the
format and strict wage restriction
of Phase II, nevertheless lean to
the tough approach in the 1971
Burke-Norte trade bill, recently
reintroduced in the Senate and
House by its Democratic sponsors.
The bill proposed by Rep. lames
Burke (D.. Mass.) and Sen. Vance
Hartke (D., Ind.) would replace

the "open door" US. trade policy
with a "sliding door" by setting
import quotas. It would also tax
the multinational firms' foreign operations at the same rate as domestic firms, and impose curbs on the
outflow of capital -while the Nixon administration leans toward per mitting even freer U.S. investment
overseas by removing existing re.
strictions on movement of U.S.
capital abroad.
Labor spokesmen point out that
U.S. trade laws and policies were
based on outmoded concepts of
technology, and the long-past requirements of a 'fixed base" for
production. AFL -CIO spokesmen
note that U.S. multinational firms
can use overseas assembly plants in
even the most sophisticated of
manufacturing. "Technology-intenhive" imports have grown 400 percent. while U.S. export of such
products has grown only 85 percent, according to the AFL -CIO
publication. the Federationist.

dates shows that the giant electronics firms really aren't interested
in the housewares, discount store
and mass merchandising buyers
IHE attracts."
Summer CES is also expanding
and will be June 10 -13 at McCormick Place and will include
four industry conferences. including one on distribution sponsored
jointly by EIA /CEG and the Electronic Representatives Association.
There will be retail oriented on
audio, video and calculators.
Karel claims his summer show,
which takes on the chameleonic
name Independent Housewares &
Home Entertainment Exhibit, appears to be attracting more consumer electronics exhibitors, possibly because of the stronger winter
events at the Hilton. He had forecast less consumer electronics focus
but said Topp, Mustang, Apex
Rendezvous. Sharp, Jupiter and
Lake Electronics were already in
for the July 7 -11 event. "Our electronics exhibitors are definitely
pointing toward the housewares
buyers (Summer IHHEE corresponds with the Summer National
Housewares Exposition)."
Consumer electronics firms have
expressed immediate interest, Karel
claims, in the new Florida Merchandising Show March 17 -19,
1974 at the Playboy Plaza in
Miami Beach. Booths 8 x 10 feet

are 5275 and rooms 14 x I0 are
$325. Karel, and his late father
Jules, initiated a furniture show
in Florida that is held each August.
Wayman said open booth space
has been increased by nearly 100
percent for Winter CES '74 by
utilizing the Grand Ballroom (used
this year for registration) and the
Normandy Lounge (used for press)
and increased areas on the third
floor. He also plans to use the
room where conferences were held,
moving the conferences (again,
audio, video, calculators) to other
MOMS.

He said there was no substantiation to report that fire ordinances
prohibit exhibits on the 4th, 5th
and 6th floor (unless sprinkler systems are installed) and indicated
some firms will again take space
there. The 6th may be used for
hospitality rooms, he said.
As back ound, he noted that
Winter CES this year was "lucky"
to get in (announced only the
previous August) and that by carrying over into the housewares
show, it created room shortages.
"The Friday attendance surge
showed us we (CES) were viable
on our own and that we did not
need housewares. Now. buyers who
do want to stay into housewares
can. or they can go home for a
weekend and watch the Super Bowl
with their buddies and come back."

Sure, you guys make great
home entertainment

equipment...
But are you sure
your advertising
is driving your message
home?

Label Uses VTR
Continued from page 33
"Grammy Awards 72," "Rock On,"
"Love On." and "50 Top Hits
of 72."
In discussing how the label promotes its product, still photos of
its successful free rock concert last
June to which 30,000 persons were
attracted were flashed. That concert was tied to the release of the
"Rock On" LP of 1950's rock'n'roll
classics.
Snips of TV and radio commercials were also presented utilizing movie clips and in- studio live
action. The Sony system had been
discussed earlier at a luncheon
meeting on 4 -channel sound and
videotape. At that meeting, the
Sony U -Matic system was heralded
as being widely used in the industrial area -with Avenue proving this point as the only music
exhibitor using the new communications tool during the convention.
While Avenue was proving that
cartridge TV is a viable business
tool. Cartrivision showed off its
consumer slanted 1/2-inch videotape system.
Cartrivision had been discussed
at that videotape meeting as the
only consumer- oriented CTV system presently in the marketplace.
A Cartrivision official in its booth,
safely away from the Sony unit,
indicated that 70 persons had asked
about becoming software distrib.
mom. but that the company already had 59 outlets around the

country.
A large display of programs indicated the broad range of films
which the company has gained license to. All queries about becoming a software distributor were
referred to the appropriate distributor already in business. Why was
Cartrivision displaying at NARM
if it already had its distributors?
"We are here to educate the industry about ourselves," the spokesman said.

Well, you don't have to worry about whether it is or
isn't any longer. If you want the right people to see
what you're up to, then Billboard Is just the medium
you're looking for. Now, you're probably saying to
yourself, "Hey, Billboard is a "Music" newsweekly...
what's all this about home entertainment equipment ?"
For your information, Billboard just happens to be
the only "Music" newsweekly with full coverage on
home entertainment products and accessories; and
it goes right to the people who count -the buying influentials responsible for supplying mass merchandisers, retailers and specialty stores.
Don'tyou think it's about time you got your fairshare

of'this rapidly growing market through Billboard's
unique, unduplicated reach?
If you'd like a private screening of the Billboard consumer electronics story, call Ron Willman, manager of
Consumer Electronics Sales, l Astor Plaza, New York,
New York 10036 / (212) 764 -7300, or a Billboard account executive in an office near you.

It's your move.
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Jukebox programming
Mixed Vote on
Jukebox LP's
By EARL PAIGE

CHICAGO -Jukebox programmers continue to show a lack of
interest in albums according to a nationwide poll to determine possible topics for a programming conference. However, one aspect often considered working against Little LP's, lack of certain product,
is no large problem, the poll shows. Moreover, the two major jukebox LP producers are releasing a much more varied repertoire (see
Potpourri).
The most neglected product category is jazz, followed closely
by ethnic (polka, international titles) and rather surprising, easy listening. Negative percentages on a yes -no product availability topic
were: jazz 34 percent; ethnic 30; EL 27; soul 21; country 20; rock
15; and high school age 13.
Opinion was divided on display of album title strips, rotation
around the route and the need for LP's to contain a super hit, indicating that jukebox albums remain a most controversial topic. A
heavy percentage reported albums do not generate play. A topic related to LP's helping the switch to two for a quarter play pricing
was rated by 42 percent.

MOA CONFAB

NOTRE DAME. Ind. -Mu'e
Operators
of America
(MOA) is urging that registrations for its seminar here April
13 -14 be made directly with the
Notre Dame Center for Continuation, Box W, Notre Dame,
End. 46556.

Registration fco is

570.

JUKEBOX
MEETINGS

'Corn' Hit Too
Country? Big
On Jukeboxes
NASHVILLE

-

Royal Ameri-

can's "John's Been Shucking My
Corn" is a recording that has
reached flash point proportions in
temes of where country music stations are headed, according to
Barbara Sterling, general manager
of the label here. Regarded as "too
country" by all but a handful of
radio outlets, the record is being
broken slowly but steadily through
jukebox exposure, she claims.
Some station music directors
have labeled the record, written
and performed by Onnie Wheeler,
as too "dirty," but she said this
is a cop -out and tells them to listen to such songs as "Behind
Closed Doors," which some are
programming who are not on the
Wheeler disk. She believes stations, especially metropolitan ones.
(Continued on page 39)

Conference to Air
Long, Defective 45
Condoned from page

I

route owners who program as well,
which met here last week to hash
out the agenda, said they will help
to insure that top label executives
participate so that they can move
forward on solving many problems. Music Operators of America
(MOA) president Harlan Wingmve
has promised to outline some of
MCA's goals to the delegates and
touch on broad industry aspects.
The group here heard Rolling
Meadows, III, operator and MOA
director Wayne Hesch repeat his
estimate that overly -long recordings can came a loss as high as
$700 per jukebox per year.
As for defective pressings, Bill
Bush, Peoria, EL, said: "If the
conference meant that just om

label promised to step up its quality control, the conference would
be

worth it."
Other agenda topics the advi.

sory group selected are sample
service, radio station liaison, holiday and special product, title strips
and one-stop relations.
Of the latter topics, the group
agreed unanimously that samples
arrive too late and are basically
station promotion copies with
mono and stereo repeats of one
title, whereas jukebox programmers must know the flip side as
well. Bush called for more cooperation between station and jukebox
programers. Mrs. Ruth Sawejak
Beaver Dam, Wis., complained of
too few Christmas records and also
wondered why there wasn't a new
(Continued on page 391

PROGRAMMER'S POTPOURRI

Jukebox Album Producers Releasing More Varied Product;
Pride, Azteca, Holiday, Carr (Latin), Mayfield, Montgomery
Gold -Mor albums. Jim Reeves,
"Moonlight & Roses ": "Mexicali
Rose /It's Only a Paper Moon /Oh
What It Seemed to Be" b/w
"Moonlight & Roses /Moon River/
Carolina Moon" 2854; "Charley
Pride Sings Heart Songs ": "Anywhere (Just Inside Your Arms)/
What Money Can't Buy /Once
Again" b/w "I'm Beginning to Believe /Miracle, Music & My Wife/
Pretty House for Sale" 4617;
"Henry Mancini presents The
Academy Award Songs": "Days of

Wine and Roses /All the Way/
Call Me Irresponsible' b/w "You'll
Never Know /Three Coins in a
Fountain /Moon River' 6013;
"Daddy Don't You Walk So Fast,
Wayne Newton': "Luce Doesn't
Live Hero Anymore /Baby I'm -aWant- You /Well Sing in the Sunshine' b/w `Take Good Care of
Yourself /Without Yon /Welkin' in
the Sand" CHE-1001; "Azteca ":

"Love Not,Then /AH! Alit b/w
"Non Pacem /Theme: La Piedra
Del Sol" KC- 31776; "Billie Hall-

day: The Golden Years": "When a
Woman Loves a Man /The Man I
Love /I'll Never Be the Same" b/w
"Back in Your Own Backyard/
God Bless the Child /All of Me"
C3L -2l; "Charlie McCoy": "Me
and Bobby McGee/Delta Dawn/
The First Time (Ever I Saw Your
Face)" b/w "I Can't Stop Loving
You /Rocky Top /Woman ( Sensu.
ous Woman)" KZ 31910; "VBdd
Carr En Espanol": "Se Acabo/
Amanece /Ahora Que Soy Libre"
b/w "Somos Novios (It's Impos-

sible) / Historia De Amor (Love
Story) /El Triste" KC 31470; Coral

Mayfield "Superfly ": "Pusherman/
Think (inst.)" b/w "Give Me Your
Love (Love Song) /Eddie You
Should Know Better /Junkie Chase"
CRS8014; '"the Ialeys Brother,
Brother, Brother ": "Brother, Brother /Put a Little Love in Your
Heart/Sweet Seasons" b/w "Love
Put

Me

Walkin'"

in a Corner/Kid
Corner /Keeecpp on
TNS 3009; "Bill

Still Bill ": "I Don't Know Why/
(Condoned on page 39)

'73 ATE: U.K. Jukebox Industry Unity; Sophisticated Units
By STAN BRITT

LONDON -Perhaps the most important impression
which emanated from the 29th Amusement Trades Exhibition, held at Alexandra Park, North London, recently was
an obvious determination by British jukebox operators to
think more in temp of helping the industry as a whole,
rather than merely striving for individual growth and sue-

cess. In terms of hardware, overall performance and design
of jukeboxes seemed to impress delegates the most.
This attitude of "By helping to improve the industry
as a whole we will help ourselves" was summarized by
Roben Gaines Cooper, managing director of the Gaines mead Group, who commenced during the exhibition: "At
long last we are all waking up to the fact that we operators
have an obligation to look after the needs of our industry
as well as our own personal welfare. If the jukebox industry
is to further prosper -and I am in no doubt that it will
then U.K. operators must continue to think in terms of the
best interests of the industry in general, instead of just
thinking of individual success."
The point was taken up by Alan Willis, secretary
of both the Amusement Trades Association and the Phonograph Operators Association. Agreeing that the industry was
thinking more in collective terms these days, he added:
"Many of the British companies are very conscious of the
need to regularize the jukebox industry's activities.
'There was a period, it is true, when the industry's
image suffered, due to the activities of a small minority.
It was, however, sufficient to taint the whole of the industry." It was the kind of "unpleasant minority," said Willis,
which is evidenced in any industry- whether the industry
be concerned in selling jukeboxes or green grocery produce.
"It had a withholding effect on the industry for a time.
But I believe that the gradual coalescing of various companies nowadays into bigger, more powerful groups -companies such as the Gainesmead Group, the Associated
Leisure Group, Music Hire and Bell- Fruit
having the
effect of having a steadying influence on the leisure entertainment industry as a whole as well as improving the industry's image. These companies are very, very conscious
now of the need to not only to have a well ton industry but
to show this is a well run industry. Accordingly, they are
spending more time today on promoting this aspect of the

-

-is

"sightline" program deck for easy reading by customers.
Understandably, pride of place on the Music Hire
Group's stand was the AMI Cadette which received its
world premiere at the '73 British exhibition. Music Hire

-

sole concessionaires for the Rowe AMI range of jukeboxes
to the U.K. received many inquiries concerning the Cadette
which, Rowe believes, is going to prove a very popular
model amongst British jukebox operators. It looked and
sounded good and attracted a continuous stream of interested visitors. Also attracting much attention was Music
Hire's new Ami T1 /1 200 play box as well as the full
range of Ami equipment.
Music Maker -an affiliate of the Gainesmead Group
did excellent business with its fine range of Wurlitzer and
NSM jukeboxes and reconditioned machines while Rhein Automaten was pleased with reactions to its NSM line
particularly the Prestige 120 and 160, the Hit 120 and,
above an. the Consul 160, surely was one of me best
individual boxes at the exhibition.

-

--

Rhein -Automaten's managing director, H. Hohenstein,
said his company did "excellent business" at this year's ATE.
"It is true," he said afterwards, 'that the increase in business
in the U.K. -numerically at least -canna begin to compare with that in the States. But pro rata it is equally tore
to say that the increase in annual turnover of jukebox
product in this country is, as far as we're concerned, excellent." This annual turnover, he added, amounted to
10 percent.
"This may not seem a startling increase to some people,"
said Hoheostein. "but we are happy, not only with our
particular share of the market, but with the present slate
of the British jukebox industry in general. It's a situation
that is likely to continue for as for ahead as one can possibly foresee."
London Coin Machines reported strong reaction to its

-in

VAT

Explained ATA's Alan Willis: 'There are several reasons
for this. Firstly, there is a fairly limited number of jukebox manufacturers and these are already represented at
ATE. The other major reason is that the jukebox industry
is going to be faced this year with the additional impost
of Value Added Tax (VAT) which it cannot pass on to the
customers."
But Willis agreed that there is probably more of a
potential market in the U.K. where jukeboxes were concerned because of the number and variety of location
available
which will become available. "VAT is a
burden on the industry which has got to be overcome.
On the other hand. the saturation of sites in the jukebox
area is nowhere like the saturation of sites for other
Emit and gaming machines. Therefore, there's a potential
for new jukebox locations, whereas the other sections of
the leisure entertainment industry are probably more involved in merely replacing already existing sites."
Other exhibitors at this year's ATE-all of whom
reported excellent business as a result of the show as well
as good prospects for the future -included
Automatic Supplies, Nottingham; Charles & Taylor, Leicester
Electronics,
(which exhibited its discotheque jukebox);
Oldham (Lanes.); Stannite Automatic, London (fine range
of Seeburg, Rock-ola and Wurlitzer boxes);
S /A, Barcelona (showing, for the first time at ATE, Spanishmade jukeboxes); and
les) Ltd.
which mounted an impressive display of
Seeburg and Jupiter boxes, reported brisk business on all
its lines. The company is confident that "business
will be even better than last year -and we were very happy
with our 1972 turnover;'
Overall, the 29th ATE was the biggest and most successful yet. Overseas representation increased markedly.
And, significantly, the number of exhibitors from the rest
of Europe rose again -this time no doubt due to Britain's
recent affiliation with the Common Market.

-or
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business."

More tangibly, the 1973 ATE had much first -class jukebox product on display. True, there did not appear to be
that many more machines than at the previous exhibition
but the standard
performance and overall design was
uniformly impressive.
Attracting much attention from prospective buyers was
the excellent range of Rock -Ole boxes exhibited on the
London Coin Machines stand. The Rock -Ole 447, with its
smart cabinet finish
patrician walnut polyester veneer
was a particular standout. So, too, was the 450, with
its easy -to -service mobility, amplifier with integrated circuits (which eliminate a separate pre -amp chassis) and
10- numbers -in -a -line selection system. now situated on the

range of Rock -Ola boxes at ATE. In particular, the 160selection 450 and the 100 -selection 451 garnered much
praise -and attracted lucrative orders for the company,
claimed managing director Bob Deith's terse but happy
summary. Explaining why Rock -Ola machines had scored
over other models. LCM general manager John Holmes
said it was because "Rock -Ola hasn't gone silly with its
designs, which are more acceptable to the trade generally
than some of our rivals' boxes which, in some cases, seem
to have gone rather way -out."
While jukeboxes continue to play an important part in
the ever -increasing number of exhibits shown at each successive ATE, it is true to say that their overall number is
never in excess of, say, fruit machines or gaming machines.
This year's ATE saw no significant increase in the number
of machines exhibited. And there doesn't seem to be much
likelihood of any dramatic increase in numbers at the next
show.

-

ROCK -OLA 450 and NSM unit as seen at recent ATE.
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Vox Jox

What's Playing?
A weekly programming

profile of current and oldie
selections from locations around the country.
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Long, Defective 45
Continued front page 38

"Happy Birthday" release. Several
complained about title strips with
errors and general agreement was

involving one -stops in
all of the controversial areas of
the conference.
However, Vincent DeMattia,
Newton Highlands, Mass., reminded the group that the idea of
the conference need not be an
endless gripe session. 'This conference promises to be one of the first
chances for programmers and man.
reached on

'Corn' Hit Big
Continued from page 38
have drifted too far into Top 40,
both in terms of music and tight
playlists, and that this is why they
are reluctant.
Royal American sample- services
jukebox operator one -stops and
this is where action has built sales
of over 60,000, she claims. (Next,
a long interview focusing on the
role of jukebox exposure, country
records promotion and background
on Royal American.)

agement interested in programming to exchange ideas," he said.

Billboard jukebox programming
editor Earl Paige outlined the results of a questionnaire that was
mailed to programmers nationwide and said that many areas of
programming were reaching crisis
proportions. One area, which will

be covered in several of the sessions, is the growing dominance
of the 12 -in. LP, resulting in acts

becoming tremendously popular
before they release singles for
jukebox play.
John Strong, programmer of
boxes throughout Chicago black
communities, told the group he has
had labels press certain singles exclusively for jukebox use. "They
did not want these singles to net
into stares because they were
afraid it would cut sales of the
LP's."
The programmers here agreed
universally that the conference
represents probably the only way
they can bring their problems to
the attention of labels. They also
expressed a desire to limit the conference to programming topics.

Programmer's Potpourri
Continued from page 38

Greatest Hits": 'Taste of Honey/
Spanish Flea/South of the Border"

Another Day to Run" b/w "Lonely
b/w "Lonely Bull /Tijuana Taxi/
Town, Lonely Street /I Don't Want
Getting Sentimental Over You"
You on My Mind" SX87014. Little
205; "Wes Montgomery: "A Day
LP's Unlimited: "Billie Holiday's
in the Life ": "A Day in the Life"
Greatest Hits": "Good Morning
b/w "Watch What Happens /AnHeartache /Crazy He Calls Me/
gel /Windy" 204; 'The Best of
(In My) Solitude" b/w "Ain't NoLeahy Dee: "Misty/Mr. Lucky /My
body's Business If I Do /Lover
Kind of Town (Chicago)' b/w "I
Man/Them There Eyes" 203;
Left My Heart in San Franeisoo/
"Herb Alpert & Tijuana Brass
Around the World /Cabaret" 206.
MARCH 10, 1973, BILLBOARD

follow to improve rec-

ord service. One, appreciate product¡ it cost a hell of a lot of money
to produce that thin piece of vinyl
you sometimes toss in the trash and
a hell of a lot of work and devotion went into it. Two, hunt for
the good sluff; listening to records
is work, but it has to be done
whether at the office or at home
and finding the great records is fun.
Three, don't depend on someone
else to find your lilts for you; the
station that waits on someone else
to make the hits is, in reality, operating without a program director, regardless of who has the 60m
at the station. Four, give records a
changes., too many so-called music
directors listen to a couple of bars
and figure the record "doesn't
have it" when today many records
really get with it and create impact later in the record. Five, let
the record have enough airplay to
stimulate sales, if a record is worth
playing, it should be worth giving
three weeks at the minimum of exposure. Six, communicate; work
with local record stores to assure
they have product that you're playing. Seven, follow through; let the
record company know when one of
their singles is getting good audience reaction via request calls and
especially if the record starts selling
well in local stores; keep them
posted. If you adhere to these seven
points, I don't think you'll have to
worry about record service. In fact,
Danny Davis, Red Schwerin, Don

Graham, Larry Douglas, Don
Whitlimore, Jerry Sharell, Steve
Wax, Coorge Furness, etc., etc.,
will be calling you and you'll have
to insist that they talk to your see.
retary and limit the telephone calls
to the third Thursday of every
month from 2:17 p.m. until 2:39
p.m. Just kidding, of course; because you and I are in the communication business and it's vitally
important to keep all communication lines open -not only to your
listeners, but also to the people
who create product as a business
for your listeners.

*

*

*

Jim (Dan Donovan) Tyrrell,
who'd been doing talk and news at
WMEX -AM, Boston, is looking for
a new position. I guess new program director Bill Rank is making
a few changes..
Here's a note
from one of my secret agents in
London -Howard Marks, promotion manager at April Music Ltd.:
"We in England at last are scheduled to have our first commercial
station soon. It is to be called Capitol Radio and will service the London and Greater London areas.
The format of the station has not
been decided on yet, but it seems
that the owners are going to try
and please everyone. We also have
another station to be called London Broadcasting, which is going
to be a news station. Three more
stations are scheduled for Birmingham, Glasgow, and Manchester.
The London stations will be on
the air by the end of the year, so
really it is an interesting time for
radio in the U.K. Also, I thought
I'd let you know that Red Schwartz
mailed me a copy of the Robert
Thomas Velline album, which is
excellent." Schwartz- in case any
of you guys don't know yet, has
left UA Records to join Pride
Records, Lm Angeles.

by Robert Thomas VeBlee called
Nothirt Like A Sunny Day' and
upon receiving it the other day
find it is very good and fits in
with our MOR format. Maybe this
will help me get more records
from the distributors, as record
service isn't what it should be here
at KROC- AM -FM. We are the
No. I station in this medium market and we like to keep up to
date." Funny thing is that KLAC'
AM, Lm Angeles, is also playing
Velline's album and KLAC -AM is
a
country music station. Well,
what's really unusual about the
whole thing is that Velline is more
or less a rock artist.

* *

Gary Campbell reports that he
has left KDOL -AM in Mojave,
Calif., to become program and music director of KIOT -AM, Barstow.
a country station that also plays a
little soft rock. Will listen to you
next time I drive through to Las
Vegas, Gary.
Bob Meurer,
just out of military service after a
few years with AFN in Kaiserslautern, Germany, is looking for work.
.

He can be reached at 516 -LT 9Jerry Mown, eight
3259.
years of experience with stations
such as WRKO -AM in Boston and
CKLW -AM in Detroit is looking
for a morning job, any market but
prefers West Coast. 717. 286.1747.

proach,' Hines says. He still needs
country music oldies to round out
the library.... Kirk Woodward.
formerly operations manager of
KRBC -AM in Abilene, Tex., has
been promoted to general manager
of KENM -AM in Portales, N.M.
Program director Mite Faulkner
is promoted to operations manager of KRBC -AM, Dave Dalzell
to program director.... Guess I
should correct what I said about
Emus earlier. He doesn't want me
to write just a page about his live
show at the Bluer End; he also
wants me to write two pages about

* *

*

George McGovern, who was
program director of WPDQ -AM
in Jacksonville, Fla., reports in
from Daytona Beach, Fla., where
he is now headquaetering as national program director of the
Walter -Weeks chain. The chain
includes WMFI -AM in Daytona
Beach.... A note from Jack Col.
le- CKWN -AM, New Westminster, Canada, complaining that the
30 percent rule may have helped
Canadian artists, but it's hell on
programming.
Larry Yordin
called to report that he's going to
Austin, Tex., to program KRMHFM as a progressive rock station
-the kind he tried to create for
ABC -FM in New York once. And
he told me about the Armadillo
World Headquarters in Austin, sort
of a community ballroom where
the great acts, both country and
rock, perform.
Don Imes is
going to perform at the Bitter End,
New York, March 14 -19. He's an
air personality at WNBC -AM,
New York.
.

his album. He said he called Reas
Jacobs, program director of KGB AM-FM in San Diego, and talked
to him for an hour "very intelligent guy, but he still won't play
my album."

-

*

*

.

Don

Is,

t

*

Frank Laseter,
production

d

» tarnte is weekend man. James V. Hoffpaufr is
president and general manager of
the 10,000 -watt station.

off above

JVC'Q' Emphasis
Continued from rage 35
We've run tests with plain conical
tip cartridges and found no degradation. We do recommend that for
best results the consumer use our
cartridge, but it's not a must and
the price will come down on that
eventually. With the new coatings,
dust does not really present a
problem. We've chalked records
and played through. The playing
time is no longer a problem. As
for some of the other so- called
problems, we feel the industry and
ourselves are well on the way to
solving most of them. There will
be a lot more discrete disks on
the market soon, decoder prices
will come down eventually and
the mastering and cutting time i
improving. Our master cutting fa
cility at the RCA building in
Hollywood should be in full opera

*

air personality
at

manager

WFUN -AM in Miami for four
years, is now news director of
WQDR -FM in Raleigh, N.C., a

rock station. Says he's trying to
get in touch with Rick Crandall,
formerly of WFLA -AM in Tam.
pa, and Jim McMartin, supposed
to be somewhere on the West
Coast.... Lineup at WTVR -AM,
29 -hour request country music format station in Richmond, Va., now
includes Percy Woods 6 -9 a.m..
music director Dave Young until
noon, Mark Thomas until 4 p.m..
program director Vic Hines 4-6
p.m., Chris Stevens 6. midnight,
Pete Peek midnight -6 a.m. and

KING'S

and the firm sil
teach any company how to co
quadrasonic masters."

lion by April

One Stop

FM, Rochester, Minn., writes: "I

recently wrote for the new album
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Fill in coupon, clip and mail ta:

* * *

Tom Torrance, chief announcer

15

BULK VENDING MACHINE OPERATORS

.

and music director at KROC -AM-

1.4

City USA." Rick

(Imus thinks I should write a page
about him doing a live show at the
club), is now enrolled at Don Martins School of Broadcasting, Los
Angeles, along with Todd Thayer,
son of Jack Thayer, head of the
Nationwide Communications radio
chain.

*

Beaux

r. i.

L

KING & COMPANY

nc.

Chicago, III. 60612
2700 W. Lake Sr.
Phone: 0121 533.3302

Send for
prices and

illustrated
literature.
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.

Thomas again from 4-7 p.m., then
Dave Melton 7.11 p.m. except that
Monday through Friday 9.10 p.m.
the station airs the syndicated T.
Tommy Cutrer show called "Music

*

hams sloughed

L

Rick

Mike Novak, afternoon drive
man at KYNO -AM, Fresno, Calif.,
has shifted to KFRC-AM, San
Francisco.... Mike Kelly is leaving WIXY -AM, Cleveland, and is
looking for a new station. 216 -7346634..
Fred mu brother of
the

*

.

.

*

*

Dean Alexander reports that
country station KAPS -AM, Mount
Vernon, Wash., needs taped promm from artists, etc., to celebrate
its 10th anniversary in March...
The new lineup at WMOD -FM,
Washington, now includes Jack
Casey 6.10 a.m., Mike Fitzgerald
until 2 p.m.. Bob Raines 2.6 p.m..
Jeff Leonard 6 -10 p.m., and Carson King 10- midnight. David Paul
McNamee is operations manager
of the rocker, now mostly live
Down in Lafayette, La., KXXWAM. a full -time country station,
the lineup reads Jim Oliver 6-10
a.m., Paul Thomas until 1 p.m.,

...

.

*

weekend man George Hebei. "We
use actualities from our reques
line to intro many of the records
played each hour and our jocks.
take an adult, personality ap-
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'Q' Means Quandary for Some Labels
By IS HOROWITZ

Manufacturers of quadraphonic
classics are uncomfortably astride
the horns of a dilemma. On one

hand they want to avoid double
processing and inventory. But they
find the channels to easy public
access of a single, compatible "Q"
stereo disk impeded by normal
dealer practice and buyer habit.
To date, most matrixed four channel product has its equivalent
stereo version, and both are sent
out to market. This despite still
painful industry memories of the
uneconomic, double- inventory transition from mono to stereo more
than a decade ago.
Discrete four -channel disks, on
the other hand, are being made
available solely in compatible "Q."
But too often they find their lone
avenue of exposure the dealer's
quadraphonic bin, a location patronized just by the owner of suitable playback equipment. Although
perfectly capable of conventional
stereo playback, these disks may
never come to the attention of
many shoppers interested in stereo
items.
Thus, some of RCA Victor's
most potent product designed for
across- thnboard sales, such as the
new Rachmaninoff Piano Con-

certo No. 2, with Artur Rubinstein
and the Philadelphia Orchestra,
and specifically engineered for
compatible play, may in some
stores be found only in segregated
four -channel locations. Yet, if the
dealer were to slot this package
both in stereo and "Q" bins, he,
rather than the manufacturer, might
fall into the double inventory trap.
Despite this potential merchandising hazard, Columbia Records,
major matrix adherent, feels that
burgeoning sales of quadraphonic
classics already permit at least the
occasional release of "Q"-only records.
The company is readying two
important four- channel packages,
without separate stereo counterpart, for release later this month.
These are Bartok's "Concerto for
Orchestra," with Pierre Boulez and
the New York Philharmonic, and
a one -disk version of their super
hit, "Mass," by Leonard Bernstein. Issued at Columbia's regular
"Q" price of 56.98, in de luxe
packaging, the sets will be supported by heavy trade and consumer promotion, according to
Pierre Bourdain, the firm's quadraphonic product chief.
Part of this promotion will

'Carmen' Out in April
NEW YORK- Polydor Incorporated will release in April its
recording of the current Metropolitan Opera production of B1zet's
"Carmen," conducted by Leonard
Bernstein and starting 'Marilyn
Horne in the title role and Jantes
McCracken as Don Jose, on the
Deutsche Grammophon label. The
album will be launched with a
series of premiere broadcasts on
top classical radio stations throughout the country, with back -up radio, trade and consumer advertising, as well as a billboard in Los
Angeles.
The three- record set will be one
of Deutsche Grammophon's most
elaborate packages to date and will
include a four color brochure with
photographs by Christian Steiner
and a complete multi- lingual libretto.
Thirteen radio stations including
WQXR, New York, April 28;
WCLV, Cleveland, April 22;
MCRB, Boston, April 23; WGMS,
Washington,
D.C.,
April 28;
WFLN, Philadelphia, April 28;
KKHI. San Francisco, April 22;
WFMT, Chicago, April 22; KFAC,
Los Angeles, April 21 and 28;
WBAL, Baltimore, April 29;
KING, Seattle, April 23; WRFM,
Dallas. April 29; KPFT, Houston,
April 24; and WQRS, Detroit, May
6, have scheduled 'Carmen" broadcasts.
Release of the recording coincides with a six -week Metropoli-

tan Opera Company tour that includes performances of 'Carmen"
on Apnl 23 in Boston, May 3 in
Cleveland, May 7 in Atlanta, May

Memphis, May 17 in Dallas,
May 22 in Minneapolis and May
29 in Detroit, with most of the
principals from the original production. Further performances of
"Carmen" at the Met have been
scheduled.
The DG "Carmen" has been
the focus of the entire music industry since recording began late
last September. Taped at the Manhattan Center in New York City,
"Carmen" marks the first time in
seven years that a major opera
has been produced in the United
States, and the reentry of the Met
into the complete opera field for
the first time since "Macbeth" was
recorded in 1959. 'Carmen" is the
second joint project between DG
and the Metropolitan Opera since
the classical label's release of the
"Metropolitan Opera Gala Honoring Sir Rudolf Bing" last May.
Polydor has planned an extensive advertising campaign on radio and in trade and consumer
magazines to further publicize release of "Carmen." In addition to
an entire billboard in Los Angeles
and in -store and window displays
at cooperating record stores, Poly dor has planned localized advertising to coincide with the premiere
radio broadcasts and the Metropolitan Opera's national tour.
14 in
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stress the compatible capability
these entries, he emphasized.

of

Commitment
The company's commitment to
the new medium is buttressed by
an "exploding quadraphonic market," Bourdain said. He pointed to
three Columbia sets whose "Q"
versions have outsold their stereo
counterparts as evidence of the
vitality of the new disk configuration. Strauss' "Also Sprach Zarathustra" and Verdi's "Requiem,"

both conducted by Bernstein and in
the market for the past year, as
well as Stravinsky's "Petrouehka,"
led by Boulez and issued six
months ago, all fall into this select
category.
"In the first two months of 1973
our SQ releases have sold in quantities it took six months to achieve
a year ago," he added.
But the bulk of Columbia's new
albums will continue to be released in broth stereo and four channel alternates. The company
is not yet ready to abandon completely its double- inventory approach to the new technique.
Vanguard Records, with more
than 25 disks currently in its quadraphonic catalog, will also continue to issue new titles in both ways,
according to Seymour Solomon,
president.
"We feel it is premature to put
out a single compatible disk," he
declared, "even though our four channel records play equally well
in stereo." Solomon judges a double- inventory structure unavoidable
at this time. He notes ruefully that
dealers can't afford 'to stock as
many titles as they might if they
didn't have to double up on new
albums. But he views it as a situation that must be endured during
this transitional period.
Vanguard, too, claims heavy
quadraphonic sales, with "Q" action matching stereo sales at a
one-to-one ratio per title in recent
months.

Classical

Notes
of Polydor's album of "Frauenlieder." sung by Chrlafa Ludwig,
will begin in June in Berlin.
Record Hunter, New York retail
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chain, staged a successful in -store
promotion by offering books free
with purchase of record or tape.
. Twelve additional artists and
five stage technicians were hired
for the New York City Opera's
spring season, which opened last

Mon-

treal Symphony Orchestra has
openings for cellists and first solo
bass. Auditions are March 7 and
4.

Orion Master Recordings, which
started fourth year of operation.
has set 24 new releases, bringing
catalog to 120 albums. Sales and
areas now covered by Orion's distribution have tripled in 1972 over
previous year, according to Orion.
Martina Arroyo to sing first
"Leonora" of season on March 24
at the Metropolitan Opera.
Spanish pianist Allele de Lerrueha
returns to Carnegie Hall for appearances March 25 and April 10.
RCA's Leontyne Pelee was given a
"happy birthday" party recently at
the Metropolitan Opera House.
Spanish singer Pear Laminar to
give first Carnegie Hall recital on
March 20. She recently recorded
as soprano soloist in Beethoven's
Ninth with the Chicago Symphony
and Sir Georg Solti on London.
.

director of the Classical Division of Phonogram.
Inc., with displays for the new Philips World Premiere two- record set
of Verdi's "Attila," The cast in "Attila" includes Ruggero Raimondi,
Cristina Deutekom, Sherrill Milnes and Carlo Bergonzi, and is conducted by Lamberta fardelli. Ads are set for the New York Times and in
other papers in major cities, The set has been shipped to dealers.
MARCH 10, 1973, BILLBOARD
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GA31949

SILVERSTEIH
Fnaken Dail

150097

5.9

12.170.128ó6..f9,96

007254
5E151ß, PETE
World of
LP Columbia

0310-30260..07,98

Birthday
LP Victor

04111

LP

Shelter

CRAMER.

961046061.36.95

P1210

1011
JACKSON,
Neely The

1247612774..89.98

l.1l.

LP

12- 16044065..15.98

P81310

A

Hill

1E

SXURS,
Is Mad

11.104060..56.98
9610.1062..17.98

CA 6331989
NEW SIREN

LP
P

L5P4812

12ó02.2IO2-0..

803151010

Columbia
KG31982
LP

5160

London
X0062

Seel

Victor

LP

In Wye

PETER

Columbia
KC31410
101 Sl11NGS
N.
Warta

ISI

ST
CA

NERO,
W

V

World W

V

LP

0X4

low.

m

COARSE.

04040151 4- í4.98

Vanguard 19"79387

LP

Atlantic

Sunshine

WILDERNESS ROAD
Sold for the Prevention of
LP Reprise

FOITION

BOBBY
rost
SHERMAN,
for You

9!10.19984..07.98

IGUANA

ELTON

V

124000886ß..f5.98

HOT BUTTER

12J144197.3..85.95

0656037

[ale,

C'

V

LP

Just

LP

a RANG
Salim, Doug A Band

GER

1(01992

LP

CalE,

92413-0417-[.97

4ilCOr

SNE.

L ust
LP

9441!-041)4,97

POPm

Life U A Ti. can
750

DOUE

BT

12.100.1990..16.98
961001978.1..37.98

1031591
HT 6631591
CA 0131591

IT 0631982

MOLLIES

BEE

BRITT,

IIMI

O 050110,

LP

1wrrse
995GIRI

17.170.1204..55.98

War Hemel
LP Reprise
M52103
AT 9982103
CA 632103

Reiland

1382058

London

LP

12.10{30!39..55.98

V058001

SEO
OUCH.
To Glenn Millar

ía1101

SAIRINO OROS.
Livia' 141e$ Off He kedness of Tort Leve

12.71740014..15.98

1037

CAS

HEATH,

SLIM,

380

ÓHiin Fer Ewe

FIRST

Rogers

8031949

LP Pinks! 3 PR50745D
NABORS TIM
SinI The moat Loa Sento
LP Columbia

Plane

That

1141461960..55.98

00441E

Two

GUY,

$6.98

R

MainsTrNT

LP

1]- 160.2631.9,.55.913

HAWAILL,
Pwl),
Mate

Victor

E

THE

ROÌ1Ì
STONES
More Net Reek[ /Bis
LP London
205626/7

Furies.)

LSP4830

B

P

MOORFl.,

Victor

LP

01776

LP

LP

12460.2627.0..55.98

sa klea/S
LP lolly

BROS.

Donut A A Dream
Paie wpm

A

Artificial Paradise

Columbia
1031776

LP

ordinary Girl
Victor

V

MIRACLES

11.762.30764..07.98
A

KENNT

1901$, MIICN
oreatest NIN
V Vir90

12.714{4946..í5.9B

THE

14913

LP

Merman

4

205901
DLO
LS

F

61

Aveiro

124464071.7..505.90

Phase

LP

12.709.22919..11.96

.55.911

HORNS

MERMAN,
Merman Slogs

ARCM.

TAXE

1.5P

LP

LP

BOWERY

SNOOEI

1.1872

RO

For Ererythin9
Mdli0n 1018

LP

5275

LP

12.449.0404-K

Nora

007

134000384.9..05.98

13206

Stan

MEMPHIS

WAiltie.

GETZ,

12407 -0499.2..15.98

ELEPHANT

White Elephant
155300

Eric

10

1241544224.

í153007

15.911

Wattles
LP

No

Noel Lived

ST
CA

240040144_

X231904

M
6
Kentucky 4amNe,

ROBINSON,

Reprise
M52121
MIL A TIM
LP

GANDALF TILE GREY
Grey Wiurd Am I

G.

8031970
0631970

12400401374 ..$5.918

12100.5019..15.90

341

KE31]Y6

Tememw

Marling All Over

GWR

11417.106]-4..14.98

1554
McLEAN, DOS
McLean, See
LP United
Artists
7155651
RALPH
LP

0009105

LP

1

R09[e3y

Sunshine

Til l
Till

MOON

GASLIGHT

uniA.

FT
I

antasy 9413
ARENA

LP

Dxca

CA

Li

127161009 .3..04.98

WHITE

Columbia

LP

MISSISSIPPI FRED

lust

LP

FRANKLIN

PolL

e87. Sky Leek 1Geed
LP

Waves
LP Sire
1657401
041071, TOM

96.160.2/08...16.95

AMRAM
SrLPaV NIIM
LP Victor
Ó

& Themes

MI,

tar Old Menke

GoLPd

1243601139..36.95
96426.01133..6.98
9343601136..56.98

73140
8T 873140
CA 273140

11x08404J..S5.96

t.

NARRE

CK,

aywire Mx
LP Folkways FD5272

190419713.1974

Mw
ong

141ó0.W
]60.,$5.95

108

ST P1209
CA 0X1(196

12434 41184..15.98

,;starMARLI

124124173 4.45.98

8615117
H

WHITE DUCK
In Season
LP Uni

RIVER CITY
Anna Dieing

MASON, BARBARA
Give Me Your Love
LP euddah
Mc

LP Roulette
SR3011

Menas

Victor

TP

LUFF

Fluff

A

"Leo Nxhen"

1242745013..15.96

SRM1654

1241241714..15.90

Rossi i9

MES, FO
Soaps From
Frem
cor

6 RAIN

FIRE

12.1004001.2. 45.98

AMAZING SPIDERMAN
From Mend the Grave
LP Buddah

14.1404547 -0..45.98

01636
ira 6 Rein
LP Mercury

KC3205

14414-03)1{..55.98

CLARENCE

Nov Chicago Blom
LP Atlantic

Roy

V5162

LP

WHEELER,

12.741305- 1..05.98

YOU'RE A GOOD MAN, CHARLIE MOWN
TV Cart
LP Atlantic

507252
ST
CA

61187152
01157252

13.1404541-1-$5.99

9614045414..06.97

91- 1445478..36.97
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JVC's Kitano Sees 'Q'
Modes in Coexistence

New LP /Tape Releases
Continued from Page 42

STIIT,

Muairor
B

1270441344. 34.98

TRIO

Mad.

Mericene

BASF

LP

98

Stickball
LP Mainstream
WILLIAMS, JOE
Love

Pep

n

Colorful Romantic Hawaii
LP Alshire

12.709.22334..01.98

5266

JAIL

12 . 71540224.

36

Volumes
LP Cobblestone
CST90262

536055
1241948624
MENTA, ZUBIN
Bottle of the Nuns, Vals.
2
LP London

.57.95

Yokes of Spring
LP Angel

PhiladalPhlem,

CLASSICAL

L-

1272140014. 34.98

ie

CANNONBALL

ARyyDERLEY,

HorPI[apptñla

12. 13613302..35.90

Silll]I

the Bibie
LP
Capitol
SABB11120
oC

12.15013313..37.98

-963503 3354.. GA.VA

974/11120

92138'1333-0..$7.90

17.61111120
ALLISON. MOST
N ose
Your For

Atlantic
lantic

i

50

COUNT

ASTE,

B

asic BA

MIS

Carls

Vienna Volksoper, Stuttgart
LP Turnabout TV534500

1240243341..35.90
10047

Always Picking en Mn

Philh.

Midnight
Going

1242940014..35.98

KW8

Prlade
rmlMe /D.oaata
CTI

Philips

CHOPIN,

FREDERIC

Antonio INO..

501501E,
LP

1232270214.. 15.98

sodny

ur

Pete
tP Vox STPL514190

1

-T

,

pelmerk

41,

127061m7- k..15.98

SEMI, STAN
Communications '72
VA Verve

Wal

Raren

Nimbler*.

Fantasy 9416

LP

H UBBS

",

FREDDIE

RI

LP

6018

12.7207022 4..15.98

JEFAM,
Fa

124004387.0. 35.98

Din

Sky

Vly

PAUL

MainslrlAtr 376

KENIATTA,

Army Mn

12.1005464..35.90

50163 3
LATFEF, YUSFF
Nosh
'N" Thunder
LP Á15011k

521635
LLOYD, CHARLES
Waves

ponie

124114297.0..05.90

0.968

Salat,

1242145944.

6.93

Alicia

Larrocha,

111161811

London

LP

12. 17012761, S5.98

054749

SNUSTAKOVICH, DM1Th1
Symphony Ne. 1S

T9295ó2

Lrmandy, Eugene
LP

Seal

NSKY,

Once Upen
Sommer.*
LP Anua ODay 0002
PEPPER, ART
Way It Was
LP Contemporary 57630

1243611954..5595

12.0

IGOR

Ernest
ThAnaemleet,
LP Turnabout

sUi

405

TV534253

;5Iedtil/WNf

Munchinler, ;let!

Exclusively f
ExcsieNerC
MY Flesh
5E
ÑÌMC25r5601

Red

01010014

751772
ANITA

Expo

O'OAY,

C520Á4

(Selénion,/

F

LP

SaOilIn
FRANZ

Brandei, Aired
LP Philips
6534201

12.14005422 35.98

Carmen

LPP

Bonaventure, Anthony

Sonata

De

573044
MIRAS, CARMEN
NEW

8,94

SCHUMANN,

AIM

LP

124160393. 1..021.95

CAMILLE
Concertos for Piano
Paris Orch.i aaudo, Serge
LP Seraphim
51[6011
1242142727.
ARLATTI DOMENICO

SCHUBERT,
SCNU3mT,

London

LP

24031x..25.00

12172121114.. $5.98

(56737
TELEMANN,(SEGEL

PHILIPP

SET

PyP

SiÑEISnARann
GP

BASF

MC25112
RAWLS.

Man

LOU
F

Valve

LP o MGM

5E4861

And

IP

1240243378..05.91

All net Gentle
Ran LPS502

2449.0403/..35.98
Jazz

s

,

ph

P %5447
VERDI, GIUSEPPE
Den Cade (
MS)
Caballe,
Montserrat:
Demar9E. aF1.640,

Vo0x

Verret!.

ll:

Aoyelux Opera 11:Orth.;
WIllni- Carlo Merle
S1, Angel
536918

Canadian Label
Seeks Licensees
LOS ANGELES
Canada's
Avenue Of America Records used
the National Association of Recording Merchandisers convention
to launch itself as a licensee for

General

LP

Di
LP

12.14045358.. 35.98

manager

Gary

Salter

and attorney Owen Sloane in their
negotiations cited the company's
recently hired three promotion men

(olio

Philips
6707016
SAINTSAENS

Atlanticic

U.S. product.

ROBIN

Á11a121

LP

C52039

Musk

Davis,

x731600

1241949741..95.99

LISZT, FRANZ
Opesatic
Pantestes
LI 00010100.11 5011.11

Sac.

II
Epic

LP

Angel

536172

Dore 329

-.

Mus

LP Candide CE31065
MOZART, WOLFGANG AMADEUS

PAUL

(wide

Philh.,

CCIntEN for Harpsichord

Speaks

HORN,

Nader,

tic

LP

1271341904. 35.98

LANDRY

107249

Monohin, Yehudi

-.37

V6
HATES, CLANCY
Mr. Nees Goes Ti
LP Contemporary
H ERMAN,
WOODY

Norma; Vyuyan, hooter n L
Boult, Adrian
P
Vox
VBxSRm

LP

LP

032041

HANDEL,

LP

a

Right -051

STILLER, JERRY A ANNE MEARA
Laugh When You Like

FRIOE1IC

GEORGE

Mnchreaker
)015

COMEDY ARTISTS
HUDSON

1210049974..$11.98

2303)640

1141949154..55.98

as

prepared

to

handle

Continued from page I
stands for Compatible Discrete 4channel, and the WEA group of
Warner Bros., Elektra, and Atlantic should have product available
soon. Kitano admitted to being in
very dose contact with EMI, "but,
of course, it's their decision to
make."
In line with this. JVC has at
least 10 master cutting lathes in
production for the U.S. market
and these will be in operation, Kitano felt, by the end of this year.
More will be set up in Europe. In
order to speed up the flow of US.
discrete quadrasonic product to
the U.S. market. several WEA
masters are now being cut in Japan. The master cutting lathe being set up in Los Angeles won't be
in good soothing order until April.
The electronics that go with the
cutting lathes are now being reduced and the modified lathes will
be available later this year for any
software manufacturer that wants
to buy one, Kitano said.
4 Hardware Members
As for hardware. Kitano said
that four new equipment manufacturers have signed licensing agree ments-Sansui, Brothers. Cybernet
and Akai. JVC is now experimenting in Japan with installing a
discrete demodulator within its
unit. About 50 percent of the stereo-type consoles have demodulators Installed and 10 percent of
the component units. Similar units
will be available for the U.S. market in late 1973. he said.
JVC would also like to invade
the U.S. market with records. "We
have n desire and actually have
some few records available in the
U.S. for the Japanese. But, as for
we don't
the music made by us
if
they'd
be
a
plus
or
a minknow
us with the U.S. public. At the
present, it's only a matter for consideration." He pointed out that
JVC had a very special relationship
with RCA Records in the U.S. on

...

licensing product for many decades.
But the quadrasonic world is
upon us. Stereo took about 10
years to completely expel monaural, he said. After two years in the
U.S., the speed of quadrasonic aoceptance and penetration in the
marketplace will accelerate and
its dominance will probably only
take five years. He felt there
was a great potential that most
record eompanaes would be into
singe quadrasonic inventory
a
(WEA is planning to have both
stereo and Q product on the market; RCA is planning to eventually
go with only a Q inventory because of the compatibility of the
product in stereo) within the fourth
year. Japan itself, although there
are 150 titles in CD-4 on the market, presently has two inventories
and two prices, but would be into
single price- inventory sooner
than the U.S. He pointed out that
the special harder compound for
4 -channel
was also now being
used for expensive stereo albums.
Room for Roth Concepts
Although Kitano is quite firm
in his opinion that discrete is the
better system, he felt that matrix
would be around and that there
was room for both systems in the
marketplace. The reason is that
many manufacturers of hardware
units are now building all three
major systems, SQ, QS, and discrete. into playback units, he said.
"The reason we Japanese manufacturers had to do this was to meet
the requirements of the U.S. gövemment PX's on military posts, a
very big pumbaser of equipment"
But he felt it was doubtful the
U.S. public would want units with
three -way switches and felt that
two systems will prevail in the
U.S. in hardware. He pointed out
that with the Sansei QS matrix
system, you could play SQ records
"passably." But, in any case, both
matrix and discrete systems will
prevail in the marketplace.

New Marketing Concepts
Excite Retail Business

LEONARD

(Complete)/Schumann

L24204..
mn 520.94

Sy67030ISS
Ormandy, Eugene
LP Columbia

Live LAND, CHARLIE
Live at the Lighthouse

15,sJl
100`4
JIMMY
Bleak Forrest

NATHAN,

fenFanazyof
Conlou
LP

Itsilaro

1242201B9.4.55.98

SPOKEN WORD

IP Vox STPL512260

Ileartote

12-17612794..35.98

Melodiye /Angel

RAHMS,

LP

Fantasy 9417
CRAWFORD,
a
RANK
Got
Good Thing
LP Kudu

Liar

11/40200

JOHANNES
Concerto or Violin In D, Op. 77
Lautenbacher, Susanne
B

LP

LP

Society 012043
LUDWIG VAN
WIG

MusTI
l
OVEN,

SomanticL

YAKOVLEV. VLADIMIR
Mpoy ea Illailu Dreh.
Music forr th a Donna

soeur

Conóo

C Ilol Concertos
London
C56750
12.170.12034.. 15.91
SIATKIN, FELIO
Concert en Symphonic Band
(Marches)
USA
LP Angel
536936
1241948664..35.98
A. MARTTI
Lieder Recital
LP London
R

0526210

Wand

J

LP

ORCN.

LP

óml

I

Wilkomirske,

1234045344. 35.98

BROWN, varytoF
Why H
LP Contact
LL, KENT
,
KENNE

I1,

1ZJ1/- Yr7SS- Á..55.9B

Connoisseur Society C12040
Well Tempered Clavier

SF

í Prestige

1

Smid. Hl.

124194866.4. .05.98
ASCHA

á,T5.1043/

t

5

'Round

1243211174.. 55.99

LP Angel
53E889

Concerto No. 2 in E, 5.107/
Concerto le 1 front S. 1056)
Zuckerman, Pinches;
Pars
Mink;
hak;
glDh h
Chamber Orah. /Barenbof m, Daniel
An g el
530541
12419-01163 4..55.90
Mask (Selections)
Ieaci, Spectacular)
Phase

2

Paris Orch.
Russian Concert

LP

C25111
BLAKEY,
RT
Child's Donee
LP

nert0

Double

Vol.

GENNADY

,

JAZZ ARTISTS

B

Seal

a

JOHANN

S0

EUGENE

AIDESTS

Meritina

AT
CA

124194111634..50.98
..35.98

tANO

O
fa

70

1,495101

San

12-1]612 "4.,35.98

52

12.71340234..57.95

..55.98

18

Primer
LP

12419 -05414..53.98

ó6138

Cobblestone

LP

12. 17012854..55.98

SURFMEN

El

nliTickerd

g g el

peichord
IPM An9el

FRIDAY THE ISIN, COOK COUVI?
LP Groove Merchant GM515
NEWPORT IN NEW YORK
Volume 1
2

PT51003

London

TEMPO

at Hunter Collage
Angel
S]689ó
124194867. 2..15.90
KHAN, ALI AKBAR
Bangle Desh
LP Connoisseur Society 052042
KIPNIS, IGOR
LP

french

TR29561

JAZZ COLLECTIONS

1245033314. .55.98

(DUO)
Goes

9243611944..36.95

Y10100.1Á /DELARPOCHS,

336053

PERET
Pares

LP

1240040063

11,

Capitol
SP10548

Chap iii

12430.1194 .7..55,90
064221194.1 ..5605

000.6

Holiday

Pronto

WIII
Seal

Red

LP

ALICIA

Greatest
LP Columbia
K021571
WILLIAMS, CHARLES

LP

REIM

Woods

2

1241948604.55.98

2.50331

MINES

Temponrt

Angel

ST 0.051309
CA OK1309
DE LOS ANGELES,

Mainstream 379

LP

e t Ilk.na,LVal

BR366811U1I4N

$5.95

VAUGHAN, SARAH
Peelle' Geed

MIN,

LP

LUCIANO

Sicilian

LP

1240248364

MC25113
LP

Orth.

CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
Moci

Note

59- 10006F
12400-0369. 9..55.98
VAN DAMNE, ART, QUINTET
Many Moods of Art

12.72140024..54.98

MYSIIO

Blue

Sym.

1241949734. 35.9

536861

12-706]026-1..55.98

EER,

LP Paten Int'l 01,1300
BETANCWRT, JULIO
Pa Brase Ye
LP Fania
12.72040024..55.98
51.003126
ERNIE'S CONSPIRACY
Eanilí
VIOY
11,
Veye VS9
VIKTOR
Dark Eyre
LP Capitol
ST10570
12- 15613243..55.98
MALHITS

MAGMA,

LP Angel

MOCEO

TtLP

London

Other

Delmark
20426

Now

LP

John;

Shirlañ.OÁMre

LP

3240

CANTO

EL

SONNY
for Each

Made

M"siwr

LP

Pease

TLP8021
12401 -0739.9..34.98
Slap 0í11n Holiday /Lady sines the Mats
LP Stroud 1005

INTERNATIONAL

I

WILLIAM

WALTON,

Trip

LP

AM AMI BROS.
Bie Nits From Israel

NINA
the Color

SIMONE,
Black Is

records

from US. sources. The two-year -

old label recently began its own
program of pop recordings through
is GAS subsidiary as an adjunct
to its budget LP business.
Salter notes the company's concept as a licensee is to release
product immediately rather than
seeing if it is a hit in the States
first. "We will work a record as
soon as it is shipped to us; we
won't have a wait and see attitude." Salter said.
Hired as the company's first
promotion staff are Jack Morrow,
Joel Cohen and Mords Friesner.
who work out of the firm's Toronto headquarters.
Salter says he is aware of the
importance of label identity and
will release all licensed product
under the American firm's logo.
In addition to handling pop product, Avenue will also handle U.S.
budget merchandise through separate licensing arrangements.
The publicly -held company recently began seeking U.S. distribution for is own pop fare, placing
Abraham's Children with Buddah.
Now is seeking to import music
into Canada, the label will handle
repertoire from many creative
sources, not only rock.

Continued from page 12
loggers. The daily goal of his
trucks was 100 albums per stop
and four stops per day and this was
being achieved on certain campuses.
The Wheeler Dealer system was
HOW operating on 130 campuses.
The trucks were also used at concert locations when 20 percent of
the stock would consist of recordings by the artist concerned.
Levy reported that his operation
was using FIND to supply special
orders. The students would fill in
an order blank, pay a SI deposit
and then the truck would return to
the location a week later with the
order.

Sheet /Folio Promise
The vast potential in the field
of sheet music and music books
was underlined by Aaron "Goldie"
Goldmark of Hansen Publications.
Goldmark pointed out that the
American Music Conference had
recently released figures showing
that 40,770,000 people in the US.
played an instrument -and these
were potential buyers of music.
Music sales were a fast -growing
arm of the music business and
there was even on important mark& among people who could not
read music because hooks were
now being produced in which notes
were indicated by numbers.
Goldmark said that bootlegging
was now beginning in the sheet
music and folio business. He
quoted the example of a publisher
who had printed 2.5 million sheets
of "Love Is Blue" in an "easy -tobootleg" format. He could have
sold 5 million but half of his sales
went to a bootlegger.
Talking about the FIND operation. Willis Wardlow said that the
new catalog doe in April would
feature 62,000 items from 650
labels. FIND had been in operation almost a year and Was currently achieving a 95 percent fulfillment rate on orders, he said.
Wardlow admitted that because
of the small quantities involved in
FIND orders, the operation had to
charge the dealers and rackiohbers

higher price than the normal
market level. On the other hand.
the FIND operation brought traffic into the record outlets because
the customer had to come back
to collect his order and he might
then be disposed to make other
a

purchases.

Unlicensed Tape
Continued from page 33
The firm with unlicensed product had only a few cartridges
branded as "U.S. Tape, Inc.," consisting of titles no newer than

Carly
Others

S i m o n's "Anticipation."
noted were Isley Bros.,

"Givio' It Back.' Carole King's
"Music" and 'Just Plain Charley'

Charley Pride. They were
priced at 53, also indicative of the
unlicensed duplicator phaseout.
The only other firm offering
prerecorded product was 'locally
based Aneell, Inc., which had basically cut -out items. These. curiously enough, were priced at 54.
A man at the booth offering the
U.S. Tape, Inc. product said,
"There have been too many busts
at fairs and big shows." He mentioned examples such as the resent
closing by police of two booths at
the hot rod and custom car show
at the New York Coliseum recently
(See separate story). He also said
there was no percentage in handuing unlicensed chart product.
"A few people are still approaching as claiming they have royalty paid product or are putting royalty
payments in escrow. but it's just
not worth it to us."
Levin said his firm has waged
a relentless campaign against bootleg product by mailing a letter to
any store he or his employes spot
handling such merchandise. The
letter calls attention to the Federal
laws covering unlawful product.
Stereo City featured a show speby

cial on an 11-track unit at $39.95
and Levin claimed sales of 60 to
100 each day during the ten day
event.
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LP SERIES REVIEW

THE BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF

Col's Big Band on Harmony

A Special Selection of Books
for Billboard Readers

LOS ANGELES

THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC Revised and Enlarged
Edition by Sidney Shemel and William Krasilovsky.
Edited by Paul Ackerman. A new updated guide
to the music industry for publishers, writers, producers, record companies, artists, and agents which
The New York Times calls "a bill of rights." "A

lot of fine

Jimmy Dorsey, Lm Brown, Woody
Herman and Artie Shaw.
The set showcases some of the
biggest of the big bands, offering
varieties of style, providing a
glimpse at some then promising
Young talent (such as Doris Day)
and serves to remind on that these
bands were every bit as popular
and influential as the top rock acts

veritable gold mine of information." -John K.
Maitland, Vice President, MCA, Inc. 544 pp. 6% x
9%. 180 pp. of appendixes (Federal and International laws, statutes, contracts, agreements, etc.).
$15.00
ROCK ENCYCLOPEDIA by Lillian Roxon. Biographies, discographies, commentary, analysis, photographs, miscellany
. the only reference work
available on rock and its roots. "Worth its weight
in gold to anyone concerned with the rock phenomenon
an invaluable aid to researchers in
years to come. "
billboard. 611 pp. 61/4 x 91/4.
$9.95

are today.

.

...

-A

music has come to the buying public's attention as a result of the
current nostalgia craze, and Columbia has delved into its vaults to
come up with material for five
LP's from the big band era for release on its budget- priced
many label under the banner, "The
Beat of the Big Bands." Artists
represented in the release include Sammy Kaye, Tommy and

Almost all of the material is
produced by Tea Macero, with
fine liner notes from Irving Town.
send and cover art similar enough
to display the LP's as a set.
The Sammy Kaye package includes such highlights as "Harbor
Lights" and "Just In Time," and
offers the kind of easy to listen
and dance to supper club material
that made "Swing And Sway" his
motto.
Tommy Dorsey's set features
his inimitable trombone with help
from brother Jimmy on alto sax,

-

and presents classic ballads such as

"Moonlight In Vermont" and "Autumn In New York."
DANCING ON THE SEATS by Andrew H. Meyer.
Today's most comprehensive guide to every aspect
of producing rock concerts on the college campus
and hailed by major booking agencies and college
buying services as the finest text on the college
concert ever written. 96 pp. 5% x 8114. $6.95

THE NASHVILLE SOUND. Bright Lights and Country
Music by Paul Hemphill. The definitive description
of what country and western music is, where it
came from, where Ifs going, and what it means to

WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK 1973. A
Complete Directory of International Radio and
Television. This handbook is the authoritative
source of complete and exact Information about
all broadcasting and television stations around the

THE WORLD OF SOUL by Arnold Shaw. The evolution of American black music. Includes analyses
of each stage in its growth and the how and why
of style changes. 306 pp. 5% x 8%. $6.95

world. 386 pp.

CONCERTS by Kenneth
Kragen and Kenneth Fritz, A unique handbook of
proven guidelines for the successful planning, coordination, promotion, and production of professional shows and concerts on campus. 88 pp. 5%
x 8. $4.95

6 x

SUCCESSFUL

9. $6.95

HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD 1973. A companion volume to World Radio and Radio and TV
Handbook this volume is the only international
radio and television book with articles by the
world's leading authorities in the field. 172 pp
6 x

the millions of Americans who make their living
off it. 289 pp. 5% x Bs/a. $5.95

9. $4.95

MORE ABOUT THIS BUSINESS OF MUSIC by Sidney Shemel and William Krasilovsky. For anyone
involved in any phase of the music business this
book is an invaluable source of necessary information. A vital addition to any music library. 176 pp
6y x 9 /a. Index. $6.85

COLLEGE

THE RECORDINGS OF BEETHOVEN. These critiques,
originally published in High Fidelity cover all the
available recordings of the works of Beethoven. 184
pp. 53A x 8114. $6.95. Also In paper at $2.95

MANAGING TODAY'S RADIO STATIONS by lay
Hoffer. Presented in three sections -management
thinking, programming, and sales -this book covers every aspect of broadcasting. 288 pp. 51/2 x

GREAT SONGS OF THE SIXTIES edited by Milton
Okun. Introduction by Tom Wicker. A compilation
of 82 songs (words and music) providing insight
into the historical, political, social, and cultural attitudes of our society. 320 pp. 9 x 11. 82 songs.

8H. $12.95

$17.50

tional radio stations, the recording companies and
their role in the industry. 320 pp. 5'/a x 814. Index.

THE SOUND OF SOUL by Phyl Garland. An account of a cultural force that is also a multi- million

$7.95

dollar business. This book will remain the standard
authority for years to come. 246 pp. 5114 x 81/4.

RECORDS IN REVIEW 1972 Edition. Reviews of
new classical and semi -classical records from High
Fidelity. 512 pp. 555 x 81/4. $9.95. Copies of the
1970 and 1971 Editions are available at $9.95

$5.95
THE SOUND OF THE CITY The Rise of Rock and
Roll by Charlie Gillett. Traces the sources of rock
and roll; examines regional contributions, and
brings its history up to the present day. Play list
Bibl. Index. 53/4 x 81/2. $6.95

THE DEEJAYS by Arnold Passman. This book is the
first full story of the disc jockeys and how they influence popular taste. It also is a history of the na-

SOMETHING TO SING ABOUT compiled by Milton
Okun. Words and music to 76 songs, the personal
choices of America's folksingers in ballads, gospel,
and protest, arranged for piano and guitar. 241 pp.
81/2 x

11. $8.95

Les Brown and His Band of Renown still tour to enthusiastic audiences, and his contribution to
the big band release includes such
highlights as Doris Day singing
"Sentimental Journey" and the
famous "Mexican Hat Dance."

Please send me the following books:

Payment MUST accompany order.

Title

Puce
Name

Address
City
$

Applicable sales tax

S

Total

§

State

Zip

1739
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Horn," as well as a fine vocal from
Gordon Polk on "Route 66."
Many of these men were musical rebels in their own time, choosing new methods of arrangement
and production. hitting the road
like the best bands today. Sound
quality is remarkably good considering most of this material is 25
to 35 years old. The only complaint might be that Columbia
chose to re- record these disks in
stereo rather than keeping the
original monaural form.
BOB KIRSCH

Cable Pubs
Continued from page J
license controls use of musical
material on film or videotape
soundtracks.
Theatrical movie synchronization license fees generally range
from $1,500 to $5,000 and even
higher in special cases. This form
of license now almost automatically includes TV broadcast rights.
A synchronization license for TV
only will cost from $50 to $300
because ASCAP or BMI performance fees are also collected. A
court decision at the time of the Invention of talking films barred collection of performance for theatri-

Mention "Woodchoppers Ball"
to just about anyone and Woody
Herman is the first thing to pop
into their head. That tune, as well
as the added treat of Herman's vocals on "Caldonia" and his great,
bouncy clarinet are heard on his

cal film showings.
First customer for the Warner
Music new all- inclusive synchronization contract was a new Walt
Disney company for hotel -room
pay TV, 'They were surprised and
delighted to find that for once
they weren't turned down when
they requested clearance for pay
TV and video cartridge use," Sil-

LP.

vers said.

KRLA-AM

10 -Year

Hassle Reaches FCC
WASHINGTON -The decade-

long battle of ten applicants, many
with film and music connections.

for southern California AM station
KRLA. in Pasadena. is slated for
what may be the decisive action by
the Federal Communications Commission. Over the years, a Hearing
Examiner, the FCC Review Board,
and the Broadcast Bureau have
come up with conflicting opinions
on which applicant should get the
award. Oak Knoll Broadcasting
Corp.. a non -profit organization,
has operated KRLA since the FCC
cancelled the license of Eleven Ten Broadcasting Corp. in 1962.
An oral hearing by the full commission will be held March 19 and
20, in which six of the original
applicants will petition for an overturn of the proposed grant to
Orange Radio, Inc., by the FCC's
Review Board in May 1971. The
Review Board had, in its turn,
thrown out a Hearing Examiners
initial decision in favor of Voice
In Pasadena, Inc., made in April

live executive in management of
Hughes' luxury hotels and the
Vegas TV station.
The Review Board had chosen
Orange Radio over the originally
favored Voice In Pasadena, and
all other applicants, on the unusual
grounds that Orange Radio would
preserve status quo of the southern
California station in the matter of
engineering and allocation.
The six applicants petitioning
overthrow of the Review Board decision. and the FCC's Broadcast
Bureau have satisfied the commission that there was sufficient reason to warrant a review of the
KRLA case. Applicants who will
be heard at the full commission
hearing, in addition to Orange
Radio and the Broadcast Bureau
(which represents public interest).
will be: Goodson - odman Broadcasting, Inc.; Pacific Fine Music.
Inc.; Crown City Broadcasting Co.;
Voice In Pasadena, Inc.; Pasadena
Broadcasting Co., and Western
Broadcasting Corp.

1969.

However, the Review Board had
found it necessary to defer the
grant in order to investigate
charges

MAIL TO:
BILLBOARD BOOKSHELF
2160 Patterson Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45214

The Artie Shaw release features
classics such as "Nightmare" and
"Non -Stop Flight" and the brilliant clarinet of the band leader.
Harry James' contribution features the fine trumpeter on classics
such as "The Flight of The Bumble Bee" and "The Man With The

of

alleged

deception

n

statements made to the commission
by Robert A. Maheu, an Orange
Radio stockholder and principal,
and former public relations consultant to Howard Hughes.
It was Western Broadcasting
Corp.. one of the applicants, that
challenged fitness of Maheu because of his alleged interests in and
control over KLAS -TV, Las Vegas,
between 1967 and 1970, without
any authorized transfer of control
by the FCC. Western cited Maheu's
own testimony about his role in the
Hughes organization. in the public
relations man's 1970 court case
against those of the Hughes echelon who stripped him of his powers
in the empire. In the Orange Radio
application, stockholder Maheu was
described as merely a publie relations "consultant." and not an ac-

ASCAP Receives
Gershwin Stamps
NEW YORK -An album containing a sheet of new eight -cent
stamps honoring ASCAP composer
George Gershwin, was presented
by assistant U.S. Postmaster General Robert E. Isaacs. to ASCAP
president Stanley Adams, at the
semiannual West Coast membership meeting of the association.
scheduled for Wednesday (28) at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly

Hills. Calif.

The ceremony took place in
the grand ballroom of the hotel
and was attended by Fred A
taire, Gene Kelly, producer Panndro Berman, John Bubbles (who
played in the original production of
"Porgy & Bess"). Henry Mancini,
Paul Francis Webster, John Green.

Mrs. Ira Gershwin, wife of
the late composers brother.
and
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bEin Music
Musimex to Bow Mobile One -Stop Set -Up in Texas
By

-To

LOS ANGELES
help service the consumer better, Musimex
Records, a Mexican -American label here, will introduce a "mobile'
one -stop soon in Texas. According
to president Ray Shevin, "because
of the size of Texas, we want to
expose records to the mass market.
By using trucks to carry the merchandise we can enlarge our dis ribution and bring product direct y to the customer.

"Until now," Shevin continued,

'Mexican music has been limited

to the local store with no exposure
at all. A small store has only so
much space and in Mexico there
are no rackjobbers."
Musimex Records was created
by Shevin and Eric Dominguez
three years ago with that idea.
They started with 10 releases and
expanded that to 200 by educating
rackjobbers that the Mexican market, although marginal and smaller
than the Anglo, is extremely
steady, involves no "hits" and very
litde return product. Smaller mar-

MONICA KELLY

ket volume justifies lower prices
rackjObbers can afford and still
feel profit.
"There are 40 to 50 million

Mexicans but only 15 percent of
the people buy records." Shevin
said. "In America we sell as much
Mexican product; if not more, than
in Mexico. Many Mexicans come
to Los Angeles to buy records because of our lower prices."
Musimex plans to use the Latin
syndrome in reverse. The norm is
to be

a

licensee, open

retarding

a

studio, a pressing plant, sign and
record artists and then license out

finished

the

Musimex

product.

wants tu take advantage of this
arrangement and start exploiting
Mexican- American talent here in
Mexico. They hope to open their
own recording studio and pressing
plant, and use such artists as Los
Diablos, Lalo Rodriguez, and Joe
Flores to open the door for Mexican- American talent to break the
Mexican market.
The Musimex offices have ex-

Latin Scene
MIAMI
Johnny Ventura (Mate), Jase
Fajardo (Kubaney), Corlento UMersal (Velvet) and Jovenes del
Hierro played at the Dinner Key

Auditorium Feb. 24.

.

Pedro

Pool, program director at
WCMQ reports that the station
has been receiving upward of 200
request calls a day, Johnny Ventura recently visited the station as
part of a local promotion tour. - ,
The Antiques, a local rock group,
have their first LP under Funny
Records in local stores.... Sabor
de Nacho (Horoscope) played a
local dance Saturday (3).
Sergio Fiallo, composer of "Juntas"
by Linde (Borinquen), will record the song himself on Sound
Triangle.
M &M Recording
studio is almost ready for operation.... Armando Rodriguez, who
has a show on Channel 6, is now
programming Radio Mundo.
To correct some unintentional errors made in the Feb. 24 issue,
Leopoldo Justo is general manager,
and Tomas Garda Faste is program director of radio station
WFAB. Also, of the total calls for
requests received by the station,
only a portion are for sales, not
all, as was reported.... Conjnnto
Universal's new LP on Velvet will
be released this week. - .. Promotion Sales has added Sonolux to
their lines as sole distributors in
the U.S. and Puerto Rico. They
are also the exclusive distributors
de

.

,

,

,

,

.

-

Florida for Parnaso, the new
label of Raphael and Los Gatos.
. Humberto Esteves of Channel
23 has announced a hour -long
special
Marco Antonio Mun.
Mun z (Ath
opened Wednesday
(27) at Club Montmatre.
Aldo Legal is busy organizing
Expodise '73, due in Miami Beach
Aug.
-7. Major recording company. from US., Europe, South
America, and Japan will participate
with over 800 booths in operation.
One of the events will be the International Song Festival of Miami
in

.

-

.

1

Beach, where the most important
recording star from each company
will receive a "superstar" award.
Juan Marcelo (Arcana) is in
town to promote his new LP...
Sonido y Discos Inc., with three
retail outlets and over 200 racks,
are a major force in the Latin
field here. They service Sears
stores, Jefferson, Richards, Bur dines, McCroy's and 70 percent
of Latin product to Randleman.
El Gran Combo (EGG) made
a special trip to WFAB, while
passing through to Panama, to
squelch the announcements of two
promoters who said that they were
bringing the group here for a
local dance.
ART ( ARTURO) KAPPER
.

.

...

PUERTO RICO
Julio Iglesias (Alhambra) played
four concerts here. One at the
University of Puerto Rico; one at
the College of Agriculture in
Mayaguez and two at La Perla
Theater in Ponce. Iglesias, winner
of many festivals in Europe, recently received a gold record for
his own composition "Un Canto a
Galicia." His lop -seller in Puerto
Rico and the U.S. is another of
his tunes "A Veces Llegar Cartas."
Alhambra Records of Puerto Rico,

represented by Juan A. Estevez
and promo man Ricardo Fab regnes, hosted a party at Casa
de Espana in San Juan for the
singer and the five musicians in
his group.
Pucht Balseiro, Puerto Rican
singer- composer -radio executive and
newspaperwoman, has just launched
her own record label, Mayin Records. Her first album, with 10
of her tunes and featuring singer
Efren Santiago and a 36 -piece
orchestra, was produced and recorded in Buenos Aires. Miss Bal seiro's father, Juan Ramon, is
veteran record man with a retail
store in suburban Bayamon. He
is also a composer.
Enrique Maluenda, Chilean lelc-

vision program animator and now
a Puerto Rican resident presented
his 30th one -hour weekly show for
"Super Show Goya" over Channel
7. The show was dedicated and
performed by veteran artist Daniel
Sasstaa, Santos claims to be the
Puerto Rican artist with the most
LP's (260). Lillian Hurst, Puerto
Rican television actress, is coanimator of the show. Although
the Goya Show presents many International artists, the majority of
acts are Puerta Ricans like: Tito
Puente (Tice), El Cran Combo
(EGG), Damry Rivera (Velvet),
YelantBla Monge (Teca). Jose M.
Class (Neliz), Gilberto Momoig
(Cosa),
and
Carmita Jimenez
( Borinquen).
Malamute and Hurst
have also played to 25,000 people
in a Latin package show at Robin
Hood Dell of Fairmont Park, Philadelphia.
In a ceremony held in Bayamon,
mayor Manuel Aponte dedicated
a plaque renaming the street in
which the late Pedro (Piquito)
Marcano, veteran recording artist,
was born. The street will now be
known as Calle Pedro Marcano.
He was among the group of Puerto
Rican artists That started recording
in the 1930's for labels like Victor,
Decca, Sacco, Columbia and others.
In later years, Marrana was successful with his own Conomar
Records. ,
Olga and Tony,
veteran
recording
that
artists
started many years ago in Cuba
and who are presently on Borinquen Records, are reappearing on
the San Juan nightclub circuit with
a new show at Club Ocho Puertas.
They are the parents of Lisette.
also on Borinquen.
Veteran
trumpeter Cuadoli made quite a
hit with his stories of great jam-

convention in Las Angeles awarded
the firm's annual college scholar
ship to dose del Rio, whose fathe
works for United Distributors in
California. The scholarship, given
each year, in the name of a Latin
artist, by Caytronics to the son or
daughter of a person involved in
the record industry honored the
memory of Roberto Clemente....
Larry Harlow's rock opera "Hammy" has been set for Carnegie
Hall March 29. Featured in the
concert, along with Harlow- are
Celia Crua and "Chen' Feliciano,
There will be two performancesat 8 p.m. and midnight, All attend.
ing will be given complimentary
album copies of the opera.
Fania's president Jerry blamed
is currently visiting South America.
Jorge Beillard tells us
that he will be leaving his post
as international representative and
press manager at Fania Records in
late March. He and his family
will be returning to Argentina,
where he plans to remain in the
(Continued on pace 50)
.

.

men on the Kent Hamilton show
on radio WLAC -FM.

E.
I

Latin

vin said, "will continue to grow
rapidly and gain important stature
in the

future."

Carr Folio Is
Put in Spanish
NEW YORK -The Peer-Southere

Organization has released

day

and

2

3

Yesterday)."
With all lyrics in Spanish, the
folio also ncludes a bi- lingual
biography of the Columbia artist. Selections include "It's Impossible." "Love Story," "Y Volvere,"
"Ahora Que Soy Libre," "Pero Te
Extrapo," "Se Acabo," and "La
i

Nave del Olvido."
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JAVIER SOUS
Greatest Hits.

DEL 3202

IVAN GABRIEL

6
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Pague. Peerless 1609

13

LOS GRADUADOS

14
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VICTOR YTURBE
COQE
Mangle 7773

15

JUAN TORRES
Optino Mdrdka. Yd.

15.

Musea

JULIO IGLESIAS

PRODUCER RICHARD Nader, following his introduction by radio personality Pacquito Navarro, left, ad.
dress a crowd of some 16,000 people at the Second Latin Festival at Madison Square Garden, Photo right,
singer Graciela (Musart) is introduced by retired radio personality, Symphony Sid, who flew in from
Puerto Rico for the event Graciela was part of the evening's bill which included El Gran Combo, Tito
Rodriguez, Bobby Cruz and Ricardo Ray, La Lupe, Dizzy Gillespie, Machito, Joe Bataan, and Wilie Colon.
Navarro and Sid shared the emcee duties for the concert. Another Latin Festival is scheduled for the Garden. June 2.
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folio of Vikki Carr's LP Vikki
Cart en Espanol (The Hits of To-

LP's

JAVIER SOLIS

No

Capre, white attending Ihr HARM

distribution and exposure as we've
done instead of letting it sit." She-

Grealest Hits. Daybooks 1012

5

NEW YORK

Mexican sound."
Musimex Records started first
as a licensee itself. They still license the DLV (Rovi in USA),
Sonomex, Taurus and Cisne labels
from Mexico. They have released
a
budget line -of tape cartridges
at $3.98. They also have started a
line for experimenting with new
artists called Ranchero.
"Since Latin music is a catalog
business, it is very secure, and
handled properly through correct

IN LOS ANGELES

ANTONIO CONTRERAS

Gytronic Corp. president

-

i

Hot

.

.

.

.

tended to Texas with a staff totalling over 15 people between the
two cities. Shevin said that they are
always looking for ndependent
producers, artists and hopefully
licensees from all over the world.
"Japan is a very lucrative market
right now," he commented, "and
going to be very receptive to the

Internalional News Reports
A &M Marketing Step -Up Seen
In Wake of New Appointments
-A

LONDON
general stepping up of A &M's activities in the field
will soon be under way following
the appointment of John Mair as
general sales manager. Mair joined
the company last week from
Phonogram, where he accepted a
similar post.
Commenting on Mair's appoint.
ment managing director Derek
Green said, "We can't continue to
hide behind the old A &M image
that we are a small creative company surrounded by larger companies forever. We've got to grow
because of our energy and new

product.

have now reached
the stage when we must break
product at dealer level and not
just rely on the old creativity image "
A &M has five field salesmen in
the U.K. and Mair will be responWe

sible for further development of
this errs.
Mair (41) has several years experience in selling, joining Phonogram from EMI where he was
London area sales manager. He
joined EMI in 1964 from Lugtons
where he had been a salesman for
three years and he entered the

B&C- Charisma Label
Widens Cos' Base
LONDON -Mooniest,

a

joint

venture label backed by the B &CCharisma companies, will function
as a
"quality' pop label, thus
broadening the creative base of the
two companies' major involvement
in the reggae and contemporary
fields.
Mooncrest, jointly headed by
BAC's Lee Gopthal and Charisma's
Tony Stratton Smith, will make its
first appearance on March 23, with
singles by Nazareth, Python Lee
(formerly Python Lee Jackson)
with Dana Gillespie as lead singer,
and A and A North, 20- year -old
Welsh twin brothers, who are produced by songwriter Ronnie Scott.
On the same date, two albums will
be released- "Razamanaz" by Nazareth and "Sunny Days" by the
Canadian band Lighthouse.
Nazareth is a former B &C act,
as is another of Mooncrest's first
signings, Welsh
singer Ritchie
Francis. Also contracted to the new
label is eight -year -old Donna New.
man from Manchester, who has
recently been seen on television's
"Midweek" and "Junior Bandbox"
programs.
With B &C supplying marketing
services, Mooncresl will be run
by a management committee comprising, in addition to Gopthal and
Stratton Smith, Clive Crawley
(label and promotion manager).
formerly promotion manager for
B &C- Charisma, Mike De Havilland, manager of the Mooncresl
publishing subsidiary, and B &C
directors, Jim Flynn and Fred
Parsons. Haul Griffiths has been
named press officer. The label will
be administered from the BBC offices as will all activities involving
records. Charisma management and
agency activities will remain at
the old address.

Introduction of Mooncresl follows the development of B &C as a
marketing company and the phasing out of the B &C and Peg
labels. "The emphasis will be on
quality pop singles as a means of
breaking
albums,"
commented
Stratton Smith. "We will not be
rushing things and in the first
year are planning on a maximum
of 12 albums, building up to 20
in 1974. In the first year we shall
be concentrating on eight artists."
B &C now has nine salesmen on

'Fresh' Sub -Pubs
Names Overseas
NEW YORK

-

The following
foreign sub-publishers have been
set for Capitol Recording artists
Raspberries "Fresh" LP by C.A.M.U.S.A. principals Vittorio Benedetto and Jimmy tanner; CAM
Australia in Australia; Herman
Brauer, Belgium; CAM London,
England;
Musicales
Claude Pascal, France; CAM
s.p.a., Italy; Japan CAM, Japan;
Ediciones Musicales Hispavox S.A.,
Spain; Air Music Scandinavia,
Sweden and Veronica Music in

Editions

Holland.

the road and has plan to increase
that number in readiness for a
major sales campaign in September.
With the exception of a deal
with EMI for Switzerland. no overseas arrangements have been made
and neither has any agreement
been reached for tape duplication
and marketing, pending a decision
on whether this should be handled
in tern ally.

From The

Music Capitals

record industry in 1959 as a Pye
van salesman in the Lancashire
area.

Main's appointment further
strengthens A &M's management
team and follows the recent appointment of Dave Margereson as
head of a &r.
3 Acts Cut
Since his appointment as managing director, Green has dropped
three ads from the label and has
just signed his first. Through a
deal with Jim Dolan and Mike
Dawson -managers of A &M act
the Strawbs -Green has signed a
worldwide deal with a 12 -piece
rock orchestra Esperanto headed
by Raymond Vincent.
Green said that he now wants
to concentrate heavily on the
label's U.K. acts and is planning
several major campaigns for the
coming months.
The first will be built around
the new double album by Humble
Pie called "Eat It," which is issued on March 16. The company
will have a special Humble Pie
truck visiting dealers throughout
the U.K. to promote the act. To
back up the release, A &M is also
taking time on Radio Luxembourg
and a competition in one of the
consumer pop magazines is being
arranged.

t

Luxembourg Gets
RTL-At-France Tie

the request of
LONDON
RTL- France, Radio Luxembourg's

British service has taken over the
station's late night weekday broadcasting on longwave.
from
midnight -3
Broadcasts,
will
be
transmitted
live from
a.m.,
Luxembourg by the team of British
disk jockeys, speaking in English
and probably working on a rota
basis.

Programs will be compiled in
London by program director Ken
Evans and it is intended to adhere
to 208's perry style of presentation
which reckons to feature 18 tracks
per hour compared to about six in
French
hit
France. Although
parade material will be included,

will be in moderation" and
most of the records played will be
these

of English or American origin.
However, Alan Keen, Luxembourg's London general manager.
insisted that the U.K. takeover of
RTL is designed only to boost that
station's audience, although reception in Britain is, both during the
day and at nighttime, of good quality, despite the fact that transmission is not beamed toward these
shores.

"These shows are purely for
France -we would not wish to
compete with ourselves," conmented Keen, who added that in
accordance with a policy initiated
last autumn, advertising from British sources would be accepted for
RTL's programs.
Keen declined to speculate on
the possibility of an extension of
201's influence on the French pro.
grams to take in airtime before
midnight. "A survey of listeners
will be carried out after four weeks
for reaction -after that, who can
say what will happen?"
In England, 13,920,000 people
listen to Radio Luxembourg. according to the latest market research figures to be released by
the radio stations.
Luxembourg also reported this
week that its English service is
heard by 958,800 people in Denmark, according to a separate serer carried out in the country.
The survey also found that 29
percent of the 15 to 19- year -old
age group in the country listened
to Luxembourg every night.

U.K. Dollar Devaluation Has

Little Immediate Effect

LONDON -The devaluation of
the dollar appears to have had
little immediate effect so far on
the U.K. record and audio indus-

tris

although on the hardware
side, the longterm effects are less
certain. The devaluation has only
meant a change of about three
percent and after all, as executives
in all sectors of the industry have
pointed out, dealing with fluctuating exchange rates is nothing new

here particularly since the £ was
floated last year.
Reflecting the feelings of most
record companies, Reg Novell,
British Decca's capon manager.
commented: 'Them has really
been no effect so far-the devaluation was so small that it doesn't
make a great deal of difference to
us.

Novell added: What we are far
more worried about is the new
protection tariffs President Nixon

might put on imported goods. If
the new tariffs are introduced. it
is almost certain that the first
things to suffer will be luxury
goods -including records."
Publishers are slightly more affected by the devaluation than record firms because of the larger
quantities of money involved -advances and royalties coming from
the U.S. but most publishing executives also appeared relatively
unconcerned about the move. As
Ben Nisbet, managing director of
Big Ben Music explained: "It is
something we have just gat to live
wish- anyway, we have ban used
to marginal fluctuations since the
Boating of the
The devaluation has also caused
no serious immediate problems for
the hardware industry although
some companies have warned that
there might have to be price adjristments at some future date.

£.'
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of the World
DUBLIN

AUSTRALIA
Ron Hurst, head of M7 Records,
announces the new budget line titled Rainbow. Ron has employed
the services of N.S.W. Newsweek
chief David Smallbone to handle
publicity. His first assignment "50
Million Blow Flyd" by artist
Frankie Davidson has already
been shown on three National TV
shows, the News with Mr. Beale
Minister for the Environment
Community singing outside Perlis ment House..
Shunned Radio
Air Play, M7 feel they may break
this record without the power of
airtime on the record.... Carly
Simon has two records in the top
10. "You're So Vain" at No. 1 and
"I've Out To Have You" close behind.
. . Ross Ryan, new EMI
artist has radio acceptability before
.

release.

EMI's Peter Dawkins reports
that producer Rod Coe has a potential winner in his new artist
Richard Carl and his latest single
"Friendship Train."
Ron Tudor, Fable manager, announced
that Brian Cadd will have his Australian his released in America on
the Chelsea label and Robin Jolley's " Marshalls Portable Music
Machine," also written by Cadd,
has its American release March I
on MGM.
Gay and John
Kaye have a recording contract set
with A.T.A. through Booking
Agent Tony Brady.
.
Phonogram records held a reception for
G. Wayne Thomas' and John English's new label Warm & Genuine.
Both started the label featuring
themselves and Dinah Lee as artists all with a single and album re-

...

.

.

lease.

Off"

has ended, the early evening

show "Tangents" will, in addition
to its usual pop spots, have a 45minute program on pop once a
fortnight. On the first program will
be Brlmley Schwarz, Bees Make
Honey and Frankie Miller.
Polydor starts a new tape division
This week, headed by George Butler. Commented general manager
John Woods "Our aim is to expand
the tape business into areas such
as garages, camera shops, newsagents and chemists."
EMI is due to launch a new
budget -priced label later this year.
According to EMI's Sheldon Heller, it will cater exclusively for Irish
artists. At the moment Talisman
is the outlet for such local material,
but the label also releases Scottish
product. Heller also introduced the
Tralee label recently, but this is
a full -price outlet for Irish artists.
Distribution of A&M has
switched from Polydor to Symphola.
Alan SBvell's "Renaissance of the Celtic Harp" (Philips),
which includes the young Breton's
arrangements of several Trish folk
tunes, is proving to be a very
strong seller.... Ronnie Drew of
the Dubliners starts his own television series in April and his guests
are likely to include Julie Fells,
Spite Milligan and Lynn Redgrave.
.

KEN STEWART

.

JOHN BROMWELL

HAMBURG
Wolf

Bruemmel,

the

former

press relations chief al EMI Electrola has joined Maritim Records
in Hamburg.... BASF has signed

singer Ingeborg Halblein to record
label.... Bellaphon Records has started a new series,
Echoes of an Era, with five jazz
albums.... Jochen Von Bredow
has become the. new TV contacter
at Electrola.

for the

TORONTO
CBL Radio, the CBS AM outToronto, is running a new
program concentrating on the
Maple Music scene. Called 'The
Gramophone," the SS- minute show
let in

runs at 12:10 a.m. Tuesday and is
hosted by Wayne Dion. A recent
gnat was Edward Bear's Larry

troy.

Interestingly, the concept of the
show came from a program which
premiered on Mohawk College
Radio called "These 2 Hours."
Dion and producer Stuart Farago,
himself a musician and composer,
plan a panel discussion on the Canadian musk scene in the near future with representativa from all
areas. There are plans to launch

...

'The Gramophone" on

Although RTE television's "Spin

a

national

basis.

The followup to Edward Bear's
million -selling "Last Song' is
called "Close Your Eyes," and it

will be released simultaneously in
the U.S. and Canada at the end
of the month. Meantime the "Edward Bear" album is now Canada's
top -selling LP on the U.S. charts.
surpassing both the Guess Who and

Lighthouse.
Anne Murray
drew raves for her SRO Massey
Hall concert this week. ...Polydor has bought a package of 1.3
billboards (in Toronto, Montreal

and Quebec City) in a special Slade
campaign
the first time, says
Polydor's press officer Bill Noran
-that billboards have been need
in Quebec. Atkisson Danko and
Ford at the Riverboat this week
for Columbia.... Label also reported to have signed Danny MeBride, brother of Bob McBride,
Lighthouse trod singer -deal was
negotiated by McBride's manager
Sohn Brower.... The Alvin Jones

-it's

Ensemble at the Colonial Tavern
this week, drawing enthusiastic
crowds.
The Bells drew more fans last
Saturday at a suburban hold in
Montreal than Ian and Sylvia attracted to Place des Arts.
Epiis Smton Brorhees at Carleton
University, Ottawa (6 -10).
Good radio reaction to the group's
first album.

WOLFGANG SPARR

LONDON
Nick Firth, who for the past
few years has been working for
Chappell in New York in the international department, is moving
here to become general manager
of a new division, Chappell Intl.
The new division will be responsible for developing and co- ordinating Chappell's international activities with its overseas subsidiaries.
Firth will report to Chappell managing director Boh Montgomery.
In addition, Don Dive, assistant
head of promotion at Decca. is
joining Chappell on March 26 as
manager of promotion and public
relations, a newly created post. He
will report to Harold Geller, head
of Chappell's standard catalog department.
.
Music Sales has
bought the old established music

firm of Clifford

Essex

and the

monthly BMG magazine for an
undisclosed sum. Not included i
the Music Sala deal is the Clifford
Essex musical instrument and repair shop.
Wise
Billboard that many
the
publications
Clifford Essex
which
include several tutors for fretted
instruments would be redesigned
and that some of Music Sales' own
tutors will be transferred to a new
company, Clifford Essex /Music
Soles.

Classical conductor Carlo Gin lini will conduct and record in
Britain exclusively with the Lon don Philharmonic Orchestra from
autumn next year. Giulini is under an exclusive recording contract
with EMI and both the company
and the I-PO say that it is likely
that during the next three years he
will
the LPO in important
recording projects.
Rex Old field, former pop product manager
at Phonogram, has joined CBS as
manager, special projects. Oldfield
(Continued on page 50)
.
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International News Reports

More Defective Disks in U.K.
Continued front now 3
consider Pye's manufacturing
standards are at least on

a

par

with other firms.
"I recognize that there is a lot
of inferior playing equipment
around which causes problems with
some product."
CBS disk cutter Brain East
agreed to a certain extent and
pointed out that often when a
member of the public complained
about a defective record there was
evidence of mishandling by the
Person concerned.
He told Billboard, "Short of investigating every rejected disk it

would be impossible to pinpoint
the exact reason for the fault. It
could be the cutting, erasing or
mishandling."
Another comment by Malcolm
Davies found support from EMI's
director of production and studios,
Roy Matthews. Davies said: It
boils down to a question of
whether we are making records for
the average consumer or for the
select few who have quality hi -fi
equipment."
Jumping Occurs
Matthews explained: 'nth certain kinds of music- notably rock
and progressive -jumping does oc-

Swedish Entry Chosen
For Eurovision Contest

-

STOCKHOLM
The Swedish
entry for this year's Eurovision
Song Contest on April 7 in Luxembourg will be "Sommaren Son
Aldrig Sager Nej" (The Summer
That Never Says No). The melody
was written by Carl -Axel and
Monica Dominique, members of
the Swedish pop -jazz group Solar
Plexus, and its lyrics were penned
by Lan Forssell, a member of the
Swedish Authors Academy.
The song was selected at an
eliminating contest held here on
Feb. 10. It was performed by
Malta, a duo comprising Goran
Fristorp and Claes of Geijerstam,
who will sing it in Luxembourg
under the name of Goran and
Claes. Their single of the song will
be released by EMI on March 5,
and their debut LP is scheduled
for the end of this month.

Second in the eliminating contest
was "1 Varan Varld" (In Our
World) sung by Decca artist Ann Kristin Hedmark and written by
Bengt -Arne and Anja Nocini-Watlin. Third was "Ring, Ring^ per-

formed by Benny Andersson, AnniFrid Lyngstad, Bjorn Ulvaeus and
Agnetha Faitskog, and this would
have been the public's choice ac'
cording to press opinion the following day.
It was written by Andersson and
Ulvaeus with Stig Anderson of
Polar Records, and has English
lyrics penned by Neil Sedaka.
Fourth in the elimination was "Oh,
Vilken Nadia Dag" (Oh, What a
Beautiful Day) sung by Polar artist Ted Gardestad, who also composed it with lyrics by his brother
Kenneth Gardestad.

Registers Peak Year
In Sales; Up $5 Million
EES

By

MUNICH

-It was indeed

a

WALT TROTT
rec-

ord year for European Exhange
System (EES) music sales in 1972.
Hitting a high, EES record, tape
and cassette sales totaled some
$14.2 million, more than S5 million above the previous year's receipts, reported Wally Camp. EES
record buyer.
"The best -selling album in our
stores during 1972 was Isaac
Hayes' film soundtrack LP Shaft,'"
he said. Roberta Flack scored as
the best -selling female artist on
albums, while Neil
Diamond
placed tops among the male in
LP sales. Alice Cooper nudged
1971 winners Grand Funk Railroad out of sop spot among pop rock groups.
Best soul sellers were Roberta
Flack and Al Green. Charley Pride
was far -and -away the leader in

country sales, while Lynn Anderson was tops among the female
stars. Best group, according to
sales, was the Jackson Five, with
the Statler Brothers earning that
honor in the country field.
"Country continues to be a
strong selling category, but it's
also the most unpredictable," continued Camp. "However, soul is
ever -increasing and remains a very
strong category which is on an unending upward sales path."
Partly responsible for the record gross was the rise in LP prices
at the post exchanges during the
year. At the start of '72, a single record album cost customers $2.50,
rising to $2.75 in April. and finally
jumping to the present $2.95 per
LP in October.
"At the present time, there are
no plans to raise the album costs
beyond the current prices," says
Camp.

Finnish Hits
On 9 -LP Set
HELSINKI- Valitut Peist, the
Finnish subsidiary of the international Reader's Digest publishing company, will soon release one
of the most ambitious albums in
the history of the Finnish record
industry. It will be called "Saturday Favorites," and will cover
most Finnish hits from 1928 to
1972 in a nine -LP collection featuring 108 songs and 78 artists.
The album has been compiled
by Pekka Grons and Toivo Karki,
two well -known experts on Finnish popular music, and all the
songs are by the original artists.
Included will be almost all the
gold award hits such as "Remember Montrepos" by Annikki Tahti,
which reputedly saved Skandia
Musiikki from bankruptcy in the
late fifties; "Emma," the first gold
award, and eleven othen.
The albums will be contained
in a de luxe box, and has been
manufactured in England. It will
retail here at $40.

Final results of EES' 1972 sales
champions are-Best selling albums: Isaac Hayes' "Shaft" -Most
popular female album star: Roberta Flack, followed by Carole King.
-Most popular males in LP sales:

-

Neil Diamond and Cat Stevens.
Most popular pop group: Alice

Cooper and Chicago. -Most popular soul artists; Roberta Flack (female) and Al Green (male).
Most poplar country artists: Charley Pride (male) and Lynn Anderson (female). -Most popular soul
group: Jackson Five and The
Temptations,
popular
country groups: Statler Brothers
and Danny Davis and the Nash-

-

-Most

ville Brass.

'Harmony' Rights
NEW YORK -Record licensing
and sub -publishing rights to

Kaplan's

"Harmony,"

Anie

currently

climbing the European charts, have
been assigned to CBS Sugar Rec-

and Edizioni April Music.
Italy. The song appears on the
"Confessions of a Male Chauvinist Pig" LP, originally released in
the U.S. The deal was coordinated
by CBS Records Intl.

ords

cur. There has to be a compromise
between producen who want certain levels on their recordings and
the customers' facilities. I have
every sympathy with the cus-

tomers."
However, he did not feel that
the percentage of badly pressed
records was increasing except in
direct proportion to the number
of records being manufactured.
RCA's marketing manager Geoff
Hannington agreed with this last
point, commenting: "I'm not trying
to be complacent, I get very cross
when I hear about records being
returned. It is infuriating for a
customer to buy a faulty product
When someone has paid money for
a record they should be able to
expect that it will be Bat and play
without jumping.
"But our figures have not increased at all on faulty records.
What you must remember is that
when you are producing goods in
such massive quantities as we are
then it would be silly to expect
that there will be no rejects.

"More records are being made

more people are buying
thand
em and no you must expect a
proportionate number of faults."

Finnish Fight Flares
For Tape Sales $
HELSINKI -Currently

one of
the fastest developing tape markets in Europe, Finland is becoming a sates battleground between
various tape enterprises. Two years
ago there was only one tape duplicating plant here, but now there
are four, although Finland still has
only one record pressing factory,
Finnvox, with a daily capacity of
about 9,500 disks. Cassettes and
8 -track cartridges now account for
some 40 percent of the total Fin-

nish music market.
The most recent tape enterprise
in the field is Oy Mainos- TV -Reklam Ab. 18 months old and known
until now for its commercial TV
programs on the Yleisradio network. In terms of tape, MTV has
specialized in cassettes and videotapes of educational material for
industrial, business administration
and communal training purposes.
Using Ampex CD-200 equipment, the company attained a daily
production capacity of 450 cassette units. On the video side,
MTV also functions as a custom

CKGM the Top Rocker
MONTREAL

-

By RITCHIE YORKE

For the

fini

time in more than a decade, Montreal's top -rating English station is
a rocker -the Geoff Stirling -owned
AM outlet, CKGM.
According to the latest figura
released by the Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement
this
week,
CKGM has overtaken the long -established number one English station, CLAD, an MOR operation.
CKGM, which is managed by
Jim Sward and program director
John Mackey, has a cumulative
audience of 489,300, compared
with CJAD'a 463,100. CKAC, the
top French station, has an audience of 735,000 in this market,
which is close to 90 percent
French- speaking.
CKGM's Jim Sward estimates
that despite its English content,
fully 60 percent of the station's
audience have French as their first
language. CKGM sister station,
CHOM -FM, Montreal's only progressive outlet, now has a cumulative audience of 252,600, or 10th
in a market of 18 stations.
One of the minor surprises of
the new BBM survey was the lack
of significant audience gain by
CFOX, Montreal's only country

Stereodyne
Bows Complex
TORONTO -Stereodyne organ-

ized its first national sales meeting last week and unveiled its new

office- warehouse complex.
Essentially considered as a tape
hacker, Stereodyne has been quietly expanding its operation and is
now offering what is widely regarded as one of the finest tape duplicating services on the conti-

nent

Stereodyne president, Ron Newman and vice president Bob Nbrr
conducted branch managers and
sales staff on a tour of the company's new facilities. The company
now employs more than 100 persons and has 15 service trucks in
operation. Its 1972 sales were in
excess of $3- million.
Newman said that Stereodyne is
hopeful of becoming a "total music company"
in the coming
months. The company already
claims to have several licensing
agreements with international labels. On the hardware side, Stereodyne has been doing well with the
I.eBo line of 8 -track playback
equipment. Stereodyne's executive
lineup includes Bob Lovell handling profit control. Jim McNaul
as credit manager, chief accountant Ron Castro. and Clyde Mc-

Gregor,

formerly

with

Warner
Bros. and Playboy Records.

48
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station. Purchased six months ago
by CFGM, the Toronto country

station, CFOX has gained very few
listeners with its new format, and
remains near the bottom of the
pile.
CFOX came in with 105,900
people, or 16th. It would appear
that Montreal is nowhere near as
country-oriented as Toronto, where
CFGM has made strong strides in
audience gain over two years. The
results are expected to bring about
much change in traditional MOR
formats, which have been the
mainstay of Montreal radio for
many years.

CBS Opens

New Plant
In Sp ain
NEW YORK-Discos CBS of
Spain has opened a new pressing
plant, with an annual capacity of
six million records, near the out-

skirts of Madrid. The facility will
also serve as the warehouse and
distribution center for the label.
Attending the opening ceremonies in Spain were Peter de
Rougemont, vice president CBS
International in charge of European operations, Max Wyngaard,
regional director, Tomas Munoz
Romera, director general of Discos CBS. as well as a number of
local officials and executives of
the Spanish Federation of the Record Industry.
Built in nine months, the plant
was constructed to handle projected sala increases predicted by
label executives for 1973.

7 Cos. in U.K.

Sue

for Piracy

Continued from page

1

copyright and are demanding that
all tapes involved be given up by
the chain.

Among the tapes involved in
the action are "A Man and His
Music" by Frank Sinatra; the Bee
Gees, "Trafalgar"; the Beatles,
"Abbey Road ": "Bark" by Jefferson Airplane; "Best of Elvis "; Vol-

ume I, "Santana Ill"; "Blood.
Sweat and Tears" and Carole King's
'Tapestry"
of which have
been on sale at Marble Arch
shops.

-all

service, utilizing its IVC and Vide con equipment and mobile studio.
The company also markets various

video record playback equipment
on a licensed basis, but priced at
$1,300 plus color set, these units
have not sold well, and there are
only about 500 in use. The situation is expected to improve when
Philips and Sony playback equipd
ment costing between $700
$1,000 is introduced into the Finnish market in 1975, and it is anticipated that production of Finnish videocassette will begin on
a large scale at that time.
According to MTV tape operations director Heikki Lampela, the
company is negotiating with two
local disk firms about production
deals for cassettes and videotape.
When these talks are concluded,
MTV plans to increase its daily
cassette duplication capacity to
2,000, and will add to its duplicating equipment to meet demand,
including overseas orders.

Mamma Prepares
Finnvox, the leading and most
widely used duplicator in the
country, is preparing for N increase in competition. Finnvox
studio chief Erkki Erlesuo said
that in the end it will be the quality that counts, and believes that
savings made in high -speed production will be lost in reduced technical quality. His company is using
Asana equipment with six slaves,
and has a daily capacity of 2,000
casettes.
"I feel that four domestic duplicaton serving the local music market is too many," said Ertesuo,
"and in the end there will be room
only for two or perhaps three." He
also believes that the number of
Scandinavian and other European
duplicators handling Finnish product is rapidly decreasing because
the quality and cost level of Finnish duplicating is very competitive.
'We've just received a remarkable order from Belgium which
tells everything," he added. Ertesuo regards the audiovisual sector
as very quiet for the immediate
future. Video disks and cassettes
will not arrive before 1975, and
there are many problems including cost and copyright to resolved.
Stereokasetti co-founder and diis indigrector Martin Brusha
nant because Finnish record companies have been favoring overseas
duplicators rather than local enterprises. His anger is emphasized by
the fact that Stereokasetti sent

product to international comparison tests in Austria last year, and
returned with top honors.
The company is using de luxe Telex equipment with 12
slaves, and has a daily production
tuned

capacity of 1,800 cassettes. In its
initial days, Stereokasetti concentrated on language and literary
repertoire, but now this represents
only 30 percent of its output.
Finnsound has been duplicating
cassettes for only six months, and
is basically a record company. "We
entered cassette duplicating for the
sake of quality," co -owner and general manager Aarono Rannen declared. Finnsound is using specially -built equipment, and is producing 250 cassettes each day. Like
everybody interviewed, Raninen
thinks that cassettes will eventually
overtake records.
This summa is predicted to be
the best ever with regard to tape
prospects, with more and more
youngsters going on vacation with
their own tape equipment In locations like Lappland, where electricity is still considered as one of
the seven wonders of the world,
cassette equipment is doing extremely well. There are some extensive tape campaigns planned,

including

from

Finnlevy,
whose catalog together with its
sister company Scandia- Musiikki
one

is very impressive.

An additional factor helping the
blossoming tape market is believed
to be the shortage of music on
radio and TV, and what there is
does. not appeal to the youngsters.
MARCH 10, 1973, BILLBOARD

Would
you like a slice of
this cake?

was rather big,
because we had every 4th single record sold
in Germany.
In 1972 our slice

Germany

Arlala-Eurodlsc GmbH
8000 MOnchen 80

StalnhauserStraBe3

France

Austria

Arlala Sehallplatten 0ee. m.

b. H.

Wien
Meldlingen HauptetraBe 83
A -1120

Editions Musicales Arabella S.A.R.L,
18. rue Bellroy
92- Neuilly
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Netherlands

Ariole- Ecrodito Benelux
Bean 15
Haarlem

Spain

N. V.

Ariole -Eurodlsc B.A.
Celle Aragón 204
Barcelona 11

Switzerland

Muelkvertrleb Zürich AG
CH -8040 Zürich
Badener Strata 555

International News Reports

Tornio Motown Sets U.K. Prod
Co. as 1st Step in Expansion
By BOB

LONDON -Tamla Motawn is
the first phase of a
major international expansion plan
with the formation of a new U.K.
production company which will be
beginning

responsible for the acquisition of
British talent. This will be the first
time British artists have been
signed directly to the company
previous deals were for third party
product.
The production company, as yet
unnamed, will be headed by Trevor

-

Churchill, formerly head of the
Rolling Stones label's U.K. operation, together with John Marshall,
deputy international director. "This
is something Motown has never
done before -the idea came from
the Stairs, but we've been pushing

for

of operation in
Britain for some time," commented
Marshall.
this

kind

Churchill will

be responsible

for

Cassidy U.K.

Arrival to Be
Hush -Hush

LONDON -To avoid the possibility of crowd hysteria, elaborate
steps

are being taken to ensure
David Cassidy's arrival in
Britain on Monday (12), will be
unpublicized.
One reason given is that Heathrow Airport authorities have put
a ban on any announcement of
expected arrival by pop stars. But
in fact, all of Cassidy's movements,
outside of his concert appearances.
are to be veiled in secrecy to avoid
repetition of the events during
the artist's last U.K. visit when
hordes of young fans apparently
followed him everywhere.
Reason for Cassidy's visit is a

that

series of 10 concerts plus TV appearances. Robert Paterson is pro-

moting the concerts, six of which
are to be at Wembley's Empire
Pool within the space of three
days.

The first dates of the British
visit are at Manchester's Belle Vue
theater on March 13 and 14 when
there will be two concerts on both
days.

Cassidy then comes to London
for a Friday (16) appearance at
the Empire Pool. On Saturday (17)
there will be three concerts at
Wembley followed by two concerts
on Sunday.
Cassidy's visit is part of a European tour beginning in Dusseldorf
on March 3. He arriva in Amsterdam for the Stan of his itinerary
on March 2 on a Pan Am flight
and from there he will pick up the
chartered plane which will be used
for the rest of the European tour.

New Canadian
Budget Seen
Aid to U.S., U.K.
OTTAWA -The new tax- cutting

Federal Budget announced in the
House of Commons this week by
finance minister John Turner provides two important reductions for
the music industry.
A new duty of 13 percent applies to records and pre -recorded
tapes imported into Canada from
the U.S. or Europe. Previous figure was 20 percent.
Educational and instructional
sound recordings containing learning material for the arts, sciences.
professions, crafts and trades will
now enter Canada duty-free. In
the past, a 15 percent to 20 percent
duty was imposed.
The new duties are expected to
cause retailers to import mom
product from the U.S. and Britain.

Autonomous
The new company is also planning to sign British producers to
work not only with U.K. acts, but
also with Motown's existing roster
of American talent. "We've been

budget from the States, but
be an autonomous operation in the U.K. Only when American Motown artists are involved
will we be working with the States.
We have a free hand to develop
British talent," Marshall said.
Product from the new company
will be aimed at the British market
initially, although there are tentative plans for Churchill and Marshall to personally promote British
material in the U.S.

given
we

a

will

All's Quieton the ASCAP Front
ANGELES -The Ameri-

can Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers' (ASCAP) continuing battle for licensing agreements has reached the skirmish
stage, according to the several reports presented to a membership
meeting here Wednesday (28).
Typical of the fronts was local
radio, where Judge Ryan had
agreed to a joint proposal from
the society and ASCAP, wherein
the commercial rate drops from
2 percent to 1.725 percent. Gerald
Marks, chairman of the executive

committee, explained that despite
the rate slash, ASCAP payments
will soon reach parity and overall
there will be an increase because
of the growth of AM and FM stations nationally. He reported that
TV stations could have terminated
license agreement that continues
through 1977 by notification before Jan. 1, 1973, but they did not
terminate "and ASCAP will not
end it either," according to society
president Stanley Adams.
Adams reiterated his 1972 objective to license public broadcasting, which he stated pays many
professional fees and salaries but
bypasses ASCAP licensing. Muzak.
he said, is

trying to pare its $27

Devalues ,
Sony 'Devalues';
Raises Prices
NEW YORK -The recent decision by the U.S. Government to
devalue the dollar is already having its effect on the prices of con-

sumer electronics products imported into this country.
Spearheading the trend towards
price increases is the Sony Corp.
of America which has announced
that it has raised the retail prices
on some of its compact music systems by at least $10. All Trinitron color TV sets have gone up
in price by 520. The prices became effective March I.
According to Raymond Steiner.
senior vice president at Sony, the
price increases were necessary because of the effect of the recent
dollar devaluation on imported
products. He added that Sony will
do its best to maintain the new
price level.
U.S. Pioneer has also announced
its intention to raise prices on most
of its hi -fi components as of April
I. The hike is expected to be as
much as 16 percent in some cases.
Like Sony, most of Pioneer's products are manufactured in the Far
East and imported into this country.

Chappell Forms
Intl. Division
NEW YORK -Chappell Inferno
tional, a division of Chappell &
Co. Ltd., has been formed to ca
ordinate and develop the firm's
activities
England,
bwellnas with
other
wide subsidiaries.
Nick Firth, in charge of internaRonal operations for Chappell &
Co., Inc. N. Y., and general manager of lntersong- U.S.A., will relocate to London to become gen.
eral manager of the new division.
its

Music Capitals
of the World

PARTRIDGE

the acquisition and development of
British talent for worldwide release. He will also be involved in
publishing, promotion and general
a&r activities. First signing is expected within two months.

LOS

From The

per location payment, but this is
in negotiation. He cautioned that
the Fortnightly case might endanger the 1931 precedent in the
case of Buck vs. Jewel LaSalle,
which made it possible to license
music over radio loud speakers.

Output in Canuda
Dips for December

-

OTTAWA
Although produclion of records in Canada for 1972
was higher than the 1971 figure,
the official figures for December
indicated a decrease of about 7
percent over the same period in
the previous year.
Statistics Canada report that
5.05 million records were manufac-

tured in December, compared with
5.33 million in December 1971.
Pre -recorded tape production, however, increased from 563,000 to
830,000 in the same period.

Nathan Firm,
Sugarmusic Pact
J.

MILAN-John Nathan's OverMusic is to represent in the
U.S. and Canada with immediate
effect the Milan -based Sugarmusic
Publishing Group through a deal
signed at the end of last month
between the two companies. Overseas Music will both acquire new
copyrights for Sugarmusic and
promote the Italian firm's existing
catalog.
Nathan will be meeting Giu.
seppe Giannini, a director of CBS/
Sugar, when the Italian comes to
New York later this month as part
of a general fact finding survey
of the state of American music
industry.
seas

Polydor Handles
Silver Blue
NEW YORK -Silver Blue Reca newly formed label here,
will be distributed by Polydor Rea
ords, according to Joel Diamond,
president of the label, and Jerry
Schoenbaum, president of Polydor,
ords,

Inc.
The first product to be distributed under the agreement is the
single "For Your Precious Love."
by. the r &b group the Invitations.
Diamond stated that additional
product, to be recorded by newly
label acts, will be released
signed the next few months. He
within
added that Silver Blue is also
looking to purchase new masters.

Johnny Marks'

Wife

Is Dead

NEW YORK- Margaret Marks.
wife of songwriter /publisher John ny Marks. died Feb. 19.
the
30
she acted

anradvisor
the writing of his lyrics and music. During World War. II she worked with
the war information office in
London; later she became fashion
advertising manager for Macy's.
Mrs. Marks is survived by her
husband and three children.
an

50
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Continued from page 46
will be involved in CBS' entry
into the bargain -price record market utilizing old and new product,
both international and domestic.
As part of a drive for greater
promotion on Southern Music's
Spark label, Colin Hadley's McKinley Marketing Services has been
appointed as marketing consultants. Additonally, managing director Bob Kingston is on the lookout for a label manager whose responsibilities will include liaison
with McKinley and licensees Pye

Records.... WEA

is releasing a
new mid -price re -issue series called
Masters next week. The albums
will encompass material on all

three WEA

companies, Warner,
Elektra and Atlantic. The series
was originally conceived as 'Atlantic Masters' by label manager
Susses Mardi; based on a similar
American project called "Their
Greatest Recordings." The albums
in the initial release includes product by Eric Clapton, the Everly
Brothers, the Coasters and Buffalo
Springfield.... Jo'Bnrg Hawk, a
new South African rock band has
been signed to the Charisma label.
.

EMI

is releasing seven Cree-

deune Clearwater Revival albums
next week, making available the

-a

group's entire album output
big
hits compilation album, "Creedence
Gold" was issued in January.

MONTREAL
Rainbow Magazine has announced exccuaive U.S. and Canada reprinting rights to articles
from England's New Musical Express and Disc-the magazine will
announce U.S. publishing plans
shortly.
Skip Fox of Media
Men promoting Major Hoople's
Boarding House and La Troupe
Grotesque at Humber College this
. Anne Murray recordweek..
ing followup to "Danny's Song"
.

.

.

UA getting strong ac
first Karl Erikson single.
"Midnight Road."
Tommy

"Yes."

.

.

Lion on the

.

Banks' new 16 -track studio in Ed
monton now operating and Banks
was in Toronto last week negoti
ating an independent production
deal.
GRT has named March "Lighthouse Month in Canada"
the
label is making available a film
clip of "Sunny Days" and a onehour radio documentary.
Many major stations, including
CBUM and CKGM, went right on
the new Keith Hampshire A&M
single, "The First Cut Is the Deepest' from his forthcoming album.
Cheech and Chong cutting
material for new album in Montreal.... Polydor's Lori Bruner
busy with local appearances by the
Bee Gees, Irish Rovers, Arthur
Fieldler, Chuck Mangione and
Rory Gallagher
a new musical
revue "Of Moon and June and
Honeymoon
.
and "Countless
Plastic Things" opened here this
week with excellent reviews.
Patti Page into the Royal York
Imperial Room
the Nova
Scotia Dept. of Education claims
it has the best radio announcer
training facility in Canada, following recent renovation and equipment modernization.
Boot
Records' Jury Rrytulk returned
from sessions in Jamaica -while
there he apparently spent a couple
of days cruising at sea with Cat
Stevens, also recording on the
island.
Decca is to release the
latest Stom in' Tom album in the
U.K. and Scandinavia.
Columbia a &r staffer, Linda
Dawe, has announced her engagement..
Toronto music lawyer,
Peter Steinmetz returned from
European vacation last week.

...

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

...

RITCHIE YORKE

.

this week.

Bobby Womack in Toronto this

week with Santana..

.

"Skinny"

Tenn reports that five MLS stations now on the new Fludd single,

Arcade's 3d
LP Gets Jump
On Its Rivals
LONDON -Arcade's third teleIsion- advertised compilation album is now being promoted in the
Harlech and Westward TV regions
and with its release, Arcade has
beaten its rivals K -Tel and Ronco
by issuing a double album which
will also be available on cassette
and cartridge.
The album, "40 Fantastic Hits
From The '50's and '60's," retails
at $7.50 with the Cassette and cartridge version -.duplicated by Trident- selling at $9.30. Titles have
been supplied by Polydor, Phonogram, Pye, Bell, RCA, MGM and
Page One. Artists featured include
Paul Anka, Neil Sedaka- Kay
Starr, Eddie Fisher, Dusty Springfield and Frankie Laine.
Harlech and Westward started
advertising the album on Feb. 19
and Laurence Myers and Michael
Levene of Arcade claim that
35,000 units have already been
shipped out to dealers in the two
regions.
Michael Levene who with his
brother Larry is responsible for
the distribution of the album told
Music Week that these two regions
account for around 10 percent of
homes in the U.K. and that from
this one can gauge national volume potential.
Myers said that they expect to
sell over 500,000 units and that
combined sales of the first two
Arcade releases have reached in
excess

of

1.2

million.

CBC to Step Up
Area Services
VANCOUVER -CBC president,
Laurent Picard, said this week that
the corporation intends to introduce radio and television service
to every Canadian community with
a population exceeding 500 people.
Picard told a Board of Trade
luncheon that it is a CBC objective
to put programming into smaller
communities as funds become available.
He said that one of the problems has been that many communities are located behind mountains
where installation of service is
made more difficult by geographical terrain. "But the introduction
of Canada's new communications

satellite link, has put CBC television within reach of 99 percent of
Canadians." he said.

Latin Scene
Combined from page 45
record business. Beillard also tells
that Andy Harlow's "La Loteria"
is continuing to sell well in Puerto
Rico, Miami and New York.
Popular singer Tito Rodriguez died

us

.

Feb. 28 (see separate story)..
Alegre Records has released the
latest single by Cabrerita y sus
Ideas. The disk was produced
by Joe Cain.
The Sandra.
Spectacular LP was voted the Hit
Parade winner in the Channel 47's
.

.

polls of current albums.... Mericana artist Mueblen has been getting some good airplay with his
single "Como Quieres." The tune
is from his album "Wichita."
Freelance photographer William
Acevedo, seen at many of the Latin
events in town. provided us with
the Latin Festival photographs in
.

this week's section.

.

.
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will if you use the
right outlet, and there are
It

a

lot of key marketers of

home entertainment product
-hardware, software and
accessories -who are convinced that Billboard is the
high voltage outlet for their
advertising. One reason
could be the almost instantaneous response our advertisers receive as a result of advertising in the music industry's number one newsweekly.
Billboard takes you to those Important buying Influentials responsible for the new important consumer electronics outlets: mass merchandisers, retailers and specialty stores. Get your fair share of this rapidly growing
market through Billboard's unique, unduplicated reach.
If you'd like a private screening of the Billboard consumer electronics story, call Ron Willman, Manager of
Consumer Electronics Sales,
Astor Plaza, New York,
New York 10036 / (212) 764 -7300, or a Billboard account executive in an office near you.
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Number of

LP's

reviewed this week

Last week

64

Pic

LP's

60

Pop Picks
Vigilante.' "There's

Best cuts: "The
ALICE COOPER -Billion Dollar Babies, WARNER BROS. BS 2685. One of the

BILL MEDLEY- Smile, ABM SP 3517. This may well be the LP Medley Ions have

best solid rock groups recording today have produced another set of unpretentious.
shaight rock. Cooper is a top vocalist and the band backs him ably, with this entire

been wailing for since he left the Righteous Brothers live years ago, combining

bd lighter than previous efforts. Key to the groups success. besides lop musi
cal performances. seems to be the ability to draw the line between good tun and
LP

a

ability they have mastered. Each member makes a contribution.
be it in writing. singing or playing and this
another plus.
Best cuts: "Hello Hooray" and "Elected" (both single hits). "No More Mister
Nice Guy' and "Generation Landslide."
Dealers: Good package that opens to tine tour color display with group photos.
Dollar bill banner also included. Croup will also tour soon. and they break records
tastelessness.

an

whenever they go.
THREE DOG NIGHT -Around The

Wald With,

ABC DUNHILL 5013B. This band

probably the biggest concert attraction in the U.S. and this set captures much of
the excitement they generate in live performance. Set features many of their great.
is

constant star) arrangements with a
big band and excellent ballads, all hademarks that once made Medley one of the
princes of "blue'eyed soul." Medley has one at the most powerful voices in pop
music and is an artist who often receives airplay on pop. MOR and soul stations.

commercial rock. Vegas lounge (where be

"Pieces Of April."
Dealers: LP opens to make line display of group in three dimensional style.
Band tours regularly so watch for them.

ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND -Beginnings, ATCO SD

2805.

formative
stages there was no doubt that this was a magic band. When they were flying they
could reach musical peaks that others could merely hope Ire. In Duane they had a
truly charismatic pop idol, his death only heightening the power of his mystique. As
a group they were entirely devoid o1 the usual pop star theatrics. letting their music
Even in its

provide all the necessary drama.
Best cut: `In Memory Of Elizabeth Reed :' "Whipping Past.' "Midnight
Rider." "Every Hungry Woman."
Dealers: LP

is

the marriage of The Allman Brothers Band and Idlewild South.

JERRY LEE LEWIS -The Session, MERCURY SRM

2.803. A brilliant mixture of
rock, blues and country fills this double set recorded in London with some of the
top musicians on the British scene including Rory Gallagher and Alvin Lee. Lewis.
however. is the star, with his distinctive vocals and "pumping piano' right up front.

Filet

a

rock idol, now a country giant, leery Lee sounds better than ever here. adapt-

ing lo the style of each song with ease, moving from new material to traditional
blues to some of his greatest hits. A pure rock set but one that should also appeal to
his country lens.
Best cots: "Sea Cruise, "'Big Boss Man,"

"Muviri

On Down The

Line."

Dealers: Set opens up to fine inside cover told out showing Jerry Lee and all the
session stars. Display possibilities should be used and other Lewis LPs should be

promoted,

as

Mercury will be launching

a

major push on the set and catalog.

PINK FLOYD -The Dark Side 01 The Moon, HARVEST SMAS 11163. This LP

a

Best cuts: "A Lang Was To Go," "Oh Me, Oh My."

"Smile."

MEdley on

your area.

TV in

DR. JOHN -In

Tripper

the Right Place,

ATCO SD 7018. Put fabled Or, John the Night

tandem with producerarranger Alan Toussaint.

fellow New Orleans tal'
ent, and the surprising result is a sleeker Captain Beefheart sound. Dr. tubs woolly
deserts his piano and his voodoo themes la produce his most accessible and widely
commercial LP yet.
In

Best cuts: 'Right Place. Wrong Time:"

a

-Life:' Such

A

Night:'

a

tour de fosse for lyricist Roger Waters. The band is ingrained in a program of heavy,
introspective statements, balanced well by then broadly intensive playing. Ihis''
music lot intense listening. There are fine effects which make the guitar bristle.
Best cols: "Time." "Money, "Brain Damage," and the title tune.
Dealers: this isavantgarde rock by anent England's most adventurous hands.

Rugged Road:' "The Pearl."

RICK WAKEMAN -the Sic Wises Of Henry VIII, A&M SP 4361, Wakeman is one of

the most versatile and talented keyboard men in pop music, and this highly anginal
concept LP offers him the chance to display his brilliance an six instrumental cuts,
01

particular note

the various combinations of overdubs on synthesizer, piano

is

music buyers mainly, but may also have pull in other areas.
Nest cuts: "Catherine 01 Aragon." "Anne 01 Cleves" and "Catherine Parr."
Dealers: Wakeman

currently keyboard man with

is

Slrawbs. so he can be deployed

on

Yes and was

formerly with the

three areas.

TILSTON- Coljaction, MCA.3lh. An excellent set from the young singer/
songwriter who manages to capture various moods, from a perfect picture al a big
city apartment with its flower boxes by the door to countryish materal. Perhaps his
STEVE

best merits are his clever lyrics and his ability to avoid the " laid.hack" stereotyped

Dealers: Bizarre three'panel inside art worth opening package for display.

HOONFOOT- Communtntion, A &M SP'43BO. This hand has been billed al times as

sound that

no many young solo singers have recently fallen victim Is. Fine backup
instrumentation highlights the Solt womb,
Best cuts: "Falling,"""City Life," "One Man Band. "Highway."

Elton John's backup group, which they once were, but they have more than come
Mtn their own with this fine effort of good, mealy rack. Caleb Quaye rs a masterful

Dealers: Clever cover which when spread osl shows ID people -all the artist!

guitarist and fine writer, while Ian Ouch stands out on guitar as well and is also an
excellent writer. This sill features strong rock and ballads that constantly build. and
each cut enjoys the possibility of FM play as well as being a possible AM lid.
Best cuts: "Crary Day Running Around :' "And Nothing Changes," "Here

KEN HEASLEY -Proud Wards On

Came."
Dealers: Interesting cover for stepdown display and the band may appear in your
area soon.
10 JO GUNNE -Bite Down Hard, ASYLUM SD

5065. Group plays a brand of
music that is always tight and precise yet exhibits signs of spontaneous exalter.
ance. This LP is an intense, active rock experience. Each cut being a throbbing.
vibrating entity. Group is especially strong vocally, their harmonic blending setting
sparks off cl some rather inspired instrumentation.
Best cuts: "Take Me Down Easy, "Reddy Freddy," "Wail A Lifetime, "60 Min.
utes To Go,"
Dealers: It's been quite

a

while between LP's and group has many devoted

fans.

ARKANSAS-hunch 'N' Roll Live, APEO SD 7019. 8.0.A. is one of
(hose groups that matte an indelible impression each and every time They are heard.
Their forte is HEAVY rock and although their levies and mannerisms are not for
everyone. a definite cross section of the record buying public lind them quite ire
Mescaline. Jim Dandy's gultorel vocalizations are indeed a wonder.
Best cuts: "Hot & Nasty," "Up." "When Electricity Came To Arkansas."
BLACK OAK

Dealers: Set includes a mock deed to

a

one inch square of Heaven (Arkansas.

that is!).
is

A

tour and she wins new 'Fiends wherever she appears.

is on

and organ and the skill in which it has all been arranged. Set should appeal to pop

Dealers: LP can be placed in rock and standard male vocalist bins. Watch for

est hits as well as allowing certain members at group to perform solo on their re.

sportive instmments. Unlike many Eve LP's. this set appears to have been se.
touched very little and the listener can hear the act as it really sounds.
Best cuts: "Never Been To Spain," "Eli's Coming:' "Black B White" and

is

Dealers: Artist

A Dusty Shelf, MERCURY SRM 1661. A truly
from
excellent set
this member of Uriah Beep, who shows himself as adapt at soft

rock as he is al the heavy metallic variety offered by his parent group. This LP

mixture of bath. featuring Hensley on several instruments and showcas.
ing vocal capabilnies ranging limn raunchy to wispy. The artist also comes acres as
a talented writer, having penned all the tunes. Plenty of help from other Beep mem
provides

a

bers, and all

01

the cuts are AM and FM possibilities.

Best cuts: "When Evening Comes. ""King Without

Throne. "BlackHeaded

Lady."
Dealers: Cover opens to founcolor poster of artist and remember he's
bee of an

a

mere'

established tap act.

JOHN DAVIDSON-

...

Well, Herat Am, MERCURY SRM.1658.

A

very heavily

coontry.inlluenced set Irons one of the better pop vocalists on the steno today.
Davidson journeyed to Nashville to record this set, and unlike many who make the
trip came back with an LP with a genuine country feel, Excellent instrumental
backup and a top production job from levy Kennedy help. but this set really he.
longs to Davidson.
Best cuts: "Soul Song, "Foal

Dealers: Davidson

is an

Me' and Mac Davis' -Baby Don't

established pop star

try or pop display. And he pops up on

Get Hooked On

this set can be placed in counregularly.

TV

sa

DIANE KOLBY, COLUMBIA KC 3138E. Extremely powerful sel with material
covering the spectrum tram rock ta gospel to MDR. Ms. Kolbe does tar more than

sing dif ferent types

1UDEE SILL -Heart
a sense of fragility
and desperate intensify about Ms. Sill's first album that is still apparent here. She
base knack for writing seemingly ephemeral allegorical songs that beguilingly nest
themselves in the listeners consciousness. Her melodies are instantly hummable,
her lyrics. although at times oblique, quite unforgetable. Her singing is beautifully
controlled, her voice celestially clear.

Of Food, ASYLUM SD 5063, There was

A

of

songs, she is capable of successfully moving from one style

to another. Production help from Steve Cropper on some of the material. but the
overall production and instrumental want ìs as impressive as are the vocals.
Best culs: The rocking "NahMe.Nab. "Once Around The Park" which is al.

"

most MOR and the gospel flavored "Jesus. Oh My Jesus,"

Dealers: LP can be stocked with rock material as well as with pap female vocal.

isls.

also recommended
CHILLIWACK -All Over You, AGM SP 4375. Solid rock.

'Nothin'

Best cuts: "Ground Hog,"

To

-United

Dance, Epic KE31768. Good. talky acoustic sel. Best
cuts: 'My Lady And My Lord" and the title lune.
BRUCE COCKBURN

Do," "Rock 'N' Roll Music."

BILL QUATEMAN, Columbia KC31761. Pleasing mixture of rock and folk. Best cuts:
"Only Love,""Too Many Mornings:'

GARLAND IEFFDYES, Atlantic SD 7253. Contains as sidemen Dr. John. the Persua

signs, John Simon. Best cuts: "She Didn't Lie." "gore To

be,"""Bound

To Get Ahead

Some Day."

-Second Album, PDLYDOR P05046. Buchanan's uncluttered, um
is
cliched styling
a delightful breath of fresh air.
Best cut: "Filthy Teddy."

LORETTA LYNN

-Entertainer

able things about this album

singer. On

a

lewol the cuts,

is

01

The Year, MCA 300. One of the more remark.

its ability to demonstrate Miss Lynn as

a

Dealers: He has particular appeal to the young, and to MemcaAmencans.

blues

her blues are superb. There are more sides of Loretta

Best cuts: "Hanky Panky Woman,"

GEORGE HAMILTON

"I'm All He's Got" "Possessions."

4826. Hamilton
a

JOHNNY ROORIGUE2- Introducing Johnny

Rodrigue; MERCURY Sß61378.

-Black

writing to the needs of a film has spurred sours first superstar into creating by far
his best and most inventive album in years. Brown has broken out of what was
becoming a repetitive formula for Aim and produced an exciting new scope of
sounds noliceabty funkier than the "Superfly." "Shalt" approach to black lilm
soundtrack scoring.
Best cuts: -Dawn And Out In New York City." -Mahe It Good Ta Younell."

Jazz Picks
&love, MILESTONE

MSP 9043. Lytle has been around

for awhile and has proven himself a line vibraphonist as well as an excellent writer.
On this LP he demonstrates his ability to make the most out of current pop tunes

Of Country Music, RCA LOP,

though many of the songs border on folk. his army of country fans will stand last.

THE

Caesar, POLYOOR PD 6014. The challenge fo harnessing his

JOHNNY LYRE -People

IV- International Ambassador

well known overseas as in America. and here he puts together
sort of scenic song travelogue for Canada. England, Japan and the US.. and
is as

Dealers: Give your whale

Soul Picks

Man, Enterprise EST 420. Good supper

FRASER & DE BOLT, With Pleasure, Columbia KC

32130. Laid back music. Best

cuts: "Columbus Hits The Shoreline Rag, "I Want To Dance WRh You" good cuts.
CHRISS RUSH -Fast Rush, Atlantic SD 1257. Satisfying debut from a comedian

ANDY BOWN

-Sweet William, Mercury

SRM

1656.

&

Chong bag,

Good mix of rock and ballads.

Best cuts: "Chicago's Gat Me" and title lune,

collection of great lyrics and varied melody. Jeannie Lau Carson would never recag.
nine her "Jealous Heart" in Spanish.
Bell cuts: "Answer To Your Letter," `Leaviri Something Lelt To Do"

here than were used to, and they're good.

JAMES BROWN

TMS.1001. Good folk rock country mix. Best cuts: "Better Than To'

ay . "'Harmony.'

This refreshing youngster may be the answer to the youth movement in Country
Music. Teaming on many of the songs (as a writer) with Tom T. Hall, the LP has a

Country Picks

R

club type material. Best cut: "There's A Baby."

with delivery reminiscent of Lenny Bruce and the relevant Cheech

ROY BUCHANAN

AdCROBAT, TMI

BOBBY VINCENT -Love Is A Woman And

lame

Best cuts.

._

"

Christian Island." "Farewell To Nova Scotia:"

VARIOUS ARTISTS -Country Lave Volume 1, COLUMBIA

KG

32010. The name

value on this one alone e enough to sell, but the selections make

il

even mare

attractive. It's

a double album special. with Johnny Cash. Lynn Anderson, Sonny
Tammy
lames.
Wynette. Charlie Rich. Pact Page. Cad Smith, The Nashville Strings.

Marty Robbins, Barbara Mandrell. Tommy Cash. Judy Lynn. the Slatler Brothers.
Carl Perkins. Santini Smith. Ray Price, Arlene Harden. David Houston, Jody

Miller

and Stonewall Jackson,
Best cuts: all previously released, but good selections

Brown stack prime display around this title.

gllMTES -A Letter

To Myself, BRUNSWICK 754188. This is a program of sue
prises. heralding the group's broad ability to work in more than lust a sweet, lolling
framework. There is still plenty of gentleness in the vocal solos and hlendings, but
there are touches of country and funky steadiness whnh give the LP another di-

mension. Excellent charts by Thomas Washington turn the backgrounds into gems
of support,

also recommended
ARTHUR ADAMS -It's Private Tonight, Blue Thumb. BIS 43. Good. funky
Culs: the title tune and "I'm Going Home,"

set Best

Best cuts: "A Letter To Myself,"

"loo Late To Tore Back Nov," 'We Need OrBreaking."
one of the strongest commercial contemporary soul acts.

der." "My Heart lust beeps
Dealers: This

is

On

reworked to lit he own laze style as well as making the most of his original material.
Able suppwl is provided by Marvin Cabell on tenor sax and flute and Daahoud Hadi
on piano.
Best cuts: 'Where Is The Love ?," `Tawhid,"

Dealers: Should be placed with mellow'soundmg

www.americanradiohistory.com

pia.

also recommended
YOUNGHOLT UNLIMITED -Oh Girl Atlantic SD 1634. Basically MOH jazz with
some gutsy, throbbing culs. Best cuts: "0h Girl: "Yes We Can Can."

(Combated on page 54)
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Radio Action

Number of singles reviewed

this

week 139

Breaking Disks
Vidi Lawrence's

Bell single of "The Night The Lights Went Out In

GeorgúP

star to 47 with a star. Stations reporting airplay to as include:
NNU2-AM and KILT -AM bath in Houston: WIAYAM Cleveland: With-AM New Or
a

Hot Chart Action
The Stylistics soft soul sound success. "Break Up To Make Up" on Mono

sentie

ues Hs the toward the top of the churl. It is now 18 with a star, up horn

a

stas

pick in our February 3 issue. Airplay is reported at WHIG.
AM and WFIL -AM Philadelphia: ChLW-AM Detroit; WIAY-AM Cleveland: WEAM-AM
studded 22. It was

Lost week 122

leans; WBBQ.AM and WFOM -AM both Atlanta; WMAK.AM Memphis: KOL -AM and

may bee sad theme, but it is gaining people's attention. It moves up our survey this
week from 59 with

Pick Singles

a pop

What's

Saleswise: the strongest retail markets reporting la us include New Orleans.
Allante. Dallas. Houston and New Ye& Cleveland. Memphis. Los Angeles and

CALWAM Detroit and WAKY-AM Louisville reporting action to us.
Sales se strongest in Benoit, New York, Cleveland. Baltimore, and Washing.

Washington are not far behind.

ton. with Memphis and Atlanta

and WPGC.AM both Washington: MIDGriAM Minneapolis; WBBG AM and WFOM-AM

remarkable net and its new hit, "Cisco KM" is a nice Latina cemented
musical experience. The United Artists single moves up 10 positrons from 79 to 69

Atlanta; WHB.AM Kansas City; KLIF -AM Dallas and SACAD-AM Baltimore.
Saleswise, the sin strongest cities are New York. Detroit, Chicago. Cleveland,
Atlanta and Baltimore. with good movement reported in Memphis. Pittsburgh. Los

War

with

from 13 with a star to 10

MI

P.

Parren,

C.

Ill

HURRICANE SMI111-WOO WAS
(3:00); producer: Hurricane Smith: miler.
Gilbert O'Sullivan, M.A.M. ASCAP. This is a harder driving sound than on Smith's

first U.S. release. "Oh Babe What Would You Say." It is from the same LP and Mane
of his earlier British hits RS as catchy as it is campy. Flip: Take Saki Home (2:53):

star, up from 92, The Westbound dish also appears on our soul

(paling

sparse. with only

good movement.

is a

stan. Only three stations report their airplay

a

is

tous after two weeks:

9111A.AM

Louiwilte.

There are three initial strong sales markets: New York. Los Angeles and Bait)

more, with Washinpon and Baltimore also starting to feel movement. Vise!

equal status.

for the titles published this week. Songs not listed have received a three
star rating. Review Editor -Eliot Tiegel.

& Van

trio piano runs and outstanding production work. Flip: Tuesday Heartbreak (3:00):
into the same la amt categories. TAMIA 54232 (Motown).

SANTANA-I UST IN TIME TO SEE THE SUN (2:10); producer: Carlos Santana:
M. Shrieve, C. Santana. G. Rolie; Petra, DAI. Opening with a space), sound.

wnlen:

ing Latin rock sound and moving into an excellent rock vocal from Carlos Santana.
is probably the most commercial single the group has issued in several years.
Tightness of the band stands out as does the ability of the leader to fuse Latin and
U.S. rock. Hip: All The Love Of The Universe (3:411: same into in all categories.

this

Columbia 71064.
PAUL BUTTERFIELDS BETTER DAYS -NEW

NEIL DIAMOND- CHERRY CHERRY (3:56); producen: Tom Catalano: writer:
Neil Diamond; Tallyrand. BMI. Thu live cut from the "Hol August Night" LP pro.
yids a feeling o1 building excitement. from the opening applause through a strong
rook guitar to Diamond's powerful vocals. Tune was a hit a number of years ago. but

the live sound and the bouncing arrangement makes it almost a different song. Flip:
no info available. MCA

producer: same; writer: same: Beachwood, BMI. Capitol 3455.

e

New Orleans. KILT-AM Houston and WAKT-AM

Angeles. Philadelphia, Miami and Washington. The song moves on pur soul survey

(2:45); producer:
Stock, Black Bull, ASCAP. Perhaps the most commercial Wonder Single ever. with a rich orchestral backing and
female voice in some duetting. This is a soft. haunting ballad with outstanding elec.

Davis,: lobate. ASCAP.
about happy times and the last that love's an its way and there are rays of hope ton
tomonow. The lyrics are that simple and the cymbal-hand clapping rhythmic sound
generates a bouncy enthusiasm. Rip: no info available. Motown 1224.

writers:

the Ohio Mayan eppaneen disk click as it hito the

survey in the 92d post. Airplay alter three weeks in the field

STEVIE WONDER -YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE

(2:53); producer: Bene Gordy le.:
The brothers are collectively happy

is

and KCPA -AM Salt Lake City.

Stem Wonder; writer: Stevie Wonder: Stein

THE JACKSON FIVE -HALLELUJAH DAY

"Funky Worm?" It

29th ;amnion with

Songs listed on this page are the consensus of a review panel which
listened to the music individually and then collectively and then voted

Pop Picks

a

KIR.AM both Seattle; KLIPAM and KFIZ-9M both Dallas: WSGN-AM Birmingham

40017.

Paul Buttenield and Geoff Muldaur:

0100M

BLUES (3:21); producers.

writer Robert Johnson:

no

publisher info
listed. Most assuredly the blues with which Butterfield has become associated with
over the years. but the arrangement and vocals are more commercially oriented
than anything he has ever done. Band is extremely fight and Butlerlield's vocals are

smooth white still conveying the blues. Flip: no info available. Bearsvdle 0013
(Warner Bros.).

also recommended
L GEIGS BAND -Give II To Me (3:07); producer. Bill Szymczyk to Pandora Productions. writers: Peler Wolf, Seth testman; Juke Joint, Walden, ASCAP. Atlantic 45

writer: Gordon Lightfoot: Moose. ASCAP. Reprise 1145 (Warner Brost.

74-0890.
RICKY WILDE

2953.

-April

Love (2:04); producer: Jonathan ging: writers: Farn. Webster:

SHOCKING BLUE -Eve

Md

The

GEORGE SOUSE -Baby Please Me

Henson: fame, Rick AnII. ASCAP.

(3:34); producers: Chris Blackwell, Warwick Lynn;
Nihhert: Number Eleven. ASCAP. Shelter 7330 (Capitol).

(3:13); producer. Rick Hall; writers:
Fame 191 (United Artists).

K.

F.

from The Thiel Wien Came To Dinner 12.021; producer: lee Reisman. writer Henry Mancini W.B. Music. ASCAP RCA

Is

12:51); pm-

Bell. T.
MOUTH B MICHAEL -Let Your Life Lead By

writer.

mere:

UAYTALS -Funky Kingston

writer:

Don't Anew What Law:

d5-182.

R.

Van Leeuwen: Dayglow, ASCAP. MGM 14481.

-lea

duser. Teny lacks: writers, leery lacks. Bob Nelson. Rockfish Muss. BMI. London

4549013 (London).

Leo Feist. (SCAR. UK

Apple (2:39); producer: Shocking Blue: writer

SUSAN JACKS AND THE POPPY FAMILY

BEVERLY BREMERS -Run To tier (1:55); producers: Steve Metz. Dave Lipton:
writers: Gerry Collin, lack Heller. CAgems. ASCAP. Scepter 12378.

HENRY MANCINI, AND HIS ORCHESTRA -Theme

GORDON LIGHTFOOT -Gem

t

Depend On Wee (3:01); produces Lenny Waranker;

H.

Lae ß:4A5 producer:

Hans Van Her

van Hermes: Day Glow. ASCAP. Philips 40724.

THE MYSTIC MOODS -COSmi Sea

(2:40); producers: Bob Todd. Hal Winn. Don
McGinnis: executive producer: Brad Miller: "niters: Don McGinnis. Bob Todd. Jenny

Winn: Avenue. ASCAP. (Varner Bras. 7686.

First Time Around Picks
-No Time
ASCAP. Beim.

At All (3:581; producer: Bob Crewe: writer: S. Schwartz: JoMills, ASCAP. Motown 1221. yet IV actress has lots a

BOD- lonesome Rad (3:23); producer: Glen Screen. Tom Warman: celer B. Noubarian; Harold Kahn, BMI. Epic 5 -ID966 (Columbia). Clean harmonies from flowing rock band.

IRENE RYAN

Soul Picks

Flip: no into available. Also

ROREY, FAIR AND

of

R.

Gerald.

(3:15); producer: Brad Shapiro: writers:

is

Price Ir.; Guacho. Belinda, BMI. Betty recants the sad story

relationship: she cant take it anymore and is laving. Hen interad, slowly building and with cyst the night amount of frantic disgust.

the end of

pretabon

D.

a

good contemporary background.

a

ducer Bobby Miller: writer:

(3:25); producers: Bobby Patterson.
Jenny Stickland: writers: Bobby Patterson, Jerry Strickland: Su-Ma. Rogan. BMI. Perkins' good midrange once carries across his message of thankfullness to his spa.
Mal woman for giving há life a spark. The medium tempo sets up easy loottapmng
and lets the background chaos and horns state their own support. Flip: How Sweet
D Would Be" (2:180 producers: same: writers: Tommy Tam. Helen Washington:
GEORGE PERKINS -BABY YOU SAVED ME

456913.

DAVID ROFNN -BLOOD DONORS NEEDED (Glee All You Can)

BETTY LAYETTE -0OUR TURN TO CRY

I. Simon.

bete.

strength for this lune Isom "Pippin- with

5 DAVID -Devil Made Me Do It (2:20); producer. none listed.
writers: 1.1ittle. M. Tools: Sticstuc. OMI. Wheal soul style boor this Memphis act
is catchy and youthful. WW1.1.
DEE DEE JOSEPH

(3:40);

pro-

Miller: Stone Diamond. BMI. This is a somber. bright
ening story about war in the ghetto and human destruction. Rulfin's voice is a hit
clouded by very strong percussion but he gets his message out to the world nonetheless. Flip: no into available. Motown 1223.
B.

East Memphis. BMI. Soul Power 113 (Jewel).

also recommended
(Doing Something When N's Good To You)
(2:53); producers: Willie Clark. Clarence Reid lot Marlin. writers: Clarence Reid,
Willie Clarke. Betty Wright: Sherlyn. BMI. Alston 4617 (Atlamml.
BETTY

WRIGHT-It's Hard

To Stop

Lile (306); producer: Cotter Wells. Bill Tale. loe Quarterman: writer: loe Quartenmen; Access. Avalanche.
BMI. GSF 6893.

YALENTINOS

-I

I

(4:00); producer: Bobby Womack. Mar.

a

"A" side

is

soulful.

as only Haggard can be, while the Clip is good. light comedy.

Tammy Collins: producer. same. Capitol

BubblingUnderThe

HOT 100

Me All Stars, Sou135104 (Motown)
102 -A SHOULDER TO CRY ON, Chaney Pride, RCA 740884
103- HEAVEN HELP THE CHILD, Mickey Newbury, Elegtra 95840
104 -R INBOW MAN, Looking Glass, Epic 5.10953 (Columbia)
105- DANCING TO YOUR MUSIC, Archi Bell & the Orels, Glades 1707
106 -IT AIN'T ALWAYS WHAT YOH WANT, Soul Children, Stan 0152 (Columbia)

101

-GIMMIE THAT

BEAT, Part 1, Ie. Walker &

107 -BACK UP, The Manhattans, De Luxe

Climb (2:42); producers: lay

Malone: Don, BMI. Duke 480.

Donna

IACKIE MILTON -little By Little

May:

(3:04; producer

Gene Dozier: writene: G. Dozier.

Proud Tunes Development. Steel Chest. BMI. De- Ve16751 (Columbia).

WHITE FAMILY BAND -Pm

A

Little Bit Smarter Now (2:13); producer: Robert

T.

-I

Weiss. Mary Unobsky: Screen Gems. BMI. Playboy 50017.

Mama (2:25); producers: Frank Band. Bob Bedeck,:
writers: Greg Nashan. Emil Lazar: Nummer Mutt, ASCAP. Playboy 50019.
MARS

better than at any lime

goad many jocks already playing both. The

Flip. Radiator Man From Wasco: writer

D.

To

(2:50); producer George Tobin: writers:

Ain't

To Blame,

SAM RUSSELL -The Eagle (Psalm) (6:51); producers: Sam Russell. Iry Hunt:
writers: Hunt. Russell McWholer: Paca Alta. BMI. Playboy 50016.

1.3552.

the play on words and turned it into a meaningful message. and Dee is singing

MERLE HAGGARD -THE EMPTIEST ARMS IN THE WORLD (2:50); producer:
Fuzzy Owen: writer: Merle Haggard: Shade Tree (BMI). This has the potential of a

two-sided hit. with

DIANO-I Don't Want Another Mountain

nay; writers: terry Foster. lack & Bill Rice. (ASCAP). The master writers have taken

Country Picks

Evans: writers: Y. Morrison. D. Malone: Don Music Co.. BMI. Duke 479.
SHARON CASH -Chane On Your Soul

Wellington. Robert Evans. writer:

A.

Can Understand It -Part

BMI. Clean 60005 (Allan-

tic).
BOBBY

LOE QUARTERMAN A FREE SOUL -The Way They Do My

(nail. tronchos.

shall Benetz: writer: Bobby Womack.

45144 (StardayKing)

In his

STONEY EDWARDS- YOU'RE A BELIEVER

career. Flip side: no into available. ABC11354.

MAIMS NAME (2:55); Producer: Billy Sherrill:
writers: Earl Montgomery. Dallas Frazier. Altam /Bluecrest (BM!). For a young little
girl. she sings real adult songs. and with maturity. This one. again. has the Sherrill
TANYA TUCKER -WHATS YOUR

touch. Flip side: "Rainy Girl"; writers: Tanya Tucker.
lumbia 445799.

C.

Hancock: Julep (BMU.

110 -PILLOW TALA,

III-EYESIGHT

Sylla, Vibralion

TO THE

(

ASCAP), Excellent production brings out the best in This

deep-eoiced entertainer.
Flip side: "She's Helping Me Gel Over You ": producer: same: waters: Hal By
num. A.L. Owen. Capitol P3550.
DUANE DEE -AN OFFER SHE COULDN'T REFUSE

108 -SABRA CYNTHIA SYLVIA STOUT, Shel Silverstein, Columbia
109 -BEEP ME IN MIND, Lyen Andersen, Columbia

Co-

S.K. Dobbins: Ironside

(2:43); producer: Earl Ball: writer:

445112.

445788

521

BUND, Rohm Havens, Ode 66032 (ABM)

112 -ARE YOU REALLY HAPPY TOGETHER, Bulldog, MCA 40014

Fanda, Chelsea 78.0115 (RCA)
I I4- WISHING WELL, Free, Island 1212 (Capitol)
I15-WILL IT GO ROUND IN CIRCLES, Billy Reston, A &M 1411
I l6 -(IS Anybody Going) TO SAN ANTONE, Doug Sahel, Atlantic 2946
113 -DELTA QUEEN, Doc

www.americanradiohistory.com

117 -SHARON, David Bromberg, Columbia

11B-I WON'T UST

A DAY

(2:12); producer:

Ron Chan'

445767

WITHOUT YOU, Paul Williams, ABM 1409

119 -GYPSY, Abraham's Children, Buddah 310
120 -CAN I, Yee Allen, Lion 190 (MGM)
121 -WOMAN STEELLR, loe Tex, Dial 0154 (Phonogreml
122

-I

Sus 0154 (Columbia)
LAVE, Bobby Goldsboro, United Palets 51107

MAY NOT BE WHAT YOU WANT, Mel & Tim,

123 -BRAND NEW KIND OF

124 -100 MANY MORNINGS, Mary

bass,

Warner Brothers 7675

125 -PLAYGROUND IN MY NINO, Clint Holmes, Apo 5.10891 (Columbia)

Copyrighted material

Radio Action

BillboaPd

Pick LP's

Continued from page 52
in

fast to grab off

proper share
of those early sales. Heavy manufacturer promotion will help spread the word.

Classical Picks
BRUN PHILHARMONIC -Von Suppe:

sumptious sound.
Dealers: No catalog competition here. but get

in

a

(Yon Karajan) Grenures, OGG 2530

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCH. & CHORUS (SOTTO- Bee0mren: 91h Symphony.

051. Six of the composer's most popular works, but rarely heard in performances

LONDON CSP 8. Majestic. broadly- conceived Interpretation, lavishly spread over

that corne anywhere near the supple precision and expressive musicality this sel
oilers. Perfect for light. enjoyable listening and due for picolo of radio exposure.
Dealers, Better sales due d you take the time lo point out ta mon lingual pros.
pests that Dinkier und Bauer.' featured on the cover. is better known as "Poet

four LP sides, with no test side liller as in most compeldive versions. Spacial $10
let for two retards and the Solli rame will generate action among his large and

and Peasant:"

I- Verdi: Attila, PHILIPS 6700.56. An

Dealers: London's current Salta push. marking the conductor's 25th year with
the label will help locus attention on this basic repertoire entry.
KINGSWAY SYMPHONY ORCH. & CHORUS (CAMARAT6 -Ranh Spectacular,

true
radio and should excite an immediate buying response among opera halls. An alb
star cast, with Sherrill Milner. Carla Bergonei and Ragera. Raimandi. ù showcased

LONDON SPC21018. Could easily be billed as "greatest hits" package, lecturing
some at the most popular Bach perennials. such as "lena, joy of man's desiring;'

ruer

won

a

place in the active repertoire. But it is

a

Minn "Toccata and Fugue' ledh organ and orchestral,

the D

spillover.
Dealers: Will move in heavy quantities if displayed, and can be slotted with

equal logic in pop or classical bins.

MANRINO- Ludwig PHILIPS PHS'1-5401. Majestic Wagnerian open
atit themes transposed for orchestra provide a stunningly appropriate background
for Visione's new film about "Mad King Ludwig" of Ravaria, who supported some 01
the composers most opulent productions.
Best cut: A newly discovered pana, "Piano Work" believed to he Wagner s final
composition and never before released.
Dealers: Pakaging of Mahler themes for "Death In Venice" had sales impact
with similar classical soundtrack.
FRANCO

Crewing public.

early

ROYAL PHILHARMONIC (GARDEW

Verdi opus. "Punta''
t
has

"Brandenburg No. 2." "Sleepers Awake." etc.. etc. Arrangements by Camamla are
well designed to appeal directly to That large MOR dauical public, with ample pop

a

movement from

also recommended
ARTHUR GRUMIAUK /ROBERT VEYRON'ACR01K- Schubert: Duo Op. 162, 3 Sona.

tines, Philips 6500 341. Lyrical performances in creamy,
beint sound.

somewhat overrerer.

d

NARCISO YEPES -Monna Catalano, DGC 2530 213. Includes works by Llobet.

Mampou and Esala, and provides mown

M.A.

way treats for guitar buffs.

ACADEMY OF ST. MARTININTHEFIELDS (MARRINERI- Vaughan Williams, Argo

Top LP's

BubblingUnderThe

201 -JERRY LEE LEWIS, Who's Gonna Play This Old Piano (Think About It Dadin

Mercury

SR

61366

(

200 696. Hard to beat for rebord, pleasurable listening. with the fantasias on
"Greensleeves." and "A theme by Thomas Talfis" the besbknown titles.

Chopin pieces with dedication and skill. Highly imaginative all around.

VIENNA RADIO ORCH. (PRIESTMHN) VARIOUS ARTISTS- Handel: Rodelinda, West.

Westminster VIES 8218. Two classic in pop held get interesting and quite enter
laming interpretations. Sure to please both classical and pop audiences

mienier Cold WCSO 82053. A welcome mince. especially at budget prise Still
serviceable in sound, it is the only version of the opera currently in the letings.
STEPHEN BISHOP -Plays Chopin, Philips 6500 393. Bishop tackles these short

CIAUDID ARRAU- Brahms: Sonata Na.3 Scherzo, Op. H, Philips 6500 377. Arran's
sensitive, (lawless readingol the Brahm's popular work is perfect listening here.

204 -KOOL & THE GANG, Good Times. De'Lite 2012

211 -ORDE WARRIOR, Last Autumn's Dream. Vertigo 10102

205 -TONY BROWN & TERRY GARTHWAITE, Cross Country, Capitol

Phonogram)

202 -SMALL FACES, Ogden 's Nut Gone Flake. ABCKO AB 4225

207 -TRANQUILITY, Epic

212- BARMPS,

Do You See What

213 -LITTLE FEAT,

31084 (Columbia)
208 -FAMILY, Anyway. United Artists UAS 5521
E

ALBUM PICKS... Best of the releases of the week in all categories as
picked by the BB Review Panel for top sales and chart movement.

I

See ?. Volt VOS 8001

(

Phonogram)

(Columbia)

Chicken, Warner Bros. BS 2686

Biome

214 -STEVE GOODMAN, Somebody Else's Troubles. Buddah OS 5121

215 -BLUE OYSTER CULT, Tyranny and Mutation. Columbia KC 320l7
216 -BLO0DSTONE, Natural High. London US 620

Also Recommended... Albums with sales potential that are deserving of special consideration at both the dealer and radio level.

Fm Action pi c Ifs

AUSTIN: KRMH -FM, Jim Locher
BABYLON, N.Y.: WBABFM, Steve Eltiott
BALTIMORE: WKTKFM, Pete Larkin
BUFFALO: WPHDFM, David Cahn
CLEVELAND: WNCRFM, Bob North
DAYTON: WFUE.FM, Will Struck

11137

209 -JERRY JEFF WALHER, Decca DL 1.5384 (MCA)
210 -SOUL SEARCHERS, We the People, Sussex SK131 7020 (Buddah)

203 -R0 BUISSON, Lord of the Rings, Charisma CAS 1059 (Buddah)

Billboard

ST

206 -THE WAILERS, Catch A Fire. Island SW 9329 (Capital)

)

PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY ORCH. (STEINBER6) -My Fair Lady/The Sound 01 Music,

DENVER: KBPI.FM, Frank Felix
HARTFORD: WHCNFM, Ron Berger
KANSAS CITY: KBEY.FM, Joe Di Bello
NEW YORK: WNEW-FM, Dennis Elsas
PHILADELPHIA: WMMR -FM, Carol Miller
PORTLAND: KINK.FM, Bruce Funk housser

bombe.
Thuseorellw
odded Gis post week to Ni notion's
r9ethe vsTThotb
ordo station mie pl
cares o

pe

oll
hind

J

MSOno
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aboli,

the acs Bdnd hein one thn aminand

oats

ROCHESTER: WCMF -FM, Bernie Kimball
SACRAMENTO: KZAP.FM, Robert Williams
SAN FRANCISCO: KSAN -FM,

MnoAder ridions.
Erivan

TORONTO: CHUM -FM, Ben)y Ketch
UTICA, N.Y.: WOUR -FM, Mark Sand
VALDOSTA, GA.: WVVS.FM, Bill Tullis
WASHINGTON. D.C.: WMAL -FM,
Phil De Marne

Bonnie Simmons
ST. LOUIS: KSHE -FM, Shelley

Mn

Grafman

hot chart action
JIMMY CUFF, "The Harder They Come," Mango: WMAL.FM. KSANFM. KZAP'FM,

PINK FLOYD, "Sire Clark Skie of Me Moon," Harrest: WCMF.FM. M1161.94. WNEW.

YVATK.FM, KBP6FM

FM, WHCN.FM,

CRUSADERS, "Second Crusade,"

Bue Iamb:

K2AP.FM, WKTKFM,

NSAN -FM,

WOUR'fM, KBPI.FM, KINKFM

FRAZER & DEBDLT,

"It's Private Tonight,"

COMPOST,

Blue Thumb: KIAP.FM

"Aerosmil;"L'Ambla:

BRUSH AR60R,

ARBUCKLE,

"With Pleasure;' Columbia: K2AP FM, KRMH-FM, WHCNF'

is Round," Columbia: WREN-FM, KBPI.FM

"Billion Dollar Babies," Warner Bras.: WHEW FM, KSHE.FM.WVVS.

The Right Plate,"

Atar

KSAN.FM, K7AE.FM, WHCRFM, WOURáM,

BUDDY MILES, "Chapter Seren," Columbia: WNEU'FM, KRMH.FM, WKYH.FM,

HOORFOOT, "Communication,"

HUMBLE PIE, "Lat

II;'

RIM: KINK .FM, WHCN.FM

URN: WNEW-FM

(BPI -FM

DION A THE BELMONTS, "Reunion," Mower Bros.: CHUM.FM

DAVE EDMONOS,

Wall," Decca: WTUEFM

"Barefoot Jerry," blamer Bras: 008910

BLOONR, "Bloonta," Ev0lutón KBEY.FM, KSHE.FM
THE BLUE OYSTER CULT, "Tyranny &

"In

KBPI.FM. KINKFM

IMPRESSIONS, "Preacher Man," Corbin: WNEW.FM

"Unbridle," Muskor. WBAB.FM

ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION, "Bank Up Against The

DR. JOHN,

WBA &FM. WVVS'FM. KINK FM

WBAB.FM

"Brush Arbor," Capital: WHCN TM, KBPITM

BAREFOOT JERRY,

"Lile

ALICE COOPER,
FM,

AEROSMITH,

FM, WVVS.FM, KSHE.FM

WVVS FM, WMMR FM

ROMAN BROS., "Beginnings," Atm WOUR.FM
ARTHUR ADAMS,

KINK.fM. WBPI

"Baby

I

Love

You/Maybe,"

RCA

(Single): WHCN.FM

"Inlays Boa," T.Neck:

"Cindy Incidently," (Single) Mamer Bros.: WCMF.FM

ALAN KING, "King Does The Rings

FOCUS,

"Ill,"

KOOL AND THE GANG,

(Impart): (BP(FM

FRANKIE AND JOHNNIE,

"Sweetheart Sampler," Warner Bros. WTUE.FM

1(0AP.FM, KBPFFM

GARLAND IEFFRIES, "Garland leAFrien," Ohm KINKFM

FACES,

FOCUS, "MOVING WAVES," Sire: WPHOFM

Mutation," Columbia: KRMH.FM, VINS.

THE ISLEY BROS.,

"Goodtimes," Deuce. KSANFM

O'DONEL LENT, "Dawn of
JERRY LEE LEWIS,

Thing," Stan: WBAB.FM

a New

Day," Groove Merchant WKTKFM

"London Session," Mercury: WNEW FM. KSHE.FM. KBPI.FM

WMMR.FO

PHILIP G00DHAR0 -TATS, " Sanglait," DIM (Import): WBAB -FM
COLIN BLUNSIONE,

BUCHANNAN,'Second Album," Polydor: WMALFM, KRMH.FM, WRTR-FM,

"Drift Bray," Om o:

WNEW.FM

OMB, "All Out," Spindiesy: CHUM.FM

WYVSTM, KINK-FM
ID
PAUL BUTTERFIELD, "Reiter Days,"

JO

GUAM, "Mt Down Hard," Asylum: WOUR-FM. WVVSFM. KBPI.FM

0ve

JOHN MAYAS, "Down The Une:" London: CHUM.FM
ELLEN MDILWAINE, "We The People," Poodor. KSANFM. CHUM.FM
THE MOVE,

Bearsr'le 11006.00
MARTINE HABIB, "Martine Habib," Columbia: WCMF.FM

CHILLIWACK, "All

Bros: KBEY.FM

"Ennemore," Epic: WBAOFM
0OBIE GRAY,

ROY

LITTLE FEAT, "Oiafe Chicken," Warner

HAMLET,

Help The

CMM," Eleklra: KSANFM, WKTKFM,

"Hamlet," Capitol: WKTKFM
BILL QUATEMAN,

CLIMAX BLUES BANO, "Rich Man," Sire: RREY -FM

Dram," Elaklra:

MICKEY NEWBURY, "Heaven

CHUM FM

Yeu," A&11: KINK FM

JUDY COWNS. "True Staries and Other

"Split Ends," United Artists: WBAB.FM, CHUM.FM

FREE,

KBEY.FM

"Heartbreaker" Island: KSANFM, WMMR.FM, WMMR.FM

JOHN HERALD, "John

Herald," Paramount: WHCN TM, WMMR.FM

www.americanradiohistory.com

"Bill Quateman," Columbia: ONEW.FM, WHCR.FM, KSHE.FM,

WVVS.FM
RABINDRA, "All

I

See Is You," Takoma: WNEWFM, WHCN.FM, WVVS.FM

r

&di

f

o

"Early One Morning"
(their smash new single)
IKE & TINA Turner are back with one of
their hottest singles to date. In the tradition of
their classics, It's Gonna Work Out Fine and
A Fool In Love, Early One Morning features
the lkettes prominently with Tina's sensual
magnificence on a lyric line the finest this
side of Proud Mary. (From their album, LET
ME TOUCH YOUR MIND, recorded at Bolic
Sound Studios, Inglewood, CA). L
WINDOMISESSOIE

United Artists Records and Tapes
Proven Smash On:
WVOL
Nashville
A

WDAO

WBOK
WIXO
WYLD
KATZ
KWK
KYOK
KCOH

-- Cincinnati
-- New
Orleans
New Orleans
-- New
Orleans
St. Louis
-- Houston
St. Louis
- Houston

Winston /Salem
WWIN
Balt /Wash
Balt/Wash
WEBB
Balt /Wash
WOL
WDAS
-FM - Phila.
WHAT-AM!'Phila.
WLIB
New York
WBLS
- New York
WAAA

-AM

FM

WNJR

- New York

WNEW -FM

WLIR -FM
WBLK
KROQ
KDIA
WVON

WAOK
WIGO
WIBB

-- New
York
New York
-- Buffalo
Los Angeles
-- Chicago
San Francisco
-- Atlanta
Atlanta
- Macon

www.americanradiohistory.com

KGB
KOWH
WDAO
WTHB
WAPX

WLLE
WTMP
WEDR
WMBM

-- San
Diego
Omaha
-- Dayton
Augusta
- Montgomery
-- Raleigh
Tampa
-- Jacksonville
Miami

KOKY
KNOK
KAPE

KJET
WXOK
WGOK
WPAL

-- Little
Rock
Fort Worth

-- Beaumont
San Antonio
-- Baton
Rouge
Mobile
- Charleston

-
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THE TWELFTH OF NEVER

WUO,s
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OUT OF THE QUESTION

86
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YESTERDAY

I
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41
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84
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COOK WITH HONEY

52
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Gentle Giant's latest effort, "Octopus," is a
fine specimen, capturing all the exuberance
and eclecticism of this incredibly versatile
group of musicians.
And the group that had them dancing in the
Isles will have them dancing in the States,
too, as Gentle Giant embarks on a mammoth
American and Canadian tour, commencing
in March. Hundreds of thousands of people

will be able to catch them live and take the
plunge with "Octopus," the latest album
by Gentle Giant.
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Tour Itinerary:
March
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8, Hershey Arena, Hershey, Pa.
9, Nashville, Tenn.
10, Louisville, Ky.
11, Cleveland, Ohio
13, Wilmington, Del.
14, Memorial Auditorium, Chattanooga,Tenn.

March
March
March
March
March
March

15, West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Va.
16, Felt Forum, New York City, N.V.
17, Capitol Theatre,Passiac, N.J.
18, Agricultural Hall Fairgrounds, Allentown, Pa.
21, Ottawa, Canada
22 and 23, Quebec City, Canada
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March 24, Montreal, Canada
March 25, Sherbrooke, Canada
March 29.Toronto, Canada
March 30, Masonic Auditorium. Detroit, Mich.
March 31, Buffalo, New York
April 3, The Lantern, Fort Wayne, Ind.
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The Billboard NAB frite or False Quiz
Instructions: This quiz is not to be taken outside the
broadcasting industry. Nor is it to be taken seriously.
However, it shouldn't be taken for granted, either. Simply
answer the questions below -or, if you prefer, answer
the questions below, simply. Do whatever you like because
we simply don't care. Just indicate which questions are
true or false. For each correct false answer, you will face
perjury charges in a courtroom of your choice.

TRUE

FALSE

Broadcasting is not the transmitting of words or images
by radio or television. Broadcasting is promising
your sexy little secretary a part in a Hollywood movie.

El

Billboard's NAB special, coming March 31, will have
a built -in retainability with listings of all the syndicated radio shows available. Plus, the names and addresses of producers and hosts of syndicated radio shows.

E

A first -class ticket is not a certificate that your chief engineer hangs on the wall. A first -class ticket is what you
had to pay for so that your sexy little secretary could leave town and let
things quiet down a bit.

El

Billboard's NAB issue will provide a list of programming services to radio stations: jingles firms, syndicators, consultants, humor sheets, job placement firms, etc.

El

17

The Top 40 is not a radio station's record playlist. The
Top 40 is the outstanding feature that made you hire
that sexy little secretary in the first place.

Billboard's NAB issue could be the best advertising
investment you'll make all year because of the healthy
bonus distribution to the members attending the NAB Convention.
NAB is not the initials of the National Association of
Broadcasters. NAB is the word the newspapers used
to describe your being caught in a raid at a local massage parlor.

BILLBOARD'S NAB SPECIAL
ISSUE DATE: MARCH 31
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: MARCH 15
Contact a Billboard Sales Representative at any of the
following offices:
LOS ANGELES

Bill Moran
9000 Sunset Blvd.,
Suite 415
L.A., Calif. 90069
(213) 273 -7040
NEW YORK:
Ron Willman
1 Astor Plaza
New York, N.Y 10036

(212) 764-7300
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CHICAGO:
Steve Lappin
150 No. Wacker Drive
Chicago, HI. 60606
(312) CE 6 -9818

NASHVILLE:
John McCartney
1719 West End Ave.
Nashville, Tenn. 37203
(615) 329.3925

Late News

Franklin to Add Goody

InsideTrack

Store He Once Managed
PHILADELPHIA -Al Franklin,

Franklin chain in 1973.
Another Franklin Music is set to
to

who left his managerial post at the
center -city Sam Goody store almost
five years ago to develop his own
chain of Franklin Music record
stores, will add the Goody store to
his chain later this year. The
Goody store, which at the begin.
ning created major waves in discount record selling, has decided
to drop the lareg center -city operation when its present lease expires
on May 31.
Franklin, who takes over the
lease. said that the entire store will
be redesigned and rebuilt to conform to Franklin Music patterns
and expects to be open for business
by September 30 at the latest.
While dropping the center -city operation, Sam Goody wit continue
operating its two area stores in
the Pennsauken (N.J.) Shopping
Center and in the Northeast section of the city.
Al present the Franklin Music
chain takes in four stores -three
in this area. in the surburban Neshaminy (Pa.) Mall. Playmouth
Meeting (Pa.) Mall and the Eschelo
(Verhees Township, N.J.) Mall. A
fourth store is in an Atlanta, Ga..
shopping mall. The Goody store
will be the first Franklin Music
shop within the city and the first
outside of a suburban shopping

the

open in about three weeks at the
new Exton Shopping mall near
suburban Paoli, Pa. and a third
new store at another Atlanta, Ga.,
shopping center,

With the addition of three more
stores to make it a total of seven
Cores this year, Franklin said that
he expects the operation to reach
"a good SIO million dollars for
our fiscal year." And in addition
to the three new stores in 73.
Franklin revealed that he has already started negotiations at choice
locations and proposed shopping
centers to add four more stores to
the Franklin Music chain in 1974.
The four for '74. he indicated. will
be in this immediate area.

With the additional stores, Franklin has also provided for new and
larger warehouse facilities. He has
rented approximately 19.000 square
feet of space at 5000 Parkside Ave.
nue in the West Philadelphia section of the city. While located
within the complex of Raymond
Rosen & Co., leading appliance
distributors. the Franklin Music
warehouse will be a separate facility. The Rosen company was until
several years ago one of the leading record distributors. handling
RCA Victor and Mercury among
other major labels. It has since
dropped all record lines.

mall.
The Goody store will be only
one of three new stores to be added

Executive Turntable
Continued from page 4

Bob McLaughlin has joined G. Sizemore Co. as general manager.
He was formerly manager of Ampex's magnetic tape division.
Southeastern region.... San Francisco 49'er football player Cedric
Hardman has been appointed West Coast regional promotion
manager for Warner Brothers Records. Hardman, reporting to
Gary Davis, West Coast marketing manager, will also cover Dallas.
Houston and New Orleans.... Lucky Carle has left his position as
general professional manager for the Peer -Southern Organization.
He will announce future plans shortly. ...Scott A. Cameron, who
recentlyrrresigned as vice president and general manager of Willard
Alexand-er,°ïbc., Chicago, has opened his own personal management agency, Scott A. Cameron Organization, Inc.... Richard C.
Belmont has been promoted to manager of sales and technical services at Fairchild Sound Equipment Corporation, Long Island, N.Y.
Previously. he was a product engineer.... Mario De Filippo has resigned as general manager of London Records of California. He
will announce future plans after a brief vacation.

*
Nick Firth

*

*

has been named general manager

of Chappell Inter-

national. a new division of Chappell & Co., designed to coordinate
the worldwide publishing activities of the firm. Firth, currently in
charge of international operations for the firm and general manager of Intersong- U.S.A., will relocate to the London headquarters
of the new division.... Sam Uretsky has joined the management
firm of Neil C. Reshen, Inc., N.Y.... At Ampex Stereo Tapes. Iry
Brtrsso, formerly AST product manager. has been named sales
manager. East, and Charles Stewart, formerly Southern regional
sales manager, has been named sales manager, West. Brusso, making his headquarters in New Jersey. will be responsible for all aspects of distributor sales activities in the-Eastern and Midwestern
areas of the U.S. Prior to his position as product manager. he was
Midwest regional sales manager. Stewart, headquartered in Dallas.
will coordinate sales activities for the West and South. Both men
will report to Jules Cohen, AST marketing manager.... Greg Fulginiti has resigned from Sterling Sound. With Sterling for the past
two years in the engineering department, Fulginiti was previously
with Elektra Records in the a &r and engineering departments.

*

*

*

Leroy Lovett has been named administrative manager of ABC/
Dunhill Publishing. His main areas of responsibility will center
around the total print operation regarding copyrights as well as the
overseeing of and correspondence to all foreign subsidiary publishing concerns. He was most recently creative director of music for
Motown Records.

*

*

*

David Freese, director of engineering for Watermark. Inc., Los
Angeles radio syndicated packager, is moving to Audio Industries
Corp., Los Angeles. Freese has a 20 -year background in professional audio work.

Capricorn Records artists, the
Allman Brothers Band are concerned that consumer and retailer might confuse two of their
"Beginnewly -released albums.
nings' the Atco Rec.ids release is
a reissue of 1969 -70 material while
"-Brothers And Sisters" is the new
Allman Brother album, their
fifth one.... Bhaskar Menon and
Allen Klein jousted at tennis. chess
and ping -pong during NARM. Final score and bets are top secret.
Isn't a major East Coast cutout supplier going public very
shortly?
Alice Cooper and
Salvador Dan friendship continues -Dari is preparing a three dimensional hologram concept of
Ms. Cooper's brain, to be shown al
a Dali New York exhibition in
.

April.
Atlantic Records ran into trouble with their Paris convention
film. Director of publicity and ad-

vertising Bob Rolonta was huddling
with writers and film makers in
Los Angeles last week over the rewrite.
Cover art on Mount
Airy's debut Audio Fidelity album
was executed by Jinu Warwell, five.
year -old daughter of father Ron.
art director for the label.
Singer Wayne Newton appears as
actor in Mickey Rooney CBS Television film, "80 Steps To Jonah"
on March 19.... London Records
is starting a separate press department soon.... Mickey New.

.

ASCAP Gives
SSG More in

Writer Grants
NEW
YORK -ASCAP

has dis-

tributed an additional $55,000 in
cash awards to writer members in
both the popular and standard
fields, raising the total of 19721973 grants to $688,000
In the popular field, writers receiving awards include Randy
Newman, Warren Casey and Jim
Jacobs "Grease," Alex Harvey and
Larry Collins "Delta Lawn," Tom
Jans, Mimi Farina, Gershon Kingsley, Jackson Browne, Johnny Nash,
Chi Coltrane, Webb Pierce, Gladys
Knight, Loggins and Messina, Peter Link, Charles Lloyd, Jim Mundy Louis Prima, Jeffrey Moss and
Joe Raposo "Sesame Street." Leon
Ware. Ruth Batchelor, David Arkin, "Black and White," Addy
Fieger, Randy McNeill, Robert
Lamm, Johnny Rivers, Richard
Carpenter, Douglas Clifford. Matt
Dubay, Dean Fuller, John Fogerty.
Steve Goodman. William Seaggs,
Christopher Gore, Otis Clements,
Christopher Guest, William Salter,
Ralph MacDonald and John M.
Tebelak.
In the standard field, writers
honored include Emmanuel Ghent,
David Del Tredici, Lukas Foss.
Barbara Lolb, Dominick Argento.
and Stephen Albert.

MMI Awards
Open to Public
MEMPHIS -The third annual
Memphis
Music.
Inc.,
(MMI)
awards to outstanding musicians
who live or record in the city will
be open to the public for the
first lime. Awards are set for
June

and 2.
According to Marty Lacher. executive of MMI and director of
this year's program. the awards
will be presented in the Nonh
Hall of the Auditorium as opposed
to smaller facilities used in pre.
vious years.
Stars set to appear at this year's
program include Al Green. Isaac
Hayes, Dionne Warwicke and the
Bar -Keys. A celebrity golf tournament, open to the public, is set for
June I. Tickets will be available
throughout the city in May.
I

62

bury playing a benefit for the
San Francisco listener- sponsored
radio.
.
Midnight jazz -rockgospel show in aid of CORE originally set for New York's Radio
City Music Hall, on March 3 was
moved to the smaller Carnegie
Hall because of poor ticket sales.
Floor opinion was divided at
NARM -was Allen Klein's bid
for new approach to piracy also
a big plug for his upcoming two
albums Beatle set? Many retailers
and
rackjobbers
looked
very
happy when he held up the albums.
"Black Caesar' for
which James Brown wrote the
soundtrack. has reported grosses
of $200,000 in New York for the
first two weeks.
American
Song Festival has 26,000 entries
before the official opening date.
Projected are one million total
.

.

.

.

.

entries

Britain

at

a

$5

fee

apiece.

In

fashionable London
stalled Isaac Hayes while they
checked on a four figure check
the singer had presented. They
checked at $12 a minute with a
Memphis bank.
BMl president Ed Cramer issued
a statement saying the organization was delighted that the Soviet
Union will participate in the Universal Copyright Convention. He
said it "will add to the free now
of music."
Robert Sugwood
dropped in briefly at NARM and
Los Angeles to discuss the RSO
label with U.S. executive Johnny
'Benstock. He left to vacation in
Rio for Mardi Gras where he
joins Ahmet Erteguns party. , .
New Starwood Club in Hollywood
opens with Ace Trucking Company and the Dillards.... Singer
Merrilee Bush filled in at the
Memphis Songwriters' workshop
at the Memphis State University
for Hi Records vice president and
producer Willie Mitchell and singer
AI Green, who were delayed in
returning to the city by bad weathMarty (he's with Golddust
Productions, Los Angeles) and
wife Lee, are parents of a second
son, Brian Michael, born Feb. 22.
LaBelle members Mona Hendry:, Sarah Dash and Patti Le
Belle will take over the four hour
WBLS -FM Frookie Crocker show
on March 8 while the disk jockey
is on vacation. Other artists will
also substitute.
Fred Werner
named music supervisor for the
a

...

er....
.

..

forthcoming $10 million film,
"Mame," starring Lucille Ball.
Brooklyn spot Bananafish Garden, will begin featuring free 'Down
With Downs" concerts as a regular
part of the theater's seven day a
week program. Each month the
Garden will hold a DWD benefit
sponsored by the Drug Intelligence
Education program. The benefits
will be videotaped for presentation
to people interested in fund raising
for DIE programs.
The New York Jazz Museum
presents a photo, poster, film,
paintings and music exhibit on the
life of Billie Holiday, starting
April 7, which would have been
the late singer's 58th birthday. A
Billie Holiday alumni band will
perform at the preview party, April
6.... Bill Cosby, Steve Lawrence,
and Ed Ames are among those
celebrities playing in the Alan
King Tennis Classic, Las Vegas,
May 14 -20.
U.K. Records.
distributed in the U.S. by London.
has named Connie De Rave as
U.S. press representative.
Pat
Boone and family are filming a
TV special in Israel.
Paul
Anka ill host NBC's "Midnight
Special"
rock
television show
March 17 which will feature the
Four Tops, Ace Trucking Company,
Hawkins Singers, Donnie
rChers and Tammy Wynettc.
Thieves took only David
Bowie tickets before the singer's
recent Memphis concert when they
raided a record store and ticket
outlet. The numbers of the tickets
were. recorded. Nobody with a
stolen one was allowed in.
Grunt Records has financed a
I0- minute Robert Plants film on
their group. One. It's available for
distribution, March
Donny
Osmond has his first single since
his voice dropped an octave on the

..

market, "12th Of Never."
Commander Cody (Gnome Frayne)
playing at Paco sessions.
For cover of one of the upcoming Beetle reissues on Apple,
John Lennon got other three exBeatles to pose in identical positions for one of their first albums.
Earlier picture, all suits and mop
also
album
Chong did some
recording at Toronto between
dates.... Joey Covington, former
Jefferson Airplane drummer. leader on his first Grunt Records album, with the Fat Fandango band.
.. Conelo De Rave has another
British account -she is U.S. press
officer for Gaff Management art.
ists Rod Stewart, Faces, Status Quo
and Andy Bown.... Bence Sowe
is
producer on Sergio Mendes
single, "Love Music" first outside
producer Mendes has used for several years. Rowe has produced
Fifth Dimension, Elvis Presley,
and the Association.... Confesses
Vie Damone from the Las Vegas
stage: "I sacked Burt Bacharsch

as my musical director a long
time ago."
Warner Bros. is calling March
Mystic Moods month and starting
a promotion campaign on the entire Mystic Moods catalog-nine
albums.... Editor of the late rock
magazine Words and Music
Pauline Rivelli will discos women
in rock on "On This Rock," the
ABC public affairs program.
Fanny's next
March 2 and
will
be
taped
live
at Los Analbum
geles' Whisky over four nights....
Marty Wax will handle broadcast
exploitation of the Broadway show,
"Don't Bother Me I Can't Cope."
Polydor has the original cast album.
Dutch rock television special set
with Dr, Hook, Rod Stewart, the
Faces, Rosy Music, J.J. Gale, the
Eagles, Chl Coltrane and Ry Cooder.
Warner Bras. entertain.
ment are test marketing a children's birthday service, a "persona" call from Bugs Bunny in Kansas City and Minneapolis,
Staple Singers appear at a benefit
for Roxbury Technical Institute.
Roxbury, Mass., March 31.
Tom Scott scored "Class Of '63"
Several U.S.
ABC -TV film..
record companies looking into the
possibilities of using import firms
here to test market U.K. rock
product.
David Cassidy adds Spanish
television special to his European
tour.
Rolf Kempf, writer of
the Alice Cooper hit, "Hello Hurray" scored, performed and produced the music for the television
documentary, "Rescue of a River"
aired nationally on PBS.... Mills
Brothers sing the title song written by Orphanage for comedy telePupa
vision pilot, "Cops,"
Jobs Creech's appearance, Mar. 1,
on the Flip Wilson television show
is the first time he played on national television during his 40 year
Movercareer as a violinist.
Pinta,
former
Metropolitan
Se
Opera artist. was joined by her
three daughters in performance
with the Memphis Symphony Orchestra singing "Raindrops Keep
Fallin' on My Head" and "Candy
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DEATH

of SAMANTHA

NOWA SINGLE FROM
YOKO'S HIT ALBUM
APPROXIMATELY INFINITE UNIVERSE
BEING PLAYED AT THE FOLLOWING STATIONS
KMET -Los Angeles
KPPC -Los Angeles
KDEO -San Diego
KPRI -San Diego
KGB -San Diego
KNAC -Long Beach
KYMS -Santa Ana

KWFM- Tucson
KDKB- Phoenix
KUNM -Albuquerque
KRST- Albuquerque

KSAN -San Francisco
KSJO -San Jose
KZAP Sacramento

-

KQIV- Sacramento
KOL /FM- Seattle
KZEL- Eugene
KINK -Portland
KTAC- Portland
KFML- Denver
KRNW -Boulder
KBPI -Boulder

KFMQ -Lincoln
KSHE -St. Louis
KBEY- Kansas City
KCLC -St. Charles
KFMG -St. Charles
KAFM -Dallas
KLOL -Houston
KEXL -San Antonio
KTFM -San Antonio

WXRT-Chlcago
WZMF- Milwaukee
WNAP -Indianapolis
WNUR- Chicago
WSRM- Madison
WXFM -Elmwood Park
WABX- Detroit

CJOM- Windsor, Ontario
WEBN- Cincinnati
WCOL -Columbus
WFIB- Cincinnati
WVUD- Dayton
WMMS -Cleveland

WPHD -Buttalo
WPGH -Pittsburgh

WHRA -Akron
WBCN- Boston
WHCN -Hartford
WBRU -Boston

WHUS- Connecticut
WYBC- Boston
WPLR -New Haven
WNEW -New York
WMMR -Philadelphia
WSAN -Allentown
WIBG -Philadelphia

KTK- Baltimore
WBUS -Miami
WIVY -Jacksonville
WVUM -Miami
WUSF -Miami
WRAS -Atlanta
W MC- Memphis
KORB- Minneapolis

cose
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cra:

ANCE COOPER IS MAki NCB A SPECTACULAR

OF HIMSELF

SEE ALICE ONTOUR:
3/5 Rochester, N.Y.
3/8 -9 Philadelphia, Pa.
3/10 Roanoke, Va.
3/11 Williamsburg, Va.
3/16 Fayetteville, N.C.
3/17 Clemson, N.C.
3/18 Charlotte, N.C.
3/20 Jackson. Miss.
3/23 Atlanta, Ga.
3/24 Columbia, S.C.
3/26 Boston, Mass.
3/27 Hershey, Pa.

3/28
3/30

Baltimore, Md.
Indianapolis, Ind.
3/31
Cleveland, Ohio
4/1
Cincinnati, Ohio
4/2
Louisville, Ky.
4/4.5 Detroit, Mich.
4/6
Pittsburgh, Pa.
4/8
Ft. Wayne. Ind.
4/9 -10 Chicago. III.
4/12 Lincoln, Nebr.
4/13 St. Louis, Mo.
4/14 Memphis, Tenn.

HEAR Alice's

4/15
4/20 -21
4/22
4/25
4/26
4/27
4/28
4/29
5/1
5/2

5/3
5/4

Kansas City. Kans.
Miami. Fa.

Jacksonville, Fa.
Mobile, Ala.
New Orleans, La.

Shreveport, La.
Dallas. Tex.
Houston, Tex.
Oklahoma City, Okla
Tulsa, Okla.
Ft. Worth, Tex.
Albuquerque, N.M.

5/5

Tucson, Ariz.
5/11
Los Angeles, Calif.
5/12
San Bernardino, Calif.
5/13
San Diego, Calif.
5/17 -18 Denver, Colo.
5/19
Salt Lake City, Utah
5/20
Las Vegas. Nev.
5/24
Portland, Ore.
5/25
Seattle. Wash.
5/30
Minneapolis, Minn.
5/31
Milwaukee, Wisc.
6/3
New York City, N.Y.

New BILLION DOLLAR BABIES Album ON WARNER BROS. Recouds And TApes
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